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ABSTRACT 

 

The Reynolds and Daly River region contributes significantly to the natural and 

cultural heritage of the Northern Territory. This thesis documents the Aboriginal 

heritage places of the Reynolds River, using current heritage methodologies to 

determine the appropriateness of the current regime of legislation and practices. The 

suite of cultural heritage places in the Reynolds River region demonstrates the 

continuous and large scale occupation by Aboriginal people of the region from the 

beginning of the Holocene through to the present. These sites also reflect the many 

changes that were occurring in the natural environment and ecology over the last 3000 

years. Geomorphic changes culminated in the creation of the freshwater wetlands that 

are a fundamental part of the Werat Traditional Owner’s cultural landscape. The 

wetlands, and their flora and fauna, feature significantly in Werat mythology and 

beliefs and have always been an important economic source for them.   

 

Therefore this thesis attempts to document archaeological sites and the cultural 

significance these places have to the Werat Traditional Owners. Heritage places in the 

Reynolds River area are of national significance as they are representative of, and can 

contribute significantly, to our understanding of the intensification of the diverse 

activities undertaken by Aboriginal people in the past. Many of these cultural heritage 

places are under threat from natural, animal, and human agents with the distinct 

possibility of significantly diminishing the heritage values if left unchecked. This 

thesis demonstrates that when applying the current suite of Territory and 

Commonwealth legislation to Indigenous heritage places of the Reynolds River 

region, blanket protection cannot be afforded to all values if they are not attached to 

an archaeological or sacred site. Consequently, with varying degrees of protection 

come varying degrees of ability for Traditional Aboriginal Owners to conserve and 

protect their heritage places.  
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CHAPTER 1: ALL THINGS TO ALL PEOPLE 

 
 
“To archaeologists the human past is owned by no one. It represents the cultural 
heritage of everyone who has ever lived on Earth or will live on it in the future. 
Archaeology puts all human societies on an equal footing.”  Brian Fagan (1996)  
 

 

“Land rights mean a lot of things to Aboriginal people. The land is a religious 
thing to an Aboriginal person. We need our land to live properly. We want to 
have our land and do the things that our ancestors did before. We want to teach 
our young ones about Aboriginal culture.”  From Sutton (1998:218) 
 

 

“The one and only thing that matters to us and the thing these people are paid 
for by the state, is to have ideas of history that strengthen our people in their 
necessary national pride. In all this troublesome business we are only interested 
in one thing – to project into the dim and distant past the picture of our nation as 
we envisage it for the future. Every bit of Tacitus in his Germania is tendentious 
stuff. Our teachings of German origins has depended for centuries on 
falsification. We are entitled to impose one of our own at any time.” Heinrich 
Himmler in Arnold (1992:33)  

 

 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

Notions of heritage have had a mixed and varied past just as much as the physical 

representations that we strive to document and protect. The abovementioned 

quotations are included here to provide an introduction to the different traditions in 

how heritage is perceived. The first is by the heritage professional, an archaeologist, 

who believes in an idealistic scientific morality that the past is the property of all of 

humanity. The second is a declaration by Indigenous Australians who feel they have a 

direct link and ownership to the past and have been denied that right by the dominant 

culture. The third is a quote that represents the views of a dominant culture, the Nazi 

regime of Germany, who believed they wielded ultimate control over the past and the 
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future. These are three views of cultural heritage spanning 80 years of human history. 

The relevance of these views for cultural heritage in Australia is that the sentiments 

expressed above exist in the present. The difficulty in practising modern cultural 

heritage is how to reconcile the pressures exerted by the varying beliefs systems held 

within our society that underlie our history and heritage. The answer we mostly rely 

on lies largely in the democratic process of governance that is meant to provide for a 

fair and just representation of the beliefs and morals of a society. The practice of 

cultural heritage in Australia is a relatively new phenomenon born from concern over 

the historic ‘national estate’, the recognition of the societal, religious and property 

rights of Indigenous Australians and the development of heritage and archaeology in 

academia. Without these fundamental changes, which have been enshrined in 

Commonwealth, State, and Territory legislation, there would be no Indigenous 

cultural heritage industry in Australia to write of here in this thesis. In this context this 

thesis will demonstrate that there are many aspects to the documentation and 

assessment of Indigenous archaeology and cultural significance and the important 

roles each area has to play.  

 

Cultural resource management in Australia largely derives its origins from the 

implementation of heritage legislation that is in place at a local, state, and national 

level. Australia has three main forms of cultural heritage legislation, for relic, cultural, 

and general heritage (Ritchie 1994:229). This thesis proposes to examine how cultural 

heritage legislation, in particular the assessment of heritage values, affects Indigenous 

heritage place management. For example, successful management and conservation of 

a place usually requires resources, which in turn is dependent on the relevant state or 

commonwealth heritage agencies, which in turn rely on assessments of heritage 
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significance as defined by relevant legislation. Conversely there are also trends for 

cultural resource management to occur outside of the bounds of heritage authorities as 

Indigenous people gain ownership and control of land through land rights legislation 

and joint management agreements. Therefore should heritage legislation be inclusive 

or exclusive? As Ritchie (1994) has identified, there are at least three types of 

legislation that refer to heritage places, but how well does this work in the successful 

conservation of Indigenous heritage places in the Northern Territory? 

1.1.1. ICOMOS Burra Charter 

Cultural resource management principles for the Australian context are largely 

formulated in the Australian ICOMOS Burra Charter. The Burra Charter attempts to 

provide a framework for the management of all cultural heritage places in Australia. 

This framework sets out the various processes for the conservation of heritage places. 

A major part of this process is defining the heritage value of a place. Many factors 

may be utilised in the assessment of the significance of a heritage place, which 

includes aesthetic, historic, scientific, and social significance (Pearson and Sullivan 

1995). Discussions on the assessment of heritage significance can be found in Pearson 

and Sullivan (1995), Marquis-Kyle and Walker (1994), and Davison and McConville 

(1991). Heritage legislation in Australia sets out to define the limits and boundaries of 

heritage values deemed worthy of State and National significance. This is where the 

legislation usually fails in properly representing Indigenous heritage values.  

 

A paradox is created for the assessment and conservation of Indigenous heritage 

places where legislation has a set of criteria that places are to be assessed against for 

inclusion into a Register. Only two such registers exist in the Northern Territory, the 
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Northern Territory Heritage Register (NTHR) and the Aboriginal Sacred Sites 

Register. Criteria, or a definition, are specified in each Act, which must be met in 

order to gain entry onto both Registers. When Indigenous heritage places are assessed 

to these criteria, they usually are entered for either their archaeological significance or 

their significance according to Aboriginal tradition. So where does this leave the 

many places of Indigenous heritage significance that are located in between? This is 

not to deride the relevance archaeological or sacred significance as these values have 

helped in legitimising Indigenous claims to land ownership rights in the eyes of the 

western scientific and legal establishment. However the heritage values to Aboriginal 

Traditional Owners of many cultural places may not be archaeological or sacred. Pre-

defined criteria for heritage places to be assessed against can sometimes be prejudicial 

against successful conservation outcomes for Indigenous heritage places.  

 

There is also a tendency for archaeological places to be overlooked by statutory 

authorities charged with managing land, which are Aboriginal Land Councils, as 

Indigenous places of archaeological significance are not identified by the Aboriginal 

Land Rights Act 1976. The argument presented here is that for the successful 

management of Indigenous cultural heritage places, all the diverse factors that 

constitute Indigenous heritage must be considered by organisations charged with land 

management and Indigenous governance. Different aspects should not be dismissed 

for the sake of bureaucratic convenience. This thesis will demonstrate how 

archaeology, history, and ethnography are all integral to assessing Indigenous heritage 

values of the region and discuss the application of current legislative regimes and 

other issues concerned with conserving Indigenous cultural heritage. 
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1.2 AIMS  

The primary aim of this thesis is to illustrate the processes of cultural resource 

management and applicability of heritage legislation through a case study of Werat 

heritage places in the Reynolds River region of the Northern Territory. There have 

been numerous reviews of the strengths and shortcomings of heritage legislation in 

Australia and the Northern Territory, such as The Evatt Review (1996), which was 

primarily concerned with case studies and the application of the Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait Islander heritage Protection Act 1984.  

 

An important factor this case study highlights is the assessment process of Indigenous 

archaeological places and the variety of cultural heritage values these places can hold 

according to local Aboriginal traditional owners. Werat heritage values represent a 

range of features that reflect a broad continuum of Indigenous concepts and land uses. 

The routine use of ecological resources and the strong mythological and totemic 

relationship the Werat have with their country is evident in these heritage values. This 

thesis aims to demonstrate why assessment of heritage values for places in the region 

should take a holistic approach utilising archaeological, environmental, ecological, 

historical, and Aboriginal traditional knowledge as a single body of evidence. In order 

to assess an archaeological site or landscape heritage value we need to understand the 

ecology, archaeology, recent historical past, and the current interpretations of the 

traditional landowners of these aspects.  

 

Following discussions of regional archaeology and Indigenous cultural heritage 

significance, I consider possible conservation outcomes. In this section, I  examine 
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different conservation outcomes that are available according to current legislative 

regimes and propose possible alternatives for local Indigenous communities.  

1.3 THE CASE STUDY 

It was apparent through various studies in the greater Darwin region that there are 

large areas where Indigenous archaeology has not yet been documented (Bourke 

2000; Brockwell 2001; Burns 1999). In recent times, members of the Werat 

Aboriginal community have been actively seeking to further their understanding of 

management of Aboriginal heritage places.  The Werat expressed growing concern 

that many heritage places were being damaged and destroyed through competing land 

interests. Therefore three studies were initiated through the National Estate Grants 

Program (NEGP) provided by the Australian Heritage Commission and the Northern 

Territory Government. Two of these studies focussed on the archaeological record. 

The Commonwealth required the archaeological sites be reviewed and assessed via 

the then Australian Heritage Commission criteria. These criteria required the social 

and cultural heritage assessment of archaeological sites, something that had always 

been difficult to achieve in archaeological studies. Scientific, or archaeological, and 

historic significance is relatively straightforward in assessing the archaeological 

record. However social and cultural values of the archaeological record are generally 

much harder to determine. With this legacy in mind, it was the objective of this 

research to determine if it was possible to record social and cultural values of 

archaeological places in the Reynolds River region.  

1.4 THE STUDY AREA 

The study area extends from the western portion of the Tabletop Range onto the 

lowlands and wetlands of the Finniss and Reynolds River catchments and area is 
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predominantly situated on the river floodplain of the Reynolds River (Figure 1). The 

Tabletop Range defines the western boundary of the Reynolds River catchment and 

the watershed between the Reynolds River and the Finniss River forms the other 

boundaries to the study area. Land use within the study area is predominantly pastoral 

industry, land conservation areas and Aboriginal Land Trust. 

 

Surveying for Indigenous heritage places in this region was conducted in 1995 and 

1998 with funding through the National Estates Grant Program. A combination of 

locating previously recorded archaeological sites, visiting cultural places known to the 

Werat and a systematic survey strategy was employed (Gunn 1991; McWilliam 

1991). Surveying covered many different ecological zones. Examining the differences 

in ecological variation is an integral part of the research. Werat Traditional Owners 

were involved in the planning, surveying and documentation of the sites. Over 200 

cultural and archaeological heritage places have been recorded during the NEGP 

surveys of the Reynolds River region.  

 

These places consist of earth mounds, artefact scatters, rockshelters, rock art sites, 

stone quarries, grinding hollow sites, and stone arrangement. These sites also contain 

a variety of site components including portable grinding stones, grinding hollows, 

rock art, human remains, shell midden material and petroglyphs (see site definitions 

p84). Archaeological sites in this region have been dated to 8000 BP and 

archaeological settlement patterns from this period to the present are indicative of the 

complex interaction between ecology and Aboriginal society.  
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Figure 1. Location of the Study Area. Reynolds River and Daly River Region, Northern Territory 
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Archaeological places and materials may be referred to as ‘Werat’ throughout this 

thesis. This is an acknowledgement to the contemporary traditional ownership of 

these archaeological places and materials within the Werat Estate. It is not meant to 

imply ‘culture history’of the archaeological past. The reference to a ‘Werat mound’ or 

‘Werat rock art’ is meant to reflect current traditional ownership and identity between 

the Werat traditional owners and the cultural heritage resources on their country.   
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CHAPTER 2: CULTURAL HERITAGE MANAGEMENT  

2.1 HERITAGE LEGISLATION 

According to Ritchie (Ritchie 1994:229) there are three main forms of legislation for 

relic, cultural, and general heritage. Relic legislation is designed to protect pre-

colonial (archaeological sites, art sites, and skeletal remains) Aboriginal sites or 

Aboriginal cultural relics. (Ritchie 1994:229). These types of sites are afforded what 

is known as ‘blanket’ or ‘prescribed’ protection. The main legislation that 

automatically protects these types of places is the Northern Territory Heritage 

Conservation Act 1991. Cultural legislation is designed to protect sites that are of 

contemporary importance to Aboriginal groups (Ritchie 1994:229). These sites are 

protected through the Northern Territory Aboriginal Sacred Sites Act 1989; 

Aboriginal Land Rights Act 1976; and the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island 

Heritage Protection Act 1984. 

 

General heritage legislation that is more popularly known is designed to protect 

heritage places that are not necessarily Aboriginal archaeological or sacred sites 

(Ritchie 1994:229). In the Northern Territory the Heritage Conservation Act 1991 is 

the primary general heritage legislation. National legislation includes the Environment 

Protection and Biodiversity (EPBC) Act 1999, which has an Indigenous Advisory 

Committee that reports to the Australian Heritage Council on places of Aboriginal 

significance.  Places of Indigenous cultural significance may be nominated to the 

Northern Territory Heritage Register for protection should they not be an 

archaeological site or sacred site. Such places may include the Wave Hill Walk-Off 

sites made famous during the Gurindji strike in the 1960s (Berndt and Berndt 1987).   
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Therefore there are a variety of Acts that have the potential to affect heritage places in 

the Northern Territory with varying degrees of relevance. Indigenous heritage places 

that occur in the sea are usually protected under the Aboriginal Sacred Sites Act 1989 

or the difficult process of seeking a sea closure under the Aboriginal Land Rights Act 

1976. Aboriginal freehold land tenure established through the Aboriginal Land Rights 

Act 1976, generally affords the higher level of protection for Indigenous heritage 

places owing to controls established by the Land Councils through the administration 

of the Act. The limited amount of development that occurs on Aboriginal Land Trusts 

is also another contributing factor.   

 

Australia is also a participant in the Convention for the Protection of the World 

Cultural and Natural Heritage. Australia ratified the Convention in August 1974, 

which came into force on 17 December 1975.  Articles 6 and 7 of the Convention 

impose obligations on all State parties to assist in the “identification, protection, 

conservation and preservation of the cultural and natural heritage of the States...” and 

to be part of a system of “…international co-operation... in their efforts to conserve 

and identify that heritage.”  The Convention ensures that Indigenous cultural heritage 

places are to be included within the Australian heritage conservation legislative 

framework. 

 

 Legislation that is applicable to heritage places in the Northern Territory is listed 

below in Table 1. Legislation that deals with the natural heritage has also been 

included as these usually concern areas that also have Indigenous heritage 

significance and establish joint management between Traditional Owners and 
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Government. Many of these Acts also require the establishment of a register or 

database of heritage places (Table 1).   

 
TABLE 1. CURRENT HERITAGE LEGISLATION AND REGISTERS AS OF 2004. 

 

LEGISLATION GOVT AGENCY REGISTER 

Heritage Conservation Act 1991 NT Heritage Advisory Council, Dept of 
Infrastructure, Planning and 
Environment 

Northern Territory 
Heritage Register 
Archaeological Site 
Register 

Aboriginal Sacred Sites Act 1989 NT Aboriginal Areas Protection 
Authority  

Register of Sacred 
Sites  

National Trust (NT) Act NT National Trust (NT) National Trust 
Register 

Aboriginal Land Rights Act 1976 Australian Aboriginal Land Councils Register of Cultural 
Sites  

Environment Protection and 
Biodiversity Conservation Act 
Heritage Amendment 1999 

Australian Department of Environment and 
Heritage  
 

World Heritage List 
 

Environment Protection and 
Biodiversity Conservation Act 2004 

Australian Department of Environment and 
Heritage  
Australian Heritage Council 

National Heritage List 
Commonwealth 
Heritage List 
Register of the 
National Estate 

Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander 
Heritage Protection Act 1986 

Australian Department of Environment and 
Heritage  

N/A 

 
 

State and Commonwealth cultural heritage legislation in Australia has recently 

undergone various revisions and changes. There have been significant revisions to the 

Commonwealth heritage regime, which will be discussed below. The Northern 

Territory is also undergoing a review of its primary heritage legislation. This is a 

timely reminder that legislation can always be enacted, amended, and repealed, which 

requires practitioners of natural and cultural heritage management to be vigilant and 

keep pace with legislative and administrative changes. 
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2.1.1 The Heritage Conservation Act 1991 (NT) 

(Including: Northern Territory of Australia Regulations under the Heritage 

Conservation Act 1994; Amendment of Northern Territory Heritage Conservation 

Regulations 1994) 
 
The Northern Territory Heritage Conservation Act 1991 is the Northern Territory 

Government legislation that establishes a framework for the protection of natural and 

cultural heritage places. The Heritage Conservation Act is currently under review by 

the Northern Territory Government. The Act establishes the Northern Territory 

Heritage Register (NTHR) and the Heritage Advisory Council (HAC) to provide 

advice to the Minister on the Northern Territory’s heritage. The Heritage Advisory 

Council’s membership consists of representatives from government, non-government 

and the community who have interests and expertise in Northern Territory Heritage. 

The Minister for the Environment makes the final decisions on heritage places to be 

entered onto the NTHR. Heritage significance criteria are established for the 

assessment of heritage places for entry onto the NTHR. Archaeological places and 

objects are protected under the provisions of the Northern Territory Heritage 

Conservation Act 1991 (NT). Within this Act, Regulation (3) of the Heritage 

Conservation Regulations identifies the following places as prescribed archaeological 

places: 

1. Places containing paintings or rock carvings;  

2. Prehistoric or proto-historic occupation places;  

3. Places (not being cemeteries within the meaning of the Cemeteries Act) 

containing human remains or burial artefacts.  

 

The Office of Environment and Heritage (Department of Infrastructure, Planning and 

Environment) provides administrative and executive support to the HAC. The Office 

also provides professional advice to Government, non-Government organisations and 
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individuals on heritage matters, maintains the Northern Territory Heritage Register, 

maintains a database of archaeological resources in the Northern Territory, and 

undertakes heritage assessment on places and objects nominated to the Northern 

Territory Heritage Register, and administer the Northern Territory Heritage Grants 

Program (NTHGP). 

 

Members of the public are able to nominate places for inclusion on the NTHR to the 

HAC. After assessment and recommendation from the HAC, the Minister may enter 

the place onto the NTHR, to become a Declared Heritage Place. Protective measures 

for declared heritage places are high with Section 33 of the Act providing that a 

person shall not, except as prescribed, or in accordance with a Conservation 

Management Plan, damage, or desecrate a heritage place, carry out work of any sort 

on a heritage place, remove a heritage object from a heritage place, or remove a 

heritage object from the Territory; without the written consent of the Minister.  

 

2.1.2 Northern Territory Aboriginal Sacred Sites Act 1989 

The Northern Territory Aboriginal Sacred Sites Act 1989 establishes a protective 

regime for places that are significant according to Aboriginal tradition. These sites are 

otherwise commonly referred to as Aboriginal sacred sites. The Aboriginal Areas 

Protection Authority (AAPA) administers the Northern Territory Aboriginal Sacred 

Sites Act 1989. This Act applies to all forms of land tenure in the Northern Territory, 

including Territory coastal waters. The AAPA is a statutory authority that reports to a 

board made up of Aboriginal Custodians nominated by the Land Councils and 

appointed by the Minister. The primary role of the AAPA is the protection of sacred 

sites and the issuing of Authority Certificates to landholders. An Authority Certificate 
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process is established in the Act to provide certainty to landholders so they can avoid 

damaging sacred sites. Proponents of development and anyone undertaking any works 

where they think there may be a risk of damaging sacred sites usually seek an 

Authority Certificate. Aboriginal Custodians are able to request the Authority to 

register their sacred sites. The AAPA is required by the Act to maintain a Register of 

Sacred Sites and currently has approximately 12,000 recorded sites on its database. 

Therefore the Aboriginal Sacred Sites Act 1989 is more focussed on protection rather 

than developing conservation strategies and outcomes for these Indigenous heritage 

places. The Act creates a reactionary process where the agency responds only to 

requests from traditional owners and land owners, rather than establishing strategic 

links and objectives. It is largely based on the ideology of ‘protectionism’ where large 

penalties apply for the desecration of Aboriginal Sacred Sites. Although providing a 

number of successful prosecutions over the years, many sacred sites are routinely 

damaged through unauthorised access owing to limited ability for Aboriginal 

traditional owners to monitor and manage areas where sacred sites are present.  

 

2.1.3 Aboriginal Land Rights Act (Northern Territory) 1976 

The Aboriginal Land Rights Act 1976 (ALRA) establishes the role of Aboriginal Land 

Councils in the Northern Territory. The Act also places protective measures on sacred 

sites within Aboriginal Land Trusts. The ALRA cannot protect sites outside of 

Aboriginal Land Trusts. The Land Councils are required to maintain a Land 

Information Register, which usually includes details of Traditional Aboriginal Owners 

and site information. Like the Aboriginal Sacred Sites Act 1989, ALRA is limited to 

provide a protectionist framework for sites of significance according to Aboriginal 

tradition.  
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2.1.4 Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Heritage Protection Act 1984 

The function of the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Heritage Protection Act 

1984 is "An Act to preserve and protect places, areas and objects of particular 

significance to Aboriginals, and for related purposes." Its purposes are: 

“... The preservation and protection from injury or desecration of areas 
and objects in Australia and in Australia and in Australian waters, being 
areas and objects that are of particular significance to Aboriginals in 
accordance with Aboriginal tradition.” (Section 4) 

 
The Act was intended for use as a last resort to protect Aboriginal heritage where state 

and Territory laws are ineffective or there is unwillingness to enforce them (Evatt 

1996:5). Protection is provided indirectly by enabling the Minister to make short and 

long-term declarations to protect areas and objects of significance to Aboriginal 

people. These declarations are supported by a system of criminal penalties. The Hon 

Elizabeth Evatt undertook a comprehensive review of the Commonwealth Aboriginal 

and Torres Strait Islander Heritage Protection Act in 1995.  

 

The Act had been administered by the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

Commission (ATSIC), and is administered by the Department of Environment and 

Heritage (Commonwealth). The Act can be triggered by the application to have the 

Minister consider the protection of a sacred site that is under threat. The Act does not 

establish a process for registration of sites. Most notable cases this Act has been 

triggered include Hindmarsh Island and the Alice Springs Dam (Evatt 1996). This Act 

has been established largely to provide the Commonwealth with a role in settling 

disputes involving Aboriginal cultural heritage. Application to this Act can override 

State or Territory legislation relating to sites of significance according to Aboriginal 

tradition. It is not an Act that provides any contribution to the conservation of 
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Aboriginal cultural heritage. The main function of the Act is to provide a protective 

mechanism for an Aboriginal heritage place that has gone through a lengthy, and 

public, assessment process, usually in the face of major development projects. A the 

time of writing this thesis, the new Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Heritage 

Protection Bill is yet to be introduced into Parliament.  

 

2.1.5 Environment Protection and Biodiversity (EPBC) Act 1999 

The commencement of the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation 

Act (EPBC Act) began on the 16 July 2000 to replace the following Commonwealth 

legislation: 

 

• Environment Protection Act 1974 

• Endangered Species Protection Act 1992 

• National Parks and Wildlife Conservation Act 1975 

• World Heritage Properties Conservation Act 1983 

• Whale Protection Act 1980 

 
The EPBC Act is primarily concerned with the protection and conservation of those 

aspects of national environmental significance. In repealing the above Acts, this Act 

attempts to consolidate into one statute most of the Commonwealths responsibilities 

for the environment. There are three major sections to this Act, environmental 

assessment and control, biodiversity conservation, and enforcement and 

administration. The EPBC outlines a process of referral for environmental assessment 

and approval. This is meant to ensure that “actions which are likely to have a 

significant impact on a matter of national environmental significance are subject to a 

rigorous assessment and approval process” (Environment Australia 1999:4).  
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The Act also provides for the protection and management of protected areas including 

Commonwealth reserves (national parks), World Heritage Properties, Ramsar 

wetlands and biosphere reserves. Enforcement and administration provisions establish 

several advisory committees, reporting mechanisms on the state of the environment, 

environmental audits and powers to remedy environmental damage caused by a 

contravention of the Act.  

 

It is reasonable to say that the EPBC Act is a large and complex statute. The impact 

that the EPBC Act has on the Northern Territory is largely within the provisions of 

managing the two World Heritage properties, Kakadu and Uluru, and enforcing the 

environmental assessment and approval process. These two mechanisms of the Act 

have a large impact on Indigenous heritage places as the Commonwealth becomes the 

primary conservation body, as well as the State and Territory governments. Kakadu 

and Uluru function with joint Boards of Management with high levels of Indigenous 

representation. Indigenous land owners can also enter into bilateral conservation 

agreement with the Commonwealth for areas of national environmental significance. 

Such agreements place higher demand for appropriate management and 

administration. There is a high potential for many areas within Aboriginal Land Trusts 

in the Territory to be assessed as having national environmental significance. The Act 

also establishes an Indigenous Advisory Committee to take into account the 

significance of Indigenous people’s knowledge of land management and the 

conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity (Environment Australia 1999:14).  
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2.1.6 EPBC Heritage Amendments 2003 

As of the 1st January 2004, a new Commonwealth heritage regime came into effect. 

Amendments to the Environment Protection and Biodiversity (EPBC) Act 1999 have 

replaced the former Australian Heritage Commission Act 1975.  Key features of the 

heritage amendments to the EPBC are 

 

• The creation of National Heritage List 

• The creation of a Commonwealth Heritage List 

• The creation of a new advisory body, the Australian Heritage Council 

• The retention of the Register of the National Estate as a sites database 

• Increased protection for places on the Register of the National Estate 

 
The legislation prescribes the criteria for listing National Heritage places and 

Commonwealth heritage places and management principles for National Heritage and 

Commonwealth Heritage places. The Heritage Division of Department of 

Environment and Heritage is the Commonwealth agency responsible for the 

administration of the EPBC Act and providing support to the Australian Heritage 

Council. The Australian Heritage Council is to be supported by an Indigenous 

Heritage Committee to advise the Council on sites of Aboriginal significance. The 

new Commonwealth heritage regime has created two new heritage registers, and is 

attempting to retain the Register of the National Estate. According to the Department 

of Environment and Heritage the Register of the National Estate has been repealed, 

however has still been retained under the Australian Heritage Council Act 2003. 

 

 It is not yet clear how the Register of the National Estate will continue to function 

effectively. Protection for places on the RNE may only be afforded when the EPBC is 

triggered and an environmental assessment must be undertaken. The Commonwealth 
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has created a far more complicated system of heritage conservation and protection for 

Australian cultural heritage. This new system also creates a hierarchy of heritage 

significance that may have implications for future resources to be allocated for the 

conservation of cultural heritage. The National Heritage Register is created for 

Indigenous, natural and historic places that are of ‘outstanding value’ to Australia. 

This register is designed for cultural and natural places of significance on a national 

level, for example the most obvious Australian icons of the Sydney Harbour Bridge, 

Uluru etc. The Commonwealth Heritage Register is an attempt for the Commonwealth 

to skirt around the protective and limiting measures imposed by the former Register of 

the National Estate where all Commonwealth agencies were bound by the former 

legislation and could not carry out works on places listed on the RNE. Many of the 

RNE places are unlikely to be transferred automatically to the new Commonwealth 

Heritage Register, therefore leaving a host of places unprotected.  

2.2 HERITAGE MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLES 

Implementation of heritage protection legislation is dependent on the statutory bodies 

following certain heritage conservation codes and practices. The major non-legislative 

document in this regard is the Australia Icomos Charter for the Conservation of Places 

of Cultural Significance (hereafter referred to as the “Burra Charter”). This document 

contains the major guiding principles for the conservation of Australian heritage. 

Although not enshrined in legislation, the principles behind the Burra Charter are have 

made a major contribution to lawmakers in designing various heritage acts.  
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Defining cultural heritage and related principles is an important part of the Burra 

Charter and an integral part of any assessment and conservation heritage project. 

These definitions are listed below (Marquis-Kyle and Walker 1994:69): 

 

• Place means site, area, building or other work, group of buildings or other 
associated works together with associated contents and surrounds. 

 

• Cultural Significance means aesthetic, historic, scientific, or social value for past, 
present or future generations. 

 

• Fabric means all the physical material of the place. 
 

• Conservation means all the processes of looking after a place to retain its cultural 

significance.  
 

• Restoration means returning the existing fabric of a place to a known earlier state 
by removing accretions or by reassembling existing components without the 
introduction of new material. 

 

• Reconstruction means returning a place as nearly as possible to a known earlier 
state and is distinguished by the introduction of materials (new or old) into the 
fabric. This is not to be confused with either recreation or conjectural 
reconstruction, which are outside the scope of this Charter. 

  

With these definitions the Burra Charter (Marquis-Kyle and Walker 1994:69) lists a 

set of conservation principles of which Article 2 states: 

“The aim of conservation is to retain the cultural significance of a place 
and must include provision for its security, its maintenance and its 
future.” 
 

2.2.1 Significance of Heritage Places 

The Burra Charter is the nationally and internationally recognised standard for the 

assessment of the significance of places of cultural heritage value and for the 

conservation and management of these places.  Cultural significance is defined in 

terms of aesthetic, historic, scientific or social value for past, present or future 

generations and is supported by heritage professionals in general (Pearson and 
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Sullivan 1995; Marquis-Kyle and Walker 1994; Davison and McConville 1991). 

Definitions of these values are listed below (Marquis-Kyle and Walker 1994:73) 

 

• Aesthetic Value. This includes aspects of sensory perception for which criteria can 
and should be stated. Such criteria may include consideration of the form, scale, 
colour, texture and material of the fabric. The smells and sounds associated with 
the place and its use. 

 

• Historic Value.  This encompasses the history of aesthetics, science and society, 
and therefore largely underlies all of the terms set out here.  A place may have 
historic value because an historic figure, event, phase, or activity affected it. 

 

• Scientific Value. The scientific value or research potential of a place will depend 
upon the importance of the data involved, on its rarity, quality or 
representativeness, and on the degree to which the place may contribute further 
substantial information. 

 

• Social Value. Social value embraces the qualities for which a place has become a 
focus of spiritual, political, national or other cultural sentiment to a majority or 
minority group. 

 

The assessment of heritage significance is usually required as part of the management 

of all heritage places (NSW Heritage Office 2001:4). Circumstances where an 

assessment of heritage significance is needed can include considering making changes 

to a place, preparing g a heritage study or conservation management plan, considering 

the place for inclusion on a heritage register, and preparing an environmental impact 

assessment.  

 

In the case of archaeological material, considerations generally involve scientific 

value. The scientific or research value of a place will depend upon the significance of 

the data involved, on its rarity, quality or representativeness, and on the ability for 

which the place may contribute further substantial information.  An example of the 

significance of Aboriginal heritage places can be seen in Kakadu National Park 

(Brockwell et al 1995). Rock art sites in the Kakadu region have a national and world 
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heritage significance that has been determined by various studies in the Kakadu 

region and recognised by its inclusion on the World Heritage Register (Brockwell et 

al 1995; Jones 1985; Kakadu Draft Plan of Management 1996). The social and 

aesthetic values of these sites are high as Aboriginal people view rock art as a unique 

and vital feature of their cultural heritage. Rock art also has a sacred or spiritual level 

of importance to Aboriginal people in the region (Chaloupka 1993), and is one of the 

few types of pre-colonisation sites that have a high popular aesthetic appeal. Jones 

(1985:300) states that “it is clear that the archaeological resources of the Kakadu 

National Park… are immense and provide an excellent opportunity to document the 

prehistory and art of the hunting and gathering societies who inhabited the region.” 

Scientific significance of rock art sites is generally high as these sites can reveal 

information about past climates and ecology, and the material culture, and social 

values of Aboriginal people. Rockshelters associated with rock art frequently add to 

high scientific significance by providing a chronological context for regional 

prehistory, complex artefact assemblages, and other site components, therefore 

containing considerable research potential for regional Aboriginal prehistory.  
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CHAPTER 3: HISTORY OF THE REYNOLDS RIVER 

REGION 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

An exploration of the history of the greater Darwin region will place the Werat in a 

historical context of European economic and social invasion into the traditional 

lifeways of those people. The context is important to demonstrate the various impacts 

and influences on Aboriginal traditional social organisation and the ability of various 

local Aboriginal descent groups to cope with change. This influences the ability of 

Aboriginal families to disseminate traditional knowledge concerning places of 

significance according to Aboriginal tradition. Unlike the transmission of knowledge 

in Western society through institutionalised education, the transmission of Indigenous 

knowledge is deeply interwoven with religious and social obligations. The arrival of 

the British in the Northern Territory brought two fundamentally different social, 

economic and religious systems into contact, and subsequently conflict. The lives of 

the Werat were to be essentially changed after the European settlement of the 

Northern Territory, and therefore this European history has influenced the cultural 

heritage of the Reynolds River region.  

3.2 EARLY YEARS OF EUROPEAN EXPANSION 1820-1869 

European involvement in the Northern Territory did not begin in earnest until the 

1820’s when the British Colonial Office became concerned with European expansion 

into the South East Asia region. British and Colonial governments were largely 

ignorant about northern Australia. Aboriginal cultural contact had mostly occurred 

with the Macassan traders rather than European explorers over a period of 200 years 
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(Mitchell 1994). The Colonial Office was persuaded to establish a colony on the north 

coast of Australia to serve as a check to the Dutch expansion occurring throughout the 

Indonesian archipelago (Bauer 1964). There was also an interest to pursue established 

trade already established in the region without the handicap of the Dutch customs 

regulations and to trade with the Macassans who were known to frequent the area for 

trepang (Bauer 1964:28). Settlements in the Northern Territory were established on 

the northern most peninsula and islands, with a view that this location would be ideal 

for encouraging trade and contact as well as serving as a defensive reminder to other 

European powers in the region. The first of these settlements was on Melville Island 

at Fort Dundas from 1824 to 1829. Subsequent outposts were established at Fort 

Wellington, Raffles Bay from 1827 to 1829 and at Port Essington from 1838 to 1849.  

 

Each settlement was abandoned one after the other for a variety of reasons. The 

reasons most commonly cited for failure include high mortality rate of domestic 

animals, scarcity of food, poor health of the garrison and that the sites were too far off 

the trade routes and not frequented by the Malays (Bauer 1964:32). After Port 

Essington was abandoned, the Colonial Office in Britain retired from attempting to 

make direct attempts of settlement in north Australia, preferring to leave this 

enterprise to the growing Australian colonial governments (Bauer 1964). During the 

same time these far flung outposts were attempting to exist, several expeditions were 

conducted in the north including those of Leichhardt (1844-45), Gregory (1855-56) 

and Stuart (1862).  Despite settlement and exploration, Europeans had not yet 

ventured into the Daly River region. The survey voyage of the Beagle in 1839-41 had 

documented Port Darwin and sailed around the coast. However, no one had yet 

recorded the existence of the Daly River mouth, or had seen the extensive wetlands of 
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the Daly and surrounding river systems. Prior to 1850, contact with Europeans in the 

Darwin-Daly region had been at best fleeting and these contacts had minimal effect on 

the Aboriginal population. The first encounters by Aboriginal people with Europeans 

in the Darwin-Daly River region was during the survey of Escape Cliffs by Finniss as 

a proposed site for Palmerston and the surveys of Litchfield in the Daly river region 

(Powell 1982).  

 

Litchfield led one of the first expeditions through the Reynolds and Daly River area in 

1865 and back through the Adelaide River area (Dickenson 1988). Litchfield named 

the Reynolds River after an ex-premier (his uncle) in South Australia (Alford 

1990:15). Litchfield is probably the first European to have had contact with 

Aborigines in the Daly River region (Alford 1990:16). He came across some 

Aborigines around Mt Litchfield and “...gave them a tomahawk and some fishing 

hooks” (Dickenson 1988:66-71). Litchfield’s only other comment about Aboriginal 

people in the Daly was at the end of a letter he wrote saying “We fell in with a lot of 

natives on the Daly. They were all circumcised” (Dickenson 1988:66-71). 

Unfortunately Litchfield was more prone to writing about the more negative 

encounters with Aboriginal people than the friendlier exchanges that he had 

encountered. The only other writings by Fred Litchfield concerning Aborigines 

involved incidents with local Adelaide River Aboriginal people, where several 

skirmishes were reported to have occurred with his party (Dickenson 1988). Therefore 

Litchfield’s expedition to the Daly gives a very limited account of traditional 

Aboriginal life.  
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It wasn’t until Surveyor General Goyder’s survey of Port Darwin and Palmerston that 

Europeans made further incursions into the Reynolds River region. Powell (1982:83) 

states that Goyder’s policy for the development of the north… 

 
“…was strict vigilance against what he saw as the innate treachery of a 
native people. At least, apart from the unwary Bennett, it kept his men 
alive in the face of increasing hostility by tribesmen who, plainly, had 
begun to fear for their future in the face of these white men who did 
strange things to their land. As Goyder saw it, the mission of those who 
followed him to settle the north must be to civilize ‘these miserable 
specimens of humanity’, to teach them Christianity and the benefits of 
working for their keep under the Europeans who were destined to take 
and use their lands…” 

 

Goyder’s vision of a future for Aboriginal people in the Northern Territory proved to 

be prophetic. Goyder’s party had visited the Finniss River area to report on gold 

Litchfield found in the Finniss River (Bauer 1964:67). Goyder surveyed the area 

surround the site of Palmerston (now Darwin) for areas suitable for agriculture. He 

concentrated his efforts to the west around Berry Springs and left the Adelaide River 

to later surveyors. Goyder was also hopeful for a payable gold field in the region. This 

survey and the permanent establishment of Europeans at Palmerston marked the 

beginning of a new, constrictive and destructive period for Aboriginal traditional 

ownership and life in the wider region.  

3.3 RICHES, FAILURE, & CONFLICT 1869-1913 

The boom period, and perhaps the Northern Territory’s most important two decades 

(from a western historical perspective) until World War II, was from 1870 to 1890.  

However, the 1890s saw a downturn in the Australian economy and a general world 

recession, and as a result the Northern Territory suffered, as the young state of South 

Australia was unable, or unwilling, to continue investing capital into north Australia. 
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After Federation, the South Australian government and the newly created 

Commonwealth Government negotiated for the Northern Territory to be handed over 

to Commonwealth administration in 1913. From 1870 onwards, successive Territory 

administrations and enterprises were destined to repeat history over and over, with 

many economic failures and the suppression and assimilation of the Indigenous 

population.  

 

The first settlers arrived at Port Darwin in early 1870 to build the fledgling township 

of Palmerston. Port Darwin was later declared a free port and in 1870 the Government 

Resident was instructed to establish “friendly relations with the natives, procedures 

for dealing with Northern Territory pastoral lands, the allotment of selections under 

land orders and the formation of experimental gardens (Bauer 1964:68). Major 

developments such as the Overland Telegraph Line (OTL), built between 1870 and 

1872 aided the rapid European incursion into the region with reports of gold finds 

from the OTL construction parties between Darwin and Katherine. Flynn (1963:59-

61) described the effects on local Aborigines in the Darwin region during the period 

of the construction and arrival of the Overland Telegraph Line, 

 
“…hand in hand with this great enterprise went…violence, drunkenness, 
rapine and frequent killings. The effect of this on the aborigines (sic) – 
tribal traditionalists who had been isolated from outside racial contact for 
so long - was profound…many of these once-great hunters had already 
become fringe-dwellers around the white settlements, begging for food, 
liquor and opium.” 

 

By 1880, gold mining was firmly established in the Pine Creek region. The 

Palmerston to Pine Creek railway was begun in 1887 and completed to Pine Creek in 

1889. This economic growth was reflected by population growth in the Northern 
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Territory. It was dominated by a high rate of migration by Chinese workers lured to 

the gold fields and the fact Port Darwin was free of any entry taxes on Chinese. No 

longer were Europeans the only culture to have an impact on the Aboriginal groups of 

the region. Chinese settlers established shops and market gardens, which in turn 

apparently improved the general health of the European community in Palmerston 

(Bauer 1964: 132).  

 

At first major developments were mainly restricted to the Palmerston and Pine Creek 

region, where it began to have a rapid effect on local Aboriginal populations. Not 

least of these effects were introduced diseases. Foelsche, (Inspector of Police 1870-

1880) commented that before the settlement of Darwin, circa 1850’s, the Larrakia had 

suffered from a plague of smallpox, which wiped out a large portion of the tribe. 

Foelsche (1885) attributed the smallpox to the Malays. However it seems more likely 

that the smallpox was contracted from more recent European arrivals rather than the 

Macassans who had been in contact with Aboriginal people for several hundred years. 

The Larakia had said the sickness came from the east, which is the direction of the 

early British settlements on the Coburg Peninsula and the failed Escape Cliffs 

settlement. It is highly probable that the smallpox epidemic of the 1850’s referred to 

by Foelsche (1885) would have infected Aboriginal populations of the Reynolds and 

Daly River region who were in constant contact with the Larakia groups. 

 

Contact in the Daly and Roper River areas between Aborigines and Europeans were 

described during the latter part of the 19th Century as hostile. Open hostility arose 

owing to Aboriginal groups asserting traditional ownership to lands. The real 

intrusion into Aboriginal country on the Reynolds and Daly River came from the 
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South Australian governments push for large scale agricultural and pastoral industry 

to be established in the Northern Territory (Bauer 1964:96). Reports from explorers, 

travellers and other observers were convinced that there were large areas of rich soils 

(Bauer 1964:96). Generally, the areas thought to be rich in soil were seasonally 

inundated plains and the undulating lands are covered in skeletal lateritic soils. Failure 

of an agricultural industry was a disaster waiting to happen. Stanner (1979:80) best 

describes the situation for the Daly River enterprises when he reflected on his work in 

the region: 

 

“I had at first no clear idea of how sombre its history has been since the 
first effective penetration by Europeans and Chinese after the late 1870’s. 
It was with the utmost surprise that I began to piece together the story of 
how, over half a century enterprise after enterprise had failed. A sugar 
plantation, a Jesuit mission, a copper smelter, a Government 
experimental; farm and a planned settlement of ‘blockers’ or small 
farmers, to say nothing of one essay after another by individual fortune 
hunters, all attracted by absurd optimisms, had failed miserably.” 

 

The reluctance of Europeans to settle in the Northern Territory is evident as by 1872 

most of the small 160 and 320 acre blocks in the Darwin hinterland surveyed by the 

SA government were not taken up (Bauer 1964:97). The SA Government then 

attempted to promote the establishment of plantations, but owing to the Territory’s 

reputation it was also an idea that was hard to sell. In 1877 Fisher and Lyons’ North 

Australian Territory Co. Ltd. established a station on 2,100 square miles of the 

surrounding country on the Daly River (Alford 1990). An agenda for the 

establishment of plantations was the potential labour source from Asia and the local 

Aboriginal population. Resistance was met from local Daly and Reynolds River 

Aboriginal people to being inducted into such a labour force. 
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Up until 1882, the Reynolds and Daly River area was still unknown and few attempts 

had been made to settle the area. Government surveyor McMinn wrote of the Daly 

region that it held little promise for either mining or pastoral activities (Alford 

1990:26). In 1882 Hingston and Reichardt 1882-83 surveyed two blocks along the 

Daly River for Rounserell and Sparks (Hundred of Milne) (Bauer 1964:101).  This 

was a push to establish sugar farming on the Daly River begun in 1881 but by 1884 it 

had been abandoned (Bauer 1964:101). Development of the pastoral industry began 

after 1875. A number of bureaucratic impediments stood in the way of occupation of 

land for pastoral leases. For example, government officials were not allowed to make 

applications for land and all applications still had to go through Adelaide (Bauer 

1964:106). Pastoral leases in 1876 were all located in central Australia around Alice 

Springs. Fortunately, this gave some breathing space for Aboriginal people in the 

north before the onslaught of pastoralism began in earnest. 

 

Some leases were starting to be issued by 1877 (Elsey Station), but it wasn’t until 

1880-82 that pastoral leases were taken up in large quantities. Many of the leases were 

speculative and much of the country of some leases was totally unsuitable for pastoral 

development. Leases on the Daly River were occupied in 1882. Daly River Station 

homestead was constructed in 1882 and established on what is known as Station 

Creek on the northern boundary of Tipperary Station (Alford 1990:39).  

 

The infamous Copper Creek attack occurred in September 1884 when local 

Aboriginals killed four European miners, John Lander, Thomas Schollert, Henry 

Souschildt, and Johannes Noltenius. The aftermath of this attack resulted in a 2-year 
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campaign of unabashed killings of Aboriginal people in the Daly River region. Hill 

(1951:197) describes a typically European account of the day stating: 

 
“The horrible crime aroused the wrath of all residents and fellow-miners, 
who set out in several parties and severely punished the natives, who 
tried to escape by seeking shelter in the waters of the billabongs.” 

 

The Copper Creek attack at Daly River gave the Europeans settlers in the Darwin to 

Pine Creek region the justification they needed to destroy any opposition to their 

claim to the land.  The ensuing campaign of terror resulted in massive depopulation of 

Aboriginal groups in the Pine Creek region. Many Aboriginal families sought shelter 

and protection from the relentless persecution at the newly established missions on the 

Daly River. 

 

The Mission era began in earnest in 1882 when four Jesuit priests under Father S.J. 

Strele arrived in Darwin to establish a mission station in the town (then called 

Palmerston). However by 1889 the Rapid Creek mission was abandoned through a 

lack of attendance by local Aboriginal people (Flynn 1963:59). Following the original 

policy of establishing a mission away from the unwanted influence of the Palmerston 

Township, a second Jesuit mission on the south bank of the Daly River was 

established in 1886. The Daly River site was constructed over time to include a 

church, school and store buildings with extensive gardens and stockyards (Alford 

1990). An influenza epidemic and recurrence of malaria in late 1888 saw replacement 

missionaries arrive and in 1889 the station was closed down and relocated adjacent to 

serpentine Lagoon near Hermit Hill (Alford 1990). The second mission was 

established as the Sacred Heart Station on October 30 1889. The Jesuits closed the 

station in 1891 after poor success growing crops and flooding. The mission was 
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moved to a site across the River from the current settlement that was established in 

1955.  

 

A general depiction of the Northern Territory social order at the turn of the century by 

Eylmann (1908) provides a less than sanguine view of the interaction between 

Aboriginal, European, and Chinese communities. Eylmann (1908) stated that  

Aboriginal people in the Darwin to Katherine region had become dependent on 

Europeans and Chinese for money, food, and opium. Eylmann (1908) formed 

stereotypical views of these three communities describing the English as mostly 

drunken but tough “bush men”, the Chinese as shrewd and crafty with their opium and 

Aboriginal people as a dependent and shattered culture. In summary, despite   what 

cultural prejudices that Eylmann may have had in 1899, it is evident that the short 

period of 1870 to 1913 had a dramatic impact on traditional Aboriginal society.  

3.4 FROM 1913 TO 1945 

The early Commonwealth Administration era was dominated by the international 

events such as World War I, the Great Depression and World War II.  The 

government of Darwin was plagued by economic disasters such as the failed Vestey’s 

meatworks.  This era saw the introduction of new technologies such as automobiles, 

aviation, and radio communication and broadcasting. Metaphorically, the vast 

distances of the Northern Territory were about to become much smaller. The 

Commonwealth made small, but significant investments in the Northern Territory 

during this time. Most notably was the growing importance of Darwin in a defence 

capacity. Military units moved north and infrastructure was constructed from 1927 
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onwards. Communication and transport made inroads into previously inaccessible 

areas, thus making pastoral industry enterprises stretch even further into the interior. 

 

A peanut farming industry was attempted in the Daly River region in the 1920-30’s 

which attracted Aboriginal labourers and their families. Stanner (1979:79) observed 

that:  

“Each farmer was thus in fact or in Aboriginal prospect the locus of a 
group of natives who made it, or wanted to make it, the centre of their 
lives. Around them was a circle of other Aborigines using every device 
of kinship, friendship and trade to draw on the yield.” 

 

Little development occurred in the Reynolds River region until tin was discovered at 

Bamboo Creek in 1905. By 1906, a ton of tin ore had been removed from Bamboo 

Creek (Heritage Surveys 1995:6). The tin mine had approximately four Europeans 

working there in 1906. The mine was sold to the Chinese in 1909, worked by a small 

number of Chinese miners and was abandoned shortly afterwards. In 1927 the mine 

was again reopened, however substantial mining did not take place until 1940 

(Heritage Surveys 1995:6). The mine employed some local people, some Aboriginal 

men, and Aboriginal people in the region used to visit and sometime live at the mine 

on a regular basis (Ray Petherick pers comm.).  

 

Agricultural ventures in the Daly River region grew with the burgeoning Vestey’s 

cattle empire. Pastoral leases were taken up on Douglas Station in 1906, along with 

Oolloo by the Fleming Brothers. Further Pastoral leases were established on Florina in 

1916, Jindare in 1917, and Claravale in 1918. Experimental farms were established by 

the new Commonwealth administration at the Daly River and Batchelor. By 1915 the 

population in the middle Daly River reached eighty Europeans and twenty Chinese.  
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Blyth Homestead formed part of Stapleton Station, a pastoral lease taken up by H.G. 

Sargeant in 1924 (Heritage Surveys 1995:28). The Sargeant family owned the lease 

until it was sold to the Townsend family from America in 1964. Isolation required the 

homestead to be self-sufficient and vegetables, pineapples, cassava and mangoes were 

grown on the creek flat below the homestead.  Income for the Sargeant family was 

supplemented through some small-scale tin mining. Ore was sourced from the 

abandoned Leviathan tin mine and processed with machinery assembled by the 

Sergeants. Life was apparently hard for the Sargeant family, and the richness of the 

nearby Reynolds River wetlands seemed to be elusive to these Europeans (Meaney 

1987). 

 

From 1913 the Commonwealth Government, through its Northern Territory 

administration, applied a policy of control and segregation of Aboriginal people. This 

particularly affected Aboriginal groups close to Darwin to Katherine region, who 

were forced to live in close proximity in settlements, despite traditional taboos, 

alliances, or hostility that they each had towards each other.  Part Aboriginal children 

from throughout the Northern Territory, including the Reynolds River region, were 

brought to an institution called the Kahlin Compound located in Darwin and confined 

there. In 1936 it was resolved that the Kahlin Compound was to become the new 

Darwin Base Hospital, and a new compound should be opened further from the town 

centre, at Bagot. The medical centre building was built circa 1938 as part of the new 

development at Bagot. However, the transfer of Aboriginal people to Bagot was not 

fully implemented before the area was taken over for development of a military 

hospital. 
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The outbreak of hostilities with Japan created another major disruption in Aboriginal 

social order in the Northern Territory and was most hard felt in the Darwin to 

Katherine region. At the request of Army Intelligence, Aborigines from the Darwin 

region were evacuated to Adelaide River, Pine Creek, Katherine and Mataranka. The 

move was made partly to enable effective Army control of the Aboriginal population 

in the area and partly to ensure that the Aborigines could be given healthy living 

conditions and proper medical care, which according to the Government would be 

otherwise difficult under wartime conditions.  Aborigines people gathered in these 

centres were employed by the Army and for various work tasks. Similar settlements 

were later established at Koolpinyah and Adelaide River during 1942. The creation of 

the Army settlement not only caused anxiety at separation from country, but forced 

many families and clans to live in close proximity on a full time basis which provided 

difficulties in maintaining traditional intercultural laws and prohibitions.   

 

On the Cox Peninsula, immediately north of the Reynolds and Finniss River area, the 

government converted Delissavile Station (now Belyuen) into an Aboriginal 

compound after pressure from the Army to use the Bagot Reserve for their troops. In 

1939 the local Territory administration complied and set about looking for a suitable 

“holding place for incorrigibles and other natives requiring repatriation” (Foley 

1982:11). By 1941, Delissavile was in operation. Forcible relocation of Aboriginal 

people continued throughout the war years. The Department of Native Affairs 

gathered as many Aboriginal people as it could find and interred them in control 

camps at Adelaide River, Pine Creek, Katherine, Koolpinyah and Mataranka for the 

duration of the war (Foley 1982:22).  Aboriginal people were to become prisoners in 
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their own land (Foley 1982:22). During the war the Army insisted that Aboriginal 

people be confined to camps because of their “walkabout” habits (Foley 1982:22). 

Aboriginal people from the Reynolds River area were interred in these camps. Some 

Aboriginal groups, including Rosie Nangalagku Petherick’s family, managed to evade 

internment by the army and lived in the paperbark swamps and wetlands for the 

duration of the war maintaining a traditional lifestyle (R. Petherick pers comm). After 

World War II, life in the Reynolds and Daly River would never be the same as the 

pre-war years. 

 

A build-up of defence personnel in the 1930’s saw the population of Darwin increase 

from a few thousand to approximately 15,000 by the outbreak of hostilities in 1941. 

World War II developments had a significant impact especially between Darwin and 

Katherine. During World War II many developments occurred in and around Darwin, 

and mostly along the Stuart Highway.  The major developments were the construction 

of the Stuart Highway in 1941, air force airstrips, the stationing of large numbers of 

military personnel and use of the Harbour for naval purposes. 

 

Most of the military incursions into the Reynolds River area were infantry 

reconnaissance and search and recovery teams for downed Allied aircraft operating 

out of the airfields to the east. The Reynolds River and Stapleton Station area was 

patrolled in 1942 by the 2/8 Australian Infantry Battalion as part of routine road 

checks, but no major or prolonged encampments were established (Rayner 2001:123). 

The North Australia Observer Unit operated under the command of Major W.E.H. 

Stanner and the unit patrolled the Daly River area regularly (Rayner 2001:20). The 
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NAOU took over already established posts in the Daly River and Litchfield areas and 

developed a relationship with local Aboriginal people (Rayner 2001:21). 

 

It appears the Reynolds River area even in the 1940s was still largely isolated from 

the growing urban setting of Darwin, especially during the wet season, with only a 

rough 40km track from Stapleton Station to the Rum Jungle siding. The isolation and 

the lack of any substantial roads into the area slowed the European incursion into the 

area until after World War II. However the effects of European settlement in the 

general region had a drastic effect on the Aboriginal populations in the area long 

before development occurred specifically in the Reynolds River region.  
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CHAPTER 4: ETHNOHISTORY 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Early writings about Aboriginal people in the Northern Territory reflect the social, 

economic and political values of Europeans of the time. Race relations between 

Europeans and Aboriginal peoples had been governed by deep-seated mistrust, which 

have their origins in 19th century economic and social imperialism. However these 

early texts are usually the only documentation that is available on Aboriginal customs 

and practices before the disruption of European influences. In using the ethno-historic 

writings of the 19th and early 20th century it is necessary to understand the historical 

development of the Australian social and political conscience and the consequences it 

has had on the Northern Territory Aboriginal population. Historic records provide one 

illustration of the impact of European colonisation on Aboriginal people in north 

Australia. It is important to explore this impact on Aboriginal groups in the Reynolds 

and Daly River region, the ramifications of which are still being felt today. 

 

The notion of Terra Nullius is one of the contributing socio-political ideals to have 

had a considerable impact on the Indigenous people of the Daly and Reynolds River 

area.   In order for Great Britain to annex Australia into its empire, the continent had 

to be declared void of existing peoples. British authorities agreed that Australian 

Aborigines were ‘uncivilised’ and did not possess the European notion of land 

ownership, and therefore did not legally own Australia (Langford 1984:3). This was a 

portent of future relationships between Europeans and Aboriginal people.  
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Intolerance and bigotry was further encouraged by the developing cultural 

evolutionary theories of the 19th century (Jolly and Plog 1987). Cultural evolution, as 

presented by 19th century anthropologists, had a hierarchical approach similar to that 

for physical evolution to explain the development of civilisation (Jolly and Plog 

1987:20). This system placed hunter-gatherer peoples at the bottom of a pyramid of 

cultural evolution, with 19th century Europe at the pinnacle. The following 

observation made about the Larakia by Ms Dominic Daly (1984:67-70) illustrates 

these sentiments:  

 
“…lazy race, and not at all alive to making the most of their 
opportunities… Darwin’s theory of the law of selection seemed to hold 
good amongst them …the best-looking and best-made men were 
invariably the most intelligent… Others again were lean and ill-shapen, 
and the least interesting specimens of at best an uninteresting race.” 

 

Westerners at the turn of the 20th Century believed that hunter-gatherer cultures were 

inferior on the social and cultural evolutionary scale, possessed no laws, religions, or 

social customs recognisable to Europeans. Cultural evolution was a convenient 

paradigm to absolve the dominant culture of any guilt for the colonial practices of the 

time (Elkin 1967; Abbie 1951).  An example of this cultural evolution paradigm can 

be seen in the study undertaken by Gregory (1904), who had concluded by studying 

anatomical attributes; Australian Aborigines in Victoria were not as advanced as 

Europeans. Therefore, ethno-historic references need to be reviewed with the various 

biases of their time and the local history of the region in mind. Ethno-historic records 

however are still a useful, and most of the time the only, primary resource to 

reconstruct past Aboriginal life ways during the early period of European settlement 

in the Northern Territory.  The Werat Aboriginal group provides a case study of the 

impact of European colonisation on Aboriginal tradition and society. 
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4.2 WERAT CULTURE AND HISTORY 

Aboriginal social organisation of the greater Daly River region has been documented 

as being very complex. Although Aboriginal land boundary mapping tends to be 

flawed in many respects, Tindale’s (1974) map however provides a simple illustration 

of the high density of Aboriginal language groups located in this ecologically rich 

area. The greater Daly River area today supports as many as 24 recognised individual 

Aboriginal clan groups. Prior to European settlement, the clans and families that made 

up the Werat Aboriginal language group were part of this extensive social, religious, 

and economic network. 

 

 

Figure 2. An extract from Tindale’s language map for the Northern Territory showing 
Aboriginal language groups (numbered on left) for the Reynolds and Daly River 

region. 
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Over the last 105 years the Werat have been mentioned in the literature of some of the 

earliest missionaries, explorers and anthropologists. However, for a period it was 

assumed that the Werat no longer existed or were on the verge of disappearing, like 

many other clans in the area. Stanner (1933b:383) compounded the general belief 

through his comments that the Djerait were no longer in contact with the Daly River 

settlement and there were thought to be few survivors, or they were extinct.  

 

Earliest reports of the clan groups in the Daly region were of the Waugite, 

Woolwonga and the Mulluk-Mulluk, with no real attempts to differentiate between 

the different groups (Alford 1990:1). A key historical informant on Aboriginal affairs 

from the Northern Territory during the late 19th Century is Paul Foelsche, Police 

Inspector and Protector of Aborigines.  Foelsche (1885) attempted to document the 

Aboriginal groups and culture in the Darwin and Daly River regions. In this 

documentation, Foelsche generalised about Aboriginal social and religious 

organisation, without any real foundation in anthropological or social science theory. 

Foelsche (1885:191) mentions the following groups in the neighbourhood of Port 

Darwin “Larrakeah, Woolna, Goonanahinigah, Yiarick, Unalla, Woolwonga, 

Aquguilla, Aqugunting, Jeerite, Ungnakan, Wagite, Mallak-Mallak, Ponga-Ponga”. 

According to early surveyors, there were reports of large numbers of people situated 

on the Daly River.  

 

Misinterpretation of Aboriginal social organisation in the Reynolds River area 

continued through to the late 1980s. Anthropologists in the initial Finniss River Land 

Claim grouped Aboriginal families into clan groups in order to provide the strongest 

case for Aboriginal land tenure (Ritchie 1998).  This was a typical philosophy for land 
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councils conducting land claims, where the main objective was to win the land back, 

at any cost, with the Government as the primary adversary, and to sort out the finer 

details at a later date and proceed with the next claim (Ritchie 1998; Stead 2002). The 

current families that identify as Werat were identified during the land claim as 

Maranunggu in order to use Nugget Majar to strengthen traditional ownership to the 

country. Nugget Majar was indeed related closely to the Maranunggu, which allowed 

the anthropologists to identify him as such in order to comply with the objectives of 

the land claim. Ever since that time, Nugget Majar, and his family, have continued to 

attract criticism from persons that were involved in the land claim for not having 

‘identified’ themselves as Werat earlier. Other functionaries involved in the early 

years of the Wagait land claim still dispute the fact that Nugget and his family are 

Werat (Purvis pers comm.). Therefore the Werat were held accountable to the dual 

standards of Western law and practice, where on the one hand subscribing to the land 

council philosophy of participating in the land claim with the trust that the issues 

regarding individual groups to be sorted by the land council, and on the other being 

held accountable to the final decision of the Land Commissioner by the land council 

in future decision making processes. 

 

This oversight by in the original Land Commissioner’s decision on Wagait traditional 

ownership resulted in the Werat not being recognised in the land claim hearing and 

the Kungarakany-Warrai being declared the traditional owners of the eastern Wagait 

(McWilliam 1993:4). The Werat had through “depopulation… a combination of 

disease, violent-death and out-migration… lost effective control of the region which 

then came under conflicting claims of bordering clan groups and immigrant tribal 

groups from the Daly River region to the south” (McWilliam 1993:5).  This was the 
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primary evidence given in the land claim hearing to establish that the land was to be 

declared as Kungarakany-Warai ownership. It was not until the landmark lawsuit 

Majar vs. Northern Land Council which began the rehearing of the land ownership of 

the Wagait by the Land Commissioner in 1993 (Olney 1991), that the identity of the 

Werat was re-established and after another series of hearings, an area was assigned as 

being their traditional country. The Majar vs. Northern Land Council resulted in the 

Northern Land Council undertaking a significant shift from their earlier philosophy of 

conducting land claims.  

 

Evidence for population decline through disease is found in Werat oral history. In 

1888 an epidemic of the influenza was reported at the Jesuit Mission on the Daly 

River. MacKillop (1893) had recorded contact between the Werat and the Mission. 

Records indicate that the mission staff were replaced and many Aboriginal people 

died from the influenza in 1888 (MacKillop 1893 and Dahl 1926). It is possible that 

oral history regarding death of Werat from an unknown sickness is related to this 

influenza epidemic. It was through the close association with the Werat group, that 

other groups such as Brinken and Maranunggu were accorded rights to occupy and 

forage on the Werat country in the Wagait area (McWilliam 1993: 6).  

 

Other than depopulation, there are two other contributing factors to the historic lack of 

recognition of the Werat.  The first includes the many different ways of spelling the 

groups’ name and the frequently incorrect identification by Europeans. Another is the 

confusion in the literature over the location of the Werat. Most local Europeans did 

not trouble themselves with establishing group identification. This was most likely 

caused through mistrust and poor communication on both sides and ignorance on the 
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part of many European observers. Over the years there has been nine different 

spellings of Werat, which include Djerait, Jeerite, Sherait, Djeraitj, Dak Cherach, Dak 

Tyerat (McWilliam 1993:5) Tjerait, Cherait, Cherite, Scherits, Tijras (Tindale 

1974:224). This variation could have contributed to further confusion in the 

identification of the Werat.  It may have been concluded that they were presumed to 

be unrelated when in fact they were always only one group of people.  

4.2.1 Location of the Werat 

The precise location of Werat country varies within historic literature, which has also 

contributed to the issue as to where the Werat were and as a result, or at least in part, 

has led to various land claim court actions. Basedow (1907:2) describes the Werat 

occupying an area on the northern side of the Daly River in the vicinity of the 

Reynolds River. The following is an extract from Basedow’s description: 

 
“Between the Wogait and Larrekiya, and passing south of the former to 
the Daly River mouth, lies the country of a small tribe, the Sherait or 
‘Paperbark natives’, closely related to the Larrekiya. East of the Sherait 
border the Gunerakan. The Ponga-ponga tribe live to the south of the 
Wogait on the Daly River; and still further south the Mulluk-Mulluk a 
powerful tribe” (Basedow 1907: 2)  
 

As McWilliam (1993:7) states of the reference to the ‘Paperbark natives’ by Basedow 

that “one could hardly imagine a more clearer reference to the paperbark swamps of 

the eastern Wagait and lower Reynolds River.”  MacKillop (1893) mentions four Daly 

River tribes and their location. These groups were identified as the Cherite, Ponga-

Ponga, Mulluk-Mulluk and Mat-ngelli (MacKillop 1893). 

  
“The Cherites…occupy the land between the sea and the river on its right 
bank. Opposite them, on the left bank, is a powerful tribe called Wogites, 
...Next to the Wogites, on the same bank, ...the Ponga-pongas… Next to 
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the Cherites on the right bank, are the Mulluk-Mulluks.” 
(MacKillop1893: 254)  

 

Dahl (192638-39) relies on MacKillop’s description of the location of these groups. 

The similarities are evident in the following extract from Dahl (1926:38-39). 

 
“The Mollak-Mollak live… in the neighbourhood of the stations. Further 
down on the northern bank are the Pongo-Pongo and on the southern 
shore are the Tjerait”  

 

The station Dahl referred to in his text is the Uniya Jesuit mission. Dahl (1926) 

describes the three relocations of the Jesuit mission. The Jesuit mission was originally 

established in Rapid Creek and a second mission moved to the Daly River where they 

built a station at an Aboriginal campsite called Uniya. According to Dahl (1926:35) 

the mission was moved to Hermit Hill shortly afterwards on the edge of Serpentine 

Lagoon in order to reach the “...entirely unspoilt natives”. In reality, the mission had 

to be moved because of flooding, disease and the poor success of the crops. The 

mission was then moved again to its present location on the banks of the Daly River 

and named after their first station Uniya, higher up the river. The Werat appear to 

have had the most contact with the original Uniya mission, from the evidence 

presented by MacKillop (1893). Dahl and Stanner visited the Uniya mission at its 

third location. No further mention of direct contact with the Werat at the third mission 

location is made.  

 
Stanner (1933b:381) explains in the following quote that the country that is 

considered unpopulated must have been occupied in part by the Djerait; 

 
 “80 Miles south-west of Brock’s Creek and sixty miles south-west of 
Stapleton. The country in between is unpopulated, though it once 
sheltered several tribes. Sixty Miles west is the Timor Sea. The Tribes 
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which once occupied this country, north of the river (the Djerait and the 
Kungarakan) are either on native report extinct or nearly so.”  

 

Tindale (1974) describes the place where the Djerait are located on the “Northern 

shores of Anson Bay on landward side; northward to Point Blaze. Dahl (1926) shows 

them not extending to the coast, which he suggests is Wogait territory, the latter being 

seafolk. It was here that Tasman was met with showers of short spears (interpreted by 

him as arrows) thrown with the long spear thrower of this area (Tindale 1974: 223). 

Tindale (1974:223) is even so precise as to state the Djerait area covered 1300 km2. 

However, the area recognised exclusively as the Werat Estate by the Land 

Commissioner is much smaller.  

4.2.2 Language of the Werat 

MacKillop (1893) and Dahl (1926:38) both described the Cherites/Tjeraits and Ponga-

Ponga as “speaking practically the same language”. However, while MacKillop 

(1893) distinguished the Mulluk-Mulluk as a distinct language from the Cherites and 

Ponga-Ponga, Dahl (1926) does not see any linguistic differences between the three 

groups. Basedow (1907):3 viewed the languages of the Larrekiya, Wogait and Sheriat 

as distinct dialects and that these tribes are often “…familiar with languages of the 

other two tribes”. It is feasible that familiarity with each other’s language led 

MacKillop to the conclusion that the languages of the Cherite/Tjerait, Ponga-Ponga 

and Mulluk-Mulluk were related. Traditional multi-lingual ability continues to exist 

with elder members of the Daly River communities as demonstrated by Aboriginal 

elder Rosie Nangalagku Petherick, who speaks seven different languages (R. 

Petherick pers comm).  
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Both Stanner (1933b) and Capell (1940) concluded that the Djerait/Djeraidj language 

was extinct, making it difficult for them to place this tribe and others like it in any 

language group. It is thought that Werat language died out in the 1970s (McWilliam 

1993:10). The Werat language was clearly “regarded as a separate language and not 

merely a dialect of Malak Malak or Wogatij… the languages are related as subgroups 

but not dialects of one another” (McWilliam 1993:10). Current anthropological 

investigations about the Werat have documented that patrilineal members are now 

using Wadjigan and Brinken languages.  

4.2.3 References to Werat Culture and Tradition 

Reverend MacKillop is the only recorded person who had direct contact with the 

Werat prior to 1900 during his time as the Reverend of the Uniya Mission. MacKillop 

makes three important comments regarding the Werat in his 1893 paper. Firstly he 

refers to the Werat as “a small intelligent tribe” (MacKillop 1893: 254). It would 

appear that during MacKillop’s time on the Daly River, the Werat were already 

considered to be in small numbers. The Werat are the only group he describes as 

“intelligent”. MacKillop’s (1893:264) attitude towards Aboriginal people can be seen 

in the following quote where he recognises the injustice of European occupation, 

however reflecting the Australian fear of the ‘yellow peril’ from Asia; 

 
 “…Anglo-Saxon race is what it is. Proud in its present superiority, that 
race will remember the lessons of history only when an invading people 
shall have meted out to it the justice which it has shown to the helpless 
blackman. A hundreds years…may pass; but with the teeming millions of 
Asia at our door, who shall say no day of retribution will come upon 
Australia?”  

 

MacKillop (1893:258) continues in his paper to tell of how a Werat man informs him 

that the ‘Ponga-Ponga’ practice cannibalism, but they like to fatten the babies up and 
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allow them to live until they are about 12. MacKillop (1893:258) observes that no 

tribes admits to the practice of cannibalism themselves but accuse every other tribe of 

the practice. There are no other accounts of any alleged cannibalism in the Daly River 

region. It would appear this may have been part of an Aboriginal ‘joking’ relationship 

with the missionaries. Through accusing other groups of such a practice they could 

establish distrust between the missionaries and their enemies, and win the favour of 

the missionaries who were distributing much sought after European goods.  

 

MacKillop mentions a conversion he has with a Werat man discussing the concept of 

“Take’m out fat” (MacKillop 1893:260). The Werat man became angry with 

MacKillop when he said “…you whites understand many things –you know how to 

make steam engines, fine houses, gardens, &c. – but this matter you do not 

understand” (MacKillop 1893: 260). MacKillop (1893:260) finally came to 

understand that it is a sorcery term whereby through “magic arts the victim is thrown 

into a decline, from which death results”. MacKillop makes no further references to 

cultural beliefs directly related to the Werat. 

 

Dahl (1926:16) makes a general observation about the way Aboriginal groups move 

around the region and interact. He stated that “None of the tribes... comprise more 

than a few hundred individuals at most. ...only in specially (sic) rich places or during 

their international meetings of corroborees might one meet them in greater numbers. 

During the greater part of the year the tribes were spilt into family groups...in 

accordance with the seasonal… flora and fauna...” (Dahl 1926:16).  Stanner 

(1933a:156-157) describes these gatherings as part of Merbok; a complex system of 

economic inter-tribal exchange. At the centre of the Merbok system is the Kue; a 
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ceremonial gift exchange with a sacramental and legal function in marriage (Stanner 

1933a).  This provides an insight into how Aboriginal people of the area interacted to 

undertake social, religious, and economic obligations. It is an important observation 

that has implications for the archaeological patterns found in the Reynolds River 

region, as discussed later in this thesis. 

4.2.4 Recent Times   

The Wagait Aboriginal Reserve used to be aligned north south, encompassing the 

Reynolds and Finniss River coastal plains. The coastal area was crown land and the 

Tabletop Range part of cattle station leasehold.  Aboriginal people of the region had 

uninhibited access to the entire wetland region of the Finniss and Reynolds Rivers. 

However in 1963, the government altered the boundaries of the Wagait Aboriginal 

Reserve to create new pastoral leases. All the Reynolds River catchment and coastal 

plain became pastoral lease. The Wagait Aboriginal Reserve now consisted only of 

the southern portion of the Finniss River coastal plain. Access to the Reynolds River 

coastal plains was no longer a right for the Werat Aboriginal people.  

 

A typical example of life for Aboriginal people under colonising influences is shown 

by Daisy Majar and Tom Petherick’s family history in the Reynolds River region 

(Figure 3).  Daisy Majar’s family lived on the Reynolds and Finniss River coastal 

plains. Daisy Majar is from the Werat language group, notably the freshwater 

crocodile clan. Members of the Werat local descent group trace their “membership to 

the group through patri-filiation from a single male Werat ancestor, Panagalin, 

believed to have been born on the present Wagait Aboriginal Land Trust in the mid to 

late 19th century” (McWilliam 1993:21). 
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Figure 3. Daisy Majar and Tom Petherick at Wangi Falls, Litchfield National Park 
1998. 

 

Daisy Majar is now one of the senior Werat custodians and her children and 

grandchildren also claim descent as Werat. Daisy Majar claims descent through her 

father, Nugget Majar. Daisy Majar’s dreaming is the freshwater crocodile 

(Crocodylus johnstoni), as was her father’s, and this dreaming is located through the 

middle of the area studied in this thesis.  

 

Nugget used to hunt for crocodiles with George Parkinson on the Finniss River. They 

lived around ‘Tinpot’, an old tin mine, on the Finniss River for some time. Nugget 

took his family as he hunted across his traditional lands of the Finniss, Reynolds and 

Daly coastal plains. Daisy Majar’s family lived at Wooliana on the Daly River for 

several years. They generally lived on the country between the Daly and Finniss 
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River, eating bush foods and Nugget would tell his family the cultural stories about 

their land.  

 

Tom Petherick was born on the Reynolds River at Woolaning. His parents, Ray 

Petherick, a white man, and Rosie Nangalagku Nangalagku, a goanna clan 

Maranunggu woman, met when Ray Petherick came to Walker Creek in 1948 after he 

was discharged from his army service in the south Pacific. The post war years saw 

Ray Petherick and another European, Fred Pocock begin a logging partnership in the 

Finniss and Reynolds River area in 1948. During the 1949 wet-season they worked at 

the Bamboo Creek tin mine sinking mine shafts. From 1951, Ray began shooting 

crocodiles for the year. Crocodiles produced more profit than timber and offered a 

better way of life on the billabongs and swamps of the Reynolds and Finniss River. 

Through his marriage to Rosie Nangalagku, Ray and their family utilised the 

traditional bush foods of the billabongs and swamps. Daisy Majar’s family would 

meet the Petherick family regularly as both groups would be moving across the 

coastal plains. Ray would transport Nugget Majar’s family around the Reynolds River 

on old Blitz trucks. This is how Daisy Majar and Tom Petherick met. The Petherick 

family would commonly take crocodile skins for Nugget to sell in Darwin and bring 

back supplies such as tea, sugar, bullets, salt and tobacco.  

 

A sawmill was established in 1951 at McCullum Creek. The Reynolds River was 

Aboriginal land at the time and freehold title was available at McCullum Creek along 

the bottom of the Tabletop Range. The McCullum Creek sawmill property has 

subsequently become the home of the Petherick family and the Werat. From 1952 

through to 1956, Ray Petherick and Fred Pocock continued to mill timber in the 
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region from the Tabletop Range out to the coast. During this time, they would operate 

following the receding waters of the plains and shoot crocodiles for their skins. In 

1956, they both went to the Katherine tablelands to mill timber. However Ray and 

Rosie Nangalagku returned to the Finniss and Fred Pocock stayed on at the Katherine 

tablelands.  

 

In 1964, the Petherick family established a mobile abattoir on the Finniss River as the 

last season of freshwater crocodile shooting occurred in 1963. They continued to 

shoot saltwater crocodile until 1971. As the Petherick family grew up, they engaged in 

buffalo shooting, pet meat, and Ray began milling timber again.  

 

During the 1970s, Daisy Majar and Tom Petherick started their own family on the 

Finniss River. Many Aboriginal people had moved into Darwin at this time. Tom 

Petherick and Daisy Majar said they stayed on in the swamps to catch buffalo, bulls, 

and scrub cattle. Land rights legislation in the late 1970s brought a lot of hope for 

Daisy Majar and Tom Petherick’s family for future economic development and 

greater control over their land. However, the 1980s proved to one of the most 

disappointing decades of their lives.  

 

After disputes with Aboriginal claimants from Darwin and the decision was handed 

down by the land commissioner, Daisy Majar and Tom Petherick’s family were 

forced off the Wagait Aboriginal Land Trust and continued to live at Woolaning on 

McCullum Creek. There were three groups claiming sole traditional ownership of the 

eastern Wagait.  These groups consisted of the Maranunggu, Kungarakany-Warai and 

the Werat.  They were invited to present their cases to the Northern Land Council in 
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an attempt to resolve the dispute (Olney 1991). In 1986, the Land Council made a 

decision that the Kungarakany, Warai, and Wadjigan groups are the traditional owners 

of Wagait Aboriginal Land Trust (Olney 1991). It was also concluded the 

Maranunggu and Werat were not the traditional owners of the area (Olney 1991).  The 

Maranunggu and Werat were granted the right according to Aboriginal tradition to 

enter and use the land of the eastern Wagait (Olney 1991). The Land Council 

recommended that Kungarakany-Warai grant a lease or leases of a reasonable area to 

the Maranunggu and Werat groups (Olney 1991). They were put in a position where 

they were ‘poaching’ animals off their own land to make a living. Daisy Majar 

contested these decisions and campaigned to be recognised as a traditional owner. 

During this time, they had little assistance and no housing despite their continuing 

occupation on the land. 

 

Following the initial Land Commissioner ruling, the Werat filed a lawsuit known as 

Majar v Northern Land Council. The case was established that the original Land 

Commissioners decision had denied natural justice, involved errors of law and was an 

improper use of power (Olney 1991). Therefore Daisy Majar’s rights as a traditional 

owner were restored and the Werat at Woolaning have begun to benefit from some 

economic assistance and housing.  

4.3 WERAT CULTURAL REALITY 

For Aboriginal people the European occupation of Australia brought immense social, 

political, and economic change. Their cultural reality broadened to include 

explanation of European actions. When McWilliam (1993:7) says that Aboriginal 

people in the Northern Territory “largely succumbed to the pressures of colonisation, 
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missionisation and mining…” he is referring specifically to the Werat Aboriginal 

people of the Reynolds and Daly River region in the Northern Territory, but this 

statement could also apply to most of Aboriginal Australia with regards social and 

cultural reality change. Aboriginal trade routes were broken down, language and 

knowledge lost resulting in adaptation to new cultural realities. Two other major 

impacts of colonisation over Aboriginal cultural reality came from the pastoral 

industry and the introduction of foreign disease to the Aboriginal population 

(McGrath 1987; 1995). Reports of death from disease, shooting and poisoning are 

now part of contemporary Aboriginal history and mythology (McGrath 1995; Pilger 

1992).  

 

Aboriginal cultural reality is highly structured through kinship, ceremony, and access 

to knowledge based on gender, initiation level and maturity. McDonald (1988:309) 

emphasises the importance of kinship: 

 
“…Kinship is commonly and rightly understood as a cornerstone of all 
Aboriginal social system…the importance of pathways which kinship 
provide…continues to open a great variety of social, political, 
economic and other opportunities… It is through kinship that other 
systems…such as political and economic relations find expression in a 
way distinctive of this…culture.” 

 

Europeans caused upheaval in Aboriginal cultural reality, by taking the land for which 

Aboriginal people have a continuing responsibility for maintaining social, political, 

and mythological connection with their ‘country’. Killing Aboriginal people 

indiscriminately, whether directly or through disease, resulted in vital cultural 

knowledge being lost. Relations with Aboriginal women resulted in children of mixed 

European and Aboriginal descent, thus disrupting the normative rules of kinship. 
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Knowledge that was once passed onto children through patrilineal means was not 

given to these children and they had to wait to be claimed by a grandmother to be 

taught Aboriginal cultural reality. If there was no person to take on this mentor role, 

which was and still is a vital part of Aboriginal culture, then this knowledge was not 

transmitted. Elimination of complete clan groups was common-place in the initial 

occupation phase and continued through to the 20th Century. Land, language and 

cultural identity were systemically subjugated amongst the surviving Aboriginal 

people, though not entirely lost.  

 

In recent times, Aboriginal people with language, knowledge, and social continuity 

have been claiming back their land through land rights and native title legislation. 

Culture and tradition are the here and now for Aboriginal society. Tonkinson 

(1997:18) states that culture and tradition according to popular Western thought is 

equated to being ‘of the past’. Aboriginal cultural reality attempts to accommodate 

this Western concept of culture and tradition. However to be truly acknowledged as 

the traditional owner and heir to Aboriginal culture through Western concepts of 

culture and law, Aboriginal society is compelled to have remained static and 

preserved cultural traditions ‘from the past’.  

 

The social change of Aboriginal cultural reality in response to legislation and policy is 

a reflection of the evolutionary process of Australian law. However, this evolution has 

had a profound effect on the individual lives of many Aboriginal people in the 

Northern Territory. It has given Aboriginal people access to power over some of their 

land through ALRA and native title. The empowerment of Aboriginal groups, 

associations, and land councils after being disenfranchised for a long period has 
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resulted in long disputes within and between Aboriginal families and groups. It is 

often the case that the people with the traditional knowledge cannot be clearly 

defined. The economic, political, and social benefits of being identified as the person 

with traditional knowledge are significant. Some people, especially within the ‘stolen 

generation’ often take a long time to establish where they are from and their position 

with the normative rules of Aboriginal kinship. People that have language, cultural 

knowledge, and kinship still dispute territory and custodianship of significant places. 

The turmoil caused by various government policies and legalisation for the Aboriginal 

groups of the Wagait and Daly River region are immeasurable. 

 

Land rights legislation has allowed some Northern Territory Aboriginal people to re-

establish their control over land and move back to smaller communities known as 

outstations and away from Western settlements (Morphy 1998:9). In these outstations 

the manufacture and sale of Indigenous material culture and art to Westerners has 

become the main source of economic revenue, which in many areas was still 

dominated by hunting and gathering (Morphy 1998:9). The sale of Aboriginal art 

painting does not remove its value for Aboriginal people, where it is still an integral 

part of ceremonial life (Morphy 1998:9). The return to their land is a sign that 

Aboriginal people are increasingly willing to reassert their cultural values over 

Western values, after being subjugated during past periods of colonisation (Morphy 

1998:9). According to McWilliam (1993:30), the responsibilities for the Werat 

ownership of their land are described in the phrase ‘looking after country’. ‘Looking 

after country’ includes a range of activities such as speaking for sites, preventing 

physical damage to sites, introducing strangers to the country, early dry season 
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burning of country, exploiting the food resources of the land and knowing the location 

of various food resources (McWilliam 1993:30). 

 

The Aboriginal Land Rights Act 1976 is meant to provide a legal procedure for 

Aboriginal communities to obtain ownership to their traditional lands (Bodley 

1994:373).  The ALRA was implemented with visions of allowing Aboriginal people 

greater control and custodianship of their country and perhaps the possibility to 

develop sustainable economic enterprises. However, in some cases the ALRA has 

resulted in the diminished ability of Aboriginal groups to develop economic activities.  

Prior to ALRA the Werat hunted crocodiles and buffalo, operated a small but 

effective cattle enterprise on the Wagait Land Trust, and worked as station hands on 

surrounding Pastoral properties. With the implementation of ALRA, economic 

enterprises on the Wagait Land Trust became impossible to continue as the disputes 

between Aboriginal groups spanned the following 25 years. This situation still has not 

been satisfactorily resolved despite going to the high court and Northern Land 

Council tribunal. Since these disruptive times, Daisy Majar started painting 

Aboriginal art works to earn money. Daisy Majar and her family paint and sell their 

art at Wangi Falls, a major Northern Territory tourist attraction in Litchfield Park. 

Daisy Majar was recently been accepted into the 1999 National Aboriginal and Torres 

Strait Islander Art Awards and had plans for marketing their artworks nationally. The 

money made from art is now the primary source of income for the Werat.  This is an 

example of how Territory and Commonwealth legislation has transformed the 

economic, social and cultural reality of one Aboriginal group. Responsibility for 

economic production in this community has shifted from a pastoral based industry, 
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primarily the responsibility of the men, to an arts and craft industry including both the 

men and women of the community.  

 

A perceptible historic change that has occurred amongst some Aboriginal clan groups 

is the shift from patrilineal transmission of knowledge and custodianship to a unilineal 

form. This has occurred amongst the Werat, where women are now acknowledged as 

senior custodians of traditional country. Previously senior men would take on this 

custodial role. Owing to the lack of a suitable senior male spokesperson after the 

death of Nugget Majar, women from his family are now acknowledged in this role. 

Children of these women claim as Werat, whereas under tradition normative rules of 

the local descent group, they would have principally claimed their father’s country.  

This is clear example of the impact of Western occupation on Werat cultural reality, 

resulting in significant social change to the rules of the local descent group.  

 

Although Aboriginal cultural reality has changed, cultural maintenance continues. The 

Werat are an example of an Aboriginal group that has maintained cultural autonomy 

but have changed to accommodate Western goods, policies, legislation, and societal 

change. The main language the Werat now speak is Madngela, which originated south 

of the Daly River around the Hermit Hill area (McWilliam 1993:13). The last known 

speaker of the Werat language died in the late 1960s (McWilliam 1993). English is a 

language that is spoken in addition to Aboriginal languages. Western education is 

valued and younger children are encouraged to attend school. The Werat know much 

the mythology of their region. The creation story includes six clans, one of those 

being the Werat. The Werat currently only know of one of these six clans. Life is still 

based on kinship ties and networks. Obligations to relatives still exist. Gerontocracy is 
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still a way of life, with elders being respected and having a major decision making 

role for the community. 

 

The shift from patrilineal to unilineal exchange of knowledge has ensured the Werat’s 

survival. The Werat have a bond to the land despite misinformation and bureaucratic 

hurdles from pastoralists, land councils, and government agencies. However, access to 

their country is not achieved owing to the unfortunate combination of their traditional 

lands being located within a national park, pastoral leases, and the long disputed 

Wagait Aboriginal Land Trust. In the 1960s, the Federal government reoriented the 

Aboriginal Wagait Land Trust to ensure that pastoralists received the most productive 

land (Ritchie 1998). The Werat have worked for these pastoralists, but continue to 

have a capricious relationship with some of them. The Werat over the past decade 

have become interested in documenting their cultural heritage in the face of these 

challenges in an attempt to assert more than a moral claim to the area. Pastoralists 

have generally, and unknowingly, destroyed many Indigenous heritage places by 

placing water bores, feed lots, roads, and quarries through archaeological sites. The 

discovery of heritage legislation, the Northern Territory Sacred Sites Act 1989 and the 

Heritage Conservation Act 1991, has enabled the Werat to meet their cultural 

obligations by visiting areas they have not visited for up to 25 years.  

 

The Werat are still trying to make sense of the myriad of cultural heritage and land 

tenure legislation that directly affects them. They are trying to use this array of 

legislation to maintain their cultural link with the land and create a better future for 

the Werat. Morphy describes contemporary position of Aboriginal cultural reality in 

the following statement: 
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 “One sometimes gets a sense of…trying to transform their system, trying 
to maintain control over the directing of their future, but being caught in 
an exponential spiral of external forces that threaten to make the process 
of adjustment impossible” (Morphy 1991:304).  

 

The Werat like many other Aboriginal groups face the task of trying to live in a 

Western world with legislation and policies that they don’t always understand with 

the juxtaposition of trying to maintain their cultural traditions. 
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CHAPTER 5: ENVIRONMENTAL CONTEXT 

“…blacks in legion eternally warring on both sides of the river from the 
salt water two hundred miles to the hills, Brinken, Mulluk Mulluk, 
Waukaman, Angulmeri, Marramaninjie… men wearing red ochre puff 
balls of wallaby fur, bamboo bangles and bright-red berries in their hair, 
women sloe-eyed and slender carrying figs, lily-bulbs and mud turtles in 
their woven pandanus baskets. Bodies glossy as jet with sweat, they 
poled their dug out canoes in myriad up and down river. With their reed 
fish-spears, hawk-eyed and with an amazing mathematical sense of speed 
and refraction, they could spear a swiftly moving fish three feet under 
water. Their weirs to catch the barramundi were a marvellous 
workmanship of tiny plaited bamboos, a mesh incredibly strong and 
hundreds of yards long. The lily-leaf was their emblem of peace. All 
along the river in the night-time camp fires glittered like city lights, hills 
rang and valleys throbbed with the wild cantata of corroboree.” 
(Ernestine Hill 1951:131) 

 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Ernestine Hill (1951) describes his, albeit narrow, view of Aboriginal customs on the 

Daly River in his historical account of Northern Territory. However, central to the 

passage are references to a host of ecological resources that local Aboriginal people 

made use of in the Daly River region. In just this short passage the reader can 

ascertain a lengthy, but certainly not comprehensive, list of resources including 

bamboo, turtles, barramundi, pandanus, milkwood trees, Phragmites reeds, lagoons, 

billabongs, rivers, wallabies, figs, Eleocharis, and ironwood trees.  From such 

descriptive works it becomes clear that any account of Indigenous heritage must be 

accompanied by a comprehensive understanding of the environment in which these 

groups lived. 
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5.2 THE STUDY AREA 

The landforms and ecology of the Reynolds River region create a unique 

environmental setting with its combination of escarpment country and wetlands 

(Figure 1). The study area is located from the western portion of the Tabletop Range 

and extends out onto the lowlands and wetlands of the Finniss and Reynolds River 

catchments. The area is predominantly situated on the mesoscale-irregular river 

floodplain of the Reynolds River. The Tabletop Range defines the western boundary 

of the Reynolds River catchment and the study area. The watershed between the 

Reynolds River and the Finniss River defines the northern reaches of the study area. 

Land use within the study area is diverse. Litchfield National Park is located in the 

eastern portion and the Wagait Aboriginal Land Trust to the west. Pastoral leases 

extend over most of the Reynolds River system in the southern area.   

 

In this section, environmental attributes of the study area are briefly described. 

Geomorphology, geology and vegetation of the study area are significant in 

understanding human pre-colonial utilisation of the region. Parts of the Reynolds 

River area have been nominated to the Register of the National Estate for its natural 

heritage significance. The Reynolds River Tabletop Range and the Finniss and 

Reynolds River floating grass mat areas have been included in the register. The 

Reynolds River region consists of a range of geological and geomorphological 

features that are significant to the Aboriginal land use and settlement of the area. 
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5.3 GEOLOGY 

The geology of the Reynolds River region is complex (Pietsch 1989). The area lies in 

the western part of the Pine Creek Geosyncline and includes the northern Litchfield 

Province. The Litchfield Province consists of Early Proterozoic low through to high 

grade metamorphic rocks and granitoids which occur immediately to the west of the 

Pine Creek Geosyncline (Pietsch 1989:3).  Two categories of geological formations 

can be made in terms of occurrence in the study area, major and minor. These are 

described below from Pietsch (1989). 

5.3.1 Major Formations 

• Burrell Creek Formation: Siltstone, shale and phyllite in places colour 
banded. Fine to very coarse sandstone; quartzite; quartz pebble 
conglomerate, quartz mica schist and gneiss. 

 

• Depot Creek Sandstone: Pink orthoquartzite and quartz sandstone, 
commonly ripple marked; minor quartz pebble conglomerate. (Shown in 
Figure 4). 

 

• Cainozoic Sediments: Alluvium: Clay, mud, silt or Gravel, sand, silt.  
Colluvium: sand, silt, clay. 

 

• Tertiary-Quaternary:  Soil: Ferruginous and clayey, sandy and gravelly 
soil; unconsolidated sand; red, sandy calcareous soil. Laterite: Detrital and 
concretionary laterite.  

5.3.2 Minor Formations 

• Two Sisters Granite: Granite adamellite and granodiorite in places 
pegmatitic with accessory garnet, quartz and tourmaline. (Shown in Figure 
5). 

 

• Wangi Basics: Metamorphosed intermediate to ultramafic rocks of 
original diorite, gabbro, pyroxenite and peridotite composition. 

 

• Sweets Member: Paramphibolite, biotite gneiss. 
 

• Welltree Metamorphics: Quartz-felspar-biotite-muscovite schist and 
gneiss: mica metaquartzite; quartz mica schist; common andalusite. 
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Figure 4. Hand stencils on a panel of Depot Creek Sandstone, Tabletop Range, 
Litchfield National Park  

 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Two Sisters Granite outcrop on the wetland plains at Putj Putj Billabong. 
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5.4 GEOMORPHOLOGY  

The Daly and Reynolds River floodplain system has been defined as a megascale 

irregular floodplain, with 2 mesoscale irregular rivers and many mesoscale 

sinuous/irregular channels (billabongs, oxbows) (Connors et al. 1996). The most 

significant of these includes complexes near Welltree and Hermit Creek flood-out, 

and several mesoscale-macroscale irregular sump-lands (Connors et al. 1996). An 

important feature defining the Reynolds River system is the lack of a macroscale 

estuary like the Daly River (Connors et al. 1996). The Daly River has a large 

macroscale curved embayment with intertidal mudflats up to 1 kilometre wide 

(Connors et al. 1996). The Reynolds River catchment area is estimated to be 10 000 

km2 in size. 

 

There are six main geomorphic units in the Reynolds River area (Pietsch 1989). These 

geomorphic units are the blacksoil plains, alluvial plains, lowlands, sandstone 

plateaux, dissected foothills and dissected uplands. A brief description of each area is 

listed below (Pietsch 1989:1). 

  

• Blacksoil Plains: The plains penetrate inland along flood plains of the 
major river systems and form extensive flat areas. The plains are 
seasonally flooded and non-marine, organic clay and silt in many places 
overlie dark, shelly estuarine sediments deposited during the last 
Pleistocene sea level rise.  

 

• Alluvial Plains: The plains consist of Quaternary alluvium and colluvium 
with deep, sandy to silty soils which support open grassland, scattered 
trees and clumps of paperbarks.  

 

• Lowlands: The undulating lowlands of low to moderate relief have 
developed over granitic, metamorphic and flat-lying Cambro-Ordovician 
sedimentary rocks. A thin veneer of sandy soil covers the granitic and 
metamorphic rocks. Red and calcareous soils are well developed over the 
sedimentary rocks.  
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• Sandstone Plateaux: Dominated by sub-horizontal Middle Proterozoic 
sandstone rise up to 180 metres above the lowland areas.  

 

• Dissected Foothills: Commonly undulating rubbly rises with interspersed 
low hills and strike ridges of poorly exposed Early Proterozoic 
metasediments. The soils are skeletal, gravelly and lateritic.  

 

• Dissected Uplands: Which rise to 200 metres above sea level are formed 
by prominent, resistant strike ridges and intermittent, low rubbly hills. The 
ridges and hills have boulder-strewn slopes and rocky crests with shallow 
skeletal soils.  

 
 

5.5 GEOMORPHIC EVOLUTION OF THE REYNOLDS RIVER 

The geomorphological evolution of north Australian floodplains is an important 

consideration to any archaeological study of the wetlands. Dating of 

geomorphological changes and the creation of landforms and ecology can aid 

archaeological research. The geomorphological data has implications in the recreation 

of the changing land systems and environments on the Reynolds River system. 

Dramatic changes in the land systems would be reflected in aspects of the 

archaeological remains. 

 

There have been extensive geomorphological investigations into the development of 

the freshwater wetlands of northern Australia mostly around the Alligator Rivers 

region (Chappell 1988; Chappell 1993; Clark and Guppy 1988; Hope, Hughes and 

Russell-Smith 1985; Woodroffe 1988, 1993; Woodroffe et al. 1988, Woodroffe et al. 

1993; Woodroffe and Grindrod 1991; Woodroffe et al. 1985; Woodroffe et al. 1987). 

The development of the Reynolds and Daly River wetlands has been shown to be 

similar to the South Alligator River and Mary River systems (Chappell 1993; 

Woodroffe 1993). Like the South Alligator River system, the Daly River drains an 
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ancient stable landscape of relatively low relief and very low sediment yield 

(Chappell 1993:339).  

 

Rising sea levels began after the last glacial maximum at a rate of approximately 

30mm per year and ended around 6000 years ago (Woodroffe 1993:165-166). Valleys 

were drowned and became harbours, while in other areas the processes of 

sedimentation maintained virtually constant wetlands or mangrove swamp 

environments during the later phases of the sea level rise (Chappell 1988:34).  

 

The distribution and extent of mangrove and wetland habitats has changed during the 

last 8000 years. Woodroffe et al. (1988:98) presents a three-phase model of evolution 

and estuarine infill of the South Alligator tidal river and wetlands. This model of 

floodplain evolution is applicable to the Daly and Reynolds River systems (Chappell 

1993). It comprises of an initial transgressive phase (8000-6000 BP) during which sea 

level rose and inundated prior valleys. There was then a big swamp phase (6800-5300 

BP) characterised by widespread mangrove swamps. Later phases are termed sinuous 

(5300-2000 BP) and cuspate (after 2500 BP) in the South Alligator River in relation 

to channel morphology and are characterised by development of hyper-saline plains 

and sparse vegetation. The transgressive and big swamp phases were relatively 

synchronous in northern and north western Australia, being controlled by the pattern 

of sea-level change (Woodroffe 1988; Woodroffe et al. 1988; Woodroffe, Mulrennan 

and Chappell 1993).  

 

However, the rate at which big swamp mangroves disappeared from the estuarine 

floodplain and the rate of progression through later Sinuous and Cuspate phases 
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through to the creation of freshwater wetlands differed between river systems and 

reflect sedimentation rates. Since the creation of the wetland environments, there has 

been a continuing floodplain accretion and development. A similar pattern of 

estuarine infill and decelerating coastal progradation to the South Alligator River has 

been found for the Mary River (Woodroffe, Mulrennan and Chappell 1993). However 

like the Mary River, the Reynolds River has become blocked and does not flow 

directly into the sea owing to coastal sedimentation and fluvial flow rates. 

 

Woodroffe et al. 1993 has developed an explanation for the blocking of the Mary 

River and diversion of the Adelaide River estuary. Radiocarbon dates suggest that 

these events occurred approximately 3000 years ago (Woodroffe et al. 1993:272). 

Damming hastened the infilling of the estuary passages of both rivers which was 

proceeded by downstream accumulation from points of channel divergence, rather 

than upstream from the entrances (Woodroffe et al. 1993:272). After the river is 

blocked at its divergence point, the estuary downstream becomes a trap for tidal 

sediment. This process is aided if there is insufficient fluvial flow to maintain a 

seasonal channel to the coast and the estuary will diminish (Woodroffe et al. 

1993:272). Fluvial flow can be limited if it is dispersed in extensive wetlands and if 

the river has a small catchment area relative to the size of their coastal plains 

(Woodroffe et al. 1993:272).  It is inferred that a similar process has resulted in the 

blocking of the Reynolds River estuary system. The Reynolds River has a small 

catchment area relative to its coastal plain and there is evidence of many channels that 

the fluvial flow during the wet season disperses into and out on the wetlands. It is 

therefore possible that the Reynolds River freshwater wetlands may have formed 

earlier than other river systems in the Northern Territory, around 2000BP. 
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5.6 ENVIRONMENT AND RESOURCES TODAY 

The wetland systems of today, formed approximately 1500-2000 years BP, support a 

diverse abundance of floral and faunal resources that have continued to sustain 

Aboriginal communities living in the region. According to Wilson et al. (1990), there 

are eight broadly defined vegetation units located within the study area. These 

vegetation units are generally confined to particular geomorphological terrain as 

described below according to Wilson et al. (1991). 

 

Lowlands  

� Unit 48 Livistona humilis (Fan Palm) tall open-shrubland with 
grassland understorey 

� Unit 4 E. miniata (Darwin Woolly Butt), E. tetrodonta 
(Stringybark), open forest with Sorghum grassland understorey. 

� Unit 9 E. tetrodonta (Stringybark), E. miniata (Darwin Woolly 
Butt), E. bleeseri (smooth stemmed bloodwood) woodland with 
Sorghum grassland understorey. 

� Unit 11 E. miniata (Darwin Woolly Butt) woodland with 
grassland understorey. 

 

Dissected Hills and Escarpment  

  

� Unit 21 E. tintinnans (Salmon Gum) low woodland with 
Sorghum grassland understorey. 

� Unit 32 E. foelscheana (Bloodwood), E. miniata (Darwin 
Woolly Butt), low open woodland with Plectrachne pungens 

(Curly Spinifex) open-hummock grassland. 

Floodplains  

� Unit 53 Melaleuca forest (Paperbark Swamp). 
� Unit 54 Mixed closed-grassland and sedgeland (Seasonal 

Floodplain) 

5.6.1. Flora 

The floristic assemblages of floodplains may vary in association with the 

geomorphology and the temporal and spatial distribution of floodplain vegetation 

varies in response to changes through historic factors (Wilson et al. 1991:2). It has 

been found that each plant community differs in the diversity and number of plant 
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species that occupy these habitats (Taylor and Dunlop 1985). Four broad habitats 

occur in wetland areas; seasonally inundated plain, seasonally inundated fringe zone, 

billabongs and permanent swamps (Finlayson et al. 1989:15). The plant communities 

that were defined for the wetland are marginal woodland, lawn, Melaleuca swamp, 

Eleocharis swamp, Oryza swamp and Fimbristylis sedgeland. Other aspects of the 

wetland flora communities are the floating grass mats that are made up of 

Hymenachne amplexicaulis, Paspalum paspaloides, Paspalum repens and 

Echinochola polystochya (Hill and Webb 1982).  Floating grass mats were much more 

extensive in the wetlands before the introduction of buffalo (Bubalis bubalis) (Hill 

and Webb 1982). The Tabletop Range also has a number of extensive monsoonal 

vineforest that occur in gullies and along natural springs.  

 

Ethno-historically, Aboriginal people in the coastal plain areas of the Northern 

Territory claim that the focus of food exploitation was at billabongs and the wetland 

areas (Meehan et al. 1985; Brockwell 1988, Brockwell et al. 1995). Floristic research 

has shown that these environs contain the smallest diversity of plants. For example 

three plan species are found in an Eleocharis swamp while 82 species were found in 

the Eucalypt woodland. However, these plants occur in such abundance that this 

compensates for any lack of diversity. 

 

5.6.2. Fauna 

Wetland environments provide a habitat for a diverse number of faunal species 

including a spectacular diversity of bird fauna (Whitehead, Wilson and Bowman 

1990; Finlayson et al. 1988).  Regular broad-scale shifts in seasonal distribution and 

abundance of waterfowl indicate that there is variation in the relative resource 
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availability of wet-dry season habitat among river systems (Whitehead, Wilson and 

Bowman 1990:99). According to Connors et al. (1996) more than 80 species of birds 

exist on the Daly and Reynolds Rive coastal plain and it is one of the most reliable 

areas in the Northern Territory for breeding by large numbers of Magpie Goose 

(Anseranas semipalmata). In addition, at least 10 breeding colonies of other 

waterbirds, supporting in total more than 40 000 adult birds occur on the Daly and 

Reynolds coastal plain (Connors et al. 1996). The magpie goose is among the most 

conspicuous and abundant water bird in Australia's tropical north, occurring in 

millions on the coastal and sub-coastal plains of the Northern Territory (Whitehead et 

al. 1988; Whitehead et al. 1990; Whitehead and Tschirner 1990a, 1990b). In common 

with other Anserine geese of the Northern Hemisphere, its exploitation of seasonally 

productive habitats is associated with high mobility and massive shifts in regional 

distribution and abundance (Whitehead et al. 1988; Whitehead et al. 1990; Whitehead 

and Tschirner 1990a, 1990b). During the monsoonal wet season, magpie geese 

populations disperse widely through seasonally inundated floodplains. As the waters 

retreat during the long dry season, populations concentrate on scattered swamps and 

waterholes (Whitehead et al. 1988; Whitehead et al. 1990).  

 

Aquatic reptiles that are found on wetlands are fresh and saltwater crocodiles 

(Crocodylus johnstoni, Crocodylus porosus), freshwater turtles (Emydura australis, 

Elseya dentata,) and water pythons. The Reynolds and Daly River systems are 

particularly important for breeding by saltwater crocodiles. The main habitats for the 

saltwater crocodile are situated in the Glasswater Swamp and the other permanent 

billabongs between Welltree and the coast on the Reynolds Floodplain (Connors et al. 

1996). Reptiles are best represented within the woodland and open forest 
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environments (Friend and Cellier 1990:147). Four species of goanna (Varanidae spp.) 

inhabit wetland regions in the Northern Territory (Varanus gouldii, Varanus 

panoptes, Varanus mitchelli, and Varanus timorensi). Varanus gouldii occurs more 

widely throughout the different environmental zones in the region. The most common 

macropod that is associated with the wetland area is the agile wallaby or Macropus 

agilis. Numerous species of fish are known to inhabit the freshwater wetlands (Bishop 

et al. 1990).  

 

The relationship between ecology, seasonality and Aboriginal use of the landscape 

and implications for archaeology are discussed further in Chapter 7. Here, it is 

sufficient to state that the ecology of the wetland environment is intimately known to 

the Aboriginal people who live here and is discussed further in the next chapter. The 

region sustains a diverse and high number of fauna that provided a regular food 

source for these people. In other environments, such as the open woodlands and 

dissected uplands, this diversity and abundance is lower. The importance of the 

physical environment in Werat concepts of cultural heritage is discussed in the next 

chapter.  
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CHAPTER 6: METHODOLOGY 

6.1 WERAT CULTURAL HERITAGE CASE STUDY 

Indigenous cultural heritage places can be represented and identified in many different 

ways. Major classes of Indigenous cultural heritage can be identified as 

archaeological sites, places of cultural significance according to Aboriginal tradition, 

and places of general heritage. These site classifications are not mutually exclusive 

and are known to occur in conjunction with each other. The primary aim of this 

research is to provide further understanding of Indigenous cultural heritage places 

within the Werat Cultural Estate. 

 

To this end, research was conducted in conjunction with Werat Custodians and 

Traditional Owners to document places of social, cultural, historic, and scientific 

significance within the region.  This research largely included the involvement of the 

Aboriginal community and provided opportunities for the members of the community 

to gain experiences and skills in heritage management.  

 

With the participation of Woolaning Community members, Daisy Majar and Tom 

Petherick, 130 heritage places were recorded from August through to October 1996. 

Their experience and knowledge of the country proved to be invaluable in negotiating 

the wet and swampy terrain of the wetlands. All archaeological sites encountered 

during the survey were recorded. Specific site location information has been withheld 

owing to the wishes of the Indigenous community. Details of site location have been 

provided to the relevant Northern Territory agencies, the Office of Environment and 

Heritage, and the Aboriginal Areas Protection Authority.  
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6.2 DEFINING WERAT HERITAGE VALUES 

Predicting the types of Werat cultural heritage values was important for recording the 

heritage places on the Reynolds River wetlands. It became apparent during the course 

of this research that places are significant to the Werat for many reasons and reflect 

their responsibilities for ‘looking after country’. These reasons relate to a range of 

economic and social activities as well as the belief system of the Werat.  

 

Competition for the rich ecological diverse resources of the Reynolds and Daly River 

regions was fierce. This is reflected in the complex Merbok exchange practices 

documented by Stanner (1933a). We know from the post-contact period that 

individuals, families, and clan groups, in the Daly River region lived a life of 

continual negotiation through ritual and totemistic obligations (Stanner 1933a). It is 

also known that there were mutual obligations for foraging on neighbouring country 

and alliances were forged through exogamous marriage practices.  Therefore this 

complex social system is reflected to some extent in the geographical landscape. 

Negotiations, marriages, ceremonies relating to various Aboriginal traditions 

including initiation rites and mortuary practices, and dispute resolution, all required a 

location in the landscape where these activities were performed. 

 

According to Thorley (1998:38), who examines Aboriginal cultural heritage values 

from his experiences in Central Australia, Aboriginal values are not easily translated 

into Western concepts. Similarly, the conceptual landscape of the Werat contains 

many layers of knowledge concerning the Reynolds River landscape, based on 

complex social, religious, and economic ties to the land. Thorley (1996:11) postulates 

that a realistic interaction between archaeologists and Indigenous communities living 
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in remote and relatively autonomous regions should be one based on exchange. 

Therefore Thorley (1996:11) concludes that although archaeologists and Aborigines 

may have different interests in the archaeological record, the development of 

workable relationships depends on recognition of the other. The important point being 

that the relationships and exchange generated in this process provide the potential for 

research to provide something beneficial for both the Indigenous community and the 

archaeologists (Thorley 1996:11).  

 

For the purposes of this research, it was important to identify key cultural features and 

activities of the Werat, as these provide the structure for the heritage value of places 

to the Werat community. This study integrated Western concepts of heritage, 

involving assigning heritage values based on social, aesthetic, historic and scientific 

significance, with concepts of Werat heritage including assessing values based on 

cultural, spiritual, historical, and economic issues. As with European concepts of 

heritage, places are significant to the Werat because of events and activities that no 

longer occur at these locations. Some places or activities are defined as fighting and 

ceremony places where the Werat would regularly meet with their neighbours. 

Another category that has been included in this group is historic places. This is 

defined as places or areas that had been significant in the lives of the Werat 

community and their ancestors.  Cultural and spiritual affiliation with the land is 

significant to the Werat. These places or areas can be defined as dreaming places, 

dreaming tracks, sacred and dangerous places. This includes areas that are known as 

men and women’s sites. These sites have various rules about who can visit these 

places and the level of information that can be conveyed 
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Part of the everyday life of the Werat community is using the ecological resources of 

their country. Therefore, environmental context is important to the Werat. Tom 

Petherick illustrates the range of places that they hunted for food; 

 

“You can draw a line say from Japana on the Daly River to Indian Island 
on the Bynoe Harbour from Balgo of the Perron Island on the coast to 
Florence Falls and along the escarpment around to East Reynolds, but 
mainly heavily hunting in the middle of this area places like Bulkiny, 
Putj Putj, Sweets Lookout, Wulman, Karpitar, Wangi falls Wanburra 
Marindja, Nadjinjuk, Pandayal, Kubiliny, Wukwukpa, and all those 
channels inside of the Finniss River Swamps and along channels from 
Djayill, Bob's Knob, back to Paralagatj.”  

 

The range of foods that were hunted and gethered by the Werat is extensive. Tom 

Petherick also describes the bush tucker they most commonly hunt and collect; 

 
“All this area has an abundance of bush tucker from turtle, porcupine, 
snake, wallaby, kangaroo, bandicoot, possum, geese, ducks, waterfowl, 
fish, eggs, mussels, crayfish freshwater prawns, and all the fruits, fresh 
fruits, vegies you can name like, lily roots, bulbs, shoots, yams, vines, 
stems, weeds and nuts. Also mentioning sugar bag, that's honey.”  

 

Many plant and animal foods were identified that were used now and in the past. 

Daisy Majar highlighted the importance of the ecology of the region and how this 

contributes to the Indigenous cultural values;  

 

“And there’s a lot of channel that hold floating mats and there’s water 
underneath. We can’t find turtle on the floodplain where its dry, we 
would go on the channel and probe on the floating mats where we could 
get turtle out of there and magpie geese on the floating mat if there’s a 
open water area, there’s magpie geese there as well. And there’s also a 
lot of tubers on the floodplain and we say minmidi but I don’t know the 
botanical name for that particular plant that’s out there. But there’s lily, 
we eat lily, lily root, lily stems, and other bulbs within those areas. And 
goanna, there’s a lot of goanna on the floodplain as well. And there’s a 
lot of food and we depend on that, those area now because that’s where 
our heritage lay out there and our food lay out on the wetland as well. 
Like in the wet season many years ago, people would be out on the 
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floodplain and when it rained they’d be in the escarpment. So they’ve 
gotta live in the escarpment and they get yams and stuff in the 
escarpment like the Litchfield National Park and as it dries up they gotta 
go back and depend on the wetland. So that’s why our heritage is very 
important to us and our food out on the wetland is really important.” 

 

Tables in the Appendix 4 list the animal and plant species used by Aboriginal people 

in the region. The Sorghum grass varieties in the region were important to the Werat 

in the past, and were used to make dough from grinding the Sorghum seeds. Wild rice, 

Oryza rufipogon, was also ground in preparation for food and available for harvest 

begins in the first week of May and Oryza australiensis from the first week of April. 

Both wild rice species  are available for several months afterwards. Eleocharis dulcis 

swells up with water during the wet season and is generally available all dry season. 

Eleocharis bulbs were collected by a line of women that would systematically break 

up the clods of clay to get to the bulbs that hadn’t been eaten by the feral pigs. 

Rainforest species begin flowering in the late dry-early wet. Species on the lowlands 

generally flower in the dry season. Rosie Nangalagku Petherick used to eat baked 

flour from cycad nuts when she was a child. The cycad nuts would be collected before 

the wet season started and then eaten later the wet. Cycad nuts were stored in large 

quantities and then processed for eating later.  

 

The importance of ecology is also related through the Werat interpretation of the stone 

artefacts that are found on archaeological sites in the Reynolds River region. Daisy 

Majar said of stone tools and artefacts; 

 
“Well the stone tool was a very important role for my people. Like the 
grinding stone they are there for the purpose of grinding food, like rice 
grass, lily bulb, lily stem, and other tubers that grows in the ridge that 
they’d grind. That’s the grinding part of the… part for the food. Now 
with the stone spear tips they were used to spear kangaroo, wallaby or 
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maybe magpie geese and they are very important to us. They had 
mounted them on cane grass… and they’d mounted them onto them or 
other sticks, to spears, to spear animals.”  

 

Therefore, the archaeological record is interpreted as a physical reminder to the Werat 

of the hunting and gathering processes that were undertaken by their ancestors. The 

Werat place a high value on the wetland environment in their area for a number of 

reasons, including hunting, fishing and collecting bush foods, which are still an 

important focus for the Werat community. Accordingly, these types of places and 

activities have been included in the list below as camping and hunting places.  

 

According to Brockwell et al. (1995:38), the term sacred site is used inclusively to 

refer to any place that is of significance according to Aboriginal tradition. As 

Brockwell et al. (1995:38) observed this is a far too broad generalisation of the notion 

of a sacred site. A more specific definition relates to Aboriginal cosmology and its 

doctrines and particularly involves the original creation period (Brockwell et al. 

1995:38). In many instances mythological and creation places become physically and 

psychologically dangerous places to approach. For the purposes of this study, it was 

noted if a particular location or site was located near or on a sacred or dreaming 

feature and limited information about the mythology has been recorded in this thesis 

at the request of the Werat Traditional Owners. Names and some general outlines of 

Werat mythology has been presented in this thesis. 

 
Below is a list of Werat cultural heritage places with definitions that were identified 

for this survey.  

 

• Generic Sacred Site. A place that has totemic significance. 
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• Dreaming Place. A place associated with mythology. 
 

• Dreaming Track. A less tangible spatial entity associated with the travels of 
mythological or ancestral being. 

 

• Dangerous Place. Places known to be significant and have severe consequences 
for disturbing or visiting the site against traditional law. 

 

• Initiation Place. A place known to have been used for initiation of men or women. 
 

• Conception & Birth. A place known to be the conception or birth place of Werat 
or ancestors. 

 

• Burial. A place where Werat ancestors have been buried. 
 

• Ceremony.  Places that are known to have been important in the interaction 
between the Werat and other Aboriginal groups in the region. These ceremony 
places were important for maintaining cultural relationships and exchange 
between the many Aboriginal groups in the Reynolds and Daly River area.    

 

• Fighting.  Places that were known to have been where the Werat and other 
Aboriginal groups settled their differences through ritualised fighting.   

 

• Men’s Site.  A place that is associated with men’s business; commonly 
mythological, totemic, initiation, fighting, dreaming, and some ceremony places. 
Women and children are excluded from visiting these places. 

 

• Women’s Site. A place that is associated with women’s business, commonly 
mythological, totemic, initiation, and some ceremony places. Men are excluded 
from visiting these places. 

 

• Hunting and Foraging Places.  Places that the Werat continue to hunt and gather 
various resources from their country.  

 

• Camping Place. A place that has and is still used as a camping place for the 
Werat. 

 

• Named Place. A place in the landscape that has an Indigenous language place 
name, but no other significance according to Aboriginal tradition.  

 

• Historic Use.  Places that have been visited or used in the recent past or since 
European contact.  

 
Through the course of the survey the Werat informants were asked whether the places 

that were visited related to any of the above features.  Daisy Majar and Tom Petherick 
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were also asked to discuss the area and places that were visited and recorded. They 

were able to provide oral information about the significance of these places.  
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CHAPTER 7: ARCHAEOLOGY 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

Doing archaeological research tends to concentrate on a scientific approach utilising 

Western philosophical paradigms. Only through documentation of the Indigenous 

archaeology of the Reynolds River region, and an interpretation of the past, is it 

possible to properly assess the archaeological significance of places according to 

Territory and Commonwealth legislation. Otherwise there is no framework or basis 

for a Territory or National level of comparison and contrast, and without an 

interpretation, it would not be possible to assess how the region contributes to our 

understanding of the Aboriginal history of Australia. Archaeological research in the 

Northern Territory has revealed Indigenous societies exploited with great success the 

resources of coastal and wetland environments (Jones 1985; Allen and Barton 1989; 

Brockwell 1988; Hiscock 1993; Hiscock et al. 1992; Kamminga and Allen 1973; 

Meehan et al. 1985; Mulvaney and Kamminga 1999; Schrire 1972, 1982). As 

discussed in this chapter the archaeological evidence is mounting that secure and 

established Indigenous hunter-gatherer communities existed on Northern Territory 

wetlands over the last 1500 years (Brockwell 1996a, 1996b, 2001; Bourke 2000). The 

archaeology of the Reynolds River region demonstrates the existence of an 

Indigenous hunter-gatherer society with sedentary characteristics manifested by 

extensive mound building across the wetlands during the last 1000 years.   

 

The bulk of previous archaeological coastal research in the top end of the Northern 

Territory has been focused on Kakadu National Park (Jones 1985; Allen 1989; Allen 

and Barton 1989; Brockwell 1988; Hiscock 1993; Hiscock et al. 1992; Meehan et al. 
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1985; Schrire 1982). The establishment of the wetland archaeological chronology in 

the Northern Territory has largely concentrated on the excavation of rockshelter 

deposits and shell middens (Allen and Barton 1989; David, McNiven and Flood 1991; 

Jones and Johnson 1985; Jones 1985; Schrire 1982).  

 

Only in more recent times has archaeological research focussed on the western coastal 

regions of the Northern Territory (Bourke 2000, Brockwell 2001; Burns 1999). 

Bourke (1999, 2000) conducted extensive research of coastal archaeology in the 

Darwin region while Brockwell (2001) investigated the Adelaide River wetland 

region. Prior to this, archaeological research has tended to favour the more eastern 

coastal river systems of the Mary and Alligator Rivers region (Baker 1981; Jones 

1985; Meehan 1977,  Brockwell 1988).  Previous archaeological investigations in the 

Reynolds River region were undertaken by Gunn (1991, 1992) in a survey of rock art 

sites on the Tabletop Range within Litchfield National Park. The archaeology of the 

Reynolds River region was expected to reflect similar subsistence and settlement 

patterns as had been interpreted for the Alligator and Mary River regions (Brockwell 

1988; Guse 1992). 

7.2 IDENTIFYING AND LOCATING ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES 

The capacity to properly identify and record sites is determined by two factors: the 

intensity of the inspection and the surveyor’s ability to identify artefacts. Intensity of 

inspection is in turn determined by two further factors: the environmental conditions 

that prevail during the archaeological fieldwork, and the methodology chosen by the 

archaeologists. Perhaps the most important environmental condition determining the 

intensity of inspection in northern Australia is the degree to which the ground surface 
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is obscured by vegetation and exposed by erosion.  Grass cover, leaf litter and low 

shrubs are generally the main obstructions to high ground surface visibility. As the 

majority of this survey was on pastoral leases, the opportunity to burn off the 

vegetation was limited. Ground surface visibility, averaging around 45% throughout 

the survey, was generally poor.  

 

Alluvial and aeolian sediments caused by natural geomorphic processes may also 

obscure archaeological material. These processes are dominant factors in the 

geomorphic evolution of the Reynolds River floodplains. Although such sedimentary 

deposits can build up and obscure archaeological material, they can also be eroded by 

the same agents that created them. Areas of erosion offer excellent visibility and a 

chance to see whether sub-surface archaeological material exists. These areas when 

found were generally inspected throughout the survey. 

 

Archaeologists often find it useful to make a distinction between relatively dense, 

localised concentrations of archaeological material and the sparse, concentration of 

materials that surround them. In many areas of Australia there is such a sparse but 

continuous scatter of stone artefacts often called "background artefact scatter" or "off-

site archaeological material” (Hiscock 1989; Foley 1981a, 1981b, 1981c). The density 

of this background artefact scatter varies in response to the nature and amount of past 

human activity and mobility. However geomorphic context of artefacts also affects 

their visibility and the conclusions that can be drawn about their deposition. For 

example, artefacts covered in sediment are not visible, and artefacts moved by erosion 

have a distorted relationship with their original location. Consequently, careful 

analysis of the background scatter of archaeological debris is often very important in 
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the reconstruction of prehistory. Within a landscape sparsely littered with 

archaeological material of this background type, archaeologists also call unique or 

rare types of debris or especially dense concentrations of archaeological material 

"archaeological sites." Sites are usually taken to indicate a specific place was a focus 

of particular activities, and their identification is usually regarded as important for 

management purposes. 

 

Types of Aboriginal archaeological sites previously recorded in the Darwin-Daly 

region are listed below. This list is based on sites that have been recorded over several 

decades and the recorders have most likely used different definitions for each site 

type. For this reason, I have described these site definitions in the broadest sense. The 

following site definitions can and usually occur in conjunction with other types. Site 

definitions used in this thesis are as follows: 

 

• Artefact scatters may contain flaked or ground artefacts and hearthstones. Artefact scatters 

may occur as surface scatters of material or as stratified deposits, where there have been 

repeated occupations. These scatters do not necessarily imply that pre-colonial people actually 

camped on the site, rather, they may only indicate that some type of activity was performed 

there. 

 

• Earth mounds are pre-European accumulations of raised dirt, which consist mainly of charcoal 

rich sediment with stone artefacts and evidence of grinding activities (Balme and Beck 1996; 

Bourke 2000; Guse 1997).  Earth mounds in the Northern Territory are generally located in 

association with the wetland environments of the major northern river systems. 

 

• Stone Quarry and Stone Procurement Areas are commonly places that stone for flaked or 

edge-ground artefacts have been extracted from an outcropping source of stones. This is a 

broad definition of ‘stone quarry’ and there are further subdivisions of this site type (Hiscock 

and Mitchell 1993). According to Hiscock and Mitchell (1993) most surficial-hardstone 

quarries have associated reduction sites where the quarried rock was further worked. Stone 

may also be sourced from river and creek cobbles and ochre is commonly sourced from beds 

of pipe clay and claystone. 
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• Knapping locations, consisting of one or more knapping floors, are discrete scatters of 

artefacts, anywhere in the landscape, resulting from stone being worked or reduced at that 

spot. The criteria for a knapping floor are that the original block of stone can be at least 

partially reconstructed from scattered flaked stone pieces (Hiscock and Mitchell 1993). A 

knapping floor can exist as a feature within the context of an open site or archaeological 

deposit. However there are certain methodological problems in identifying such features 

arising from post-depositional processes.   

 

• Shell middens, which are deposits containing shells occurring somewhere in the open, near a 

beach or estuary or rocky shoreline, or an inland lake or river (see Meehan 1977). These shells 

have been accumulated in these deposits by humans exploiting marine resources. Middens 

may take the form of a thin veneer of shell over the land surface or a thick mound of shell. A 

subsurface midden layer or horizon (from 1cm in thickness) may occur within mounds or 

chenier ridges in the Reynolds River area.  

 

• Stone arrangements can range from simple cairns to arrangements that are more elaborate. 

Some stone arrangements were used in ceremonial activities and represent sacred or totemic 

sites. Other stone features were constructed by Aboriginal people as route markers, territory 

markers, and walls of huts, animal traps, hides, or seed traps. 

 

• Art sites, include two main types of rock art, engravings and pounding’s where the pattern is 

one of relief and the pictures were apparently produced by removing material from the rock 

surface and drawings, stencils and paintings where the material was added to the rock surface 

(Clegg: 1983). Rock art sites can also include wax designs.  

 

• Rockshelter occupation sites are a deposit of cultural material that has built up over time 

containing flaked or ground stone artefacts, faunal material and other items of Aboriginal 

material culture. They can also contain skeletal remains, wax designs, rock art and grinding 

hollows. 

 

• Contact sites contain European materials, such as glass, ceramics or metal that exhibit 

modification by Aboriginal people.  Alternatively, a contact site may be identified by the 

presence of European objects, which may be unmodified but are the result of transportation to 

that locality by Aboriginal people.  Contact sites represent the interface between Aboriginal 

and Europeans during the early European expansion into the Northern Territory. 
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7.2.1. Concept of Archaeological Open Site 

For the purposes of this survey, it was necessary to define site boundaries for 

description and management considerations.  An archaeological site is defined in this 

thesis as an area of increased artefacts relative to the background density of similar 

types of artefacts or similar points in the surrounding landscape. This definition of a 

site depends on an increased relative density of artefacts and is particularly useful 

when identifying stone artefact sites. Due to the presence of a continuous but low 

background density of stone artefacts in the general area, clusters of stone artefacts 

can be defined as a site when the following criteria are met: 

 

• There is an average density of artefacts more than 5 times greater than the average 

density of the background scatter. 

• Either there is an identifiable boundary to the site, at which artefact densities 

diminished sufficiently to be classified as background scatter, or environmental 

features formed a boundary.  

7.3 Concepts of Archaeological Diversity and Richness 

There are many conflicting opinions in archaeology on how the categorisation of 

types of sites usage and site use intensity. For this thesis a methodology was adopted 

on the basis of its ability to distinguish between archaeological sites. The 

methodology adopted is an application of a diversity model proposed by Thomas 

(1989) and Kintigh (1989) incorporated with off-site archaeological principles posited 

by Foley (1981a, 1981b, 1981c).  In Thomas (1989) and Kintigh’s (1989) model, 

diversity or richness of artefacts is used to distinguish variability in the archaeological 

record, and this model has had an important role in archaeological interpretation 

(Kintigh 1989:25). The concept of archaeological richness has several properties.  
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1. It is used when discussing variation in a nominal variable, such as stone-tool 
type, design element or ceramic type. 

 
2. It is typically a comparative property of distributions. 

 
3. Following the usage in mathematical ecology, it may be considered to have 

two dimensions. These are the numbers of different classes present in an 
assemblage, and their evenness, which is the uniformity of the distribution of 
different classes. (Kintigh 1989:26). 

 

Thomas’ (1989) diversity or richness model of differentiating archaeological sites has 

been used in a slightly modified form in this thesis. In his original model Thomas 

(1989:86) proposes that the overall relationship between number of implement classes 

and number of individual tools is influenced by ecological, technological, 

informational and scheduling factors and describes three types of sites that can be 

distinguished by using richness of the artefact assemblage. These types are defined by 

their use as base camps, field camps, and diurnal use areas. During the survey it 

became apparent that for this thesis it would be more appropriate to describe sites in 

terms of how frequently they were visited, rather than make assumptions about the 

use of each site.  

 

This modification of Thomas’ (1989) model produces three types of sites based on 

frequency of visitation and length of occupation: high, moderate, and low frequency 

of visited sites. It is not only frequency of of visitation that may result in increased 

density and diversity but the overall numbers of people camping (occupying) the 

locality at any one time and the duration of the encampment. The greatest variety of 

artefact and by-producing activities is found at frequently visited sites (Thomas 

1989:86). These sites generally have assemblages, which are technologically and 

typologically diverse assemblages relative to the overall techno-economic systemic 

matrix because they may have been used for a wide variety of purposes over a long 
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period of time (Thomas 1989:86). Less frequently visited sites are usually specific to 

a single task and ephemeral. These sites generally have relatively less diverse 

assemblages than more frequently visited sites. Infrequently visited sites involve an 

even more task-specific technology and assemblages associated with such sites having 

the least diverse artefact assemblage (Thomas 1989:86). In summary, frequently 

visited sites have a high diversity or richness, less frequently visited sites have an 

intermediate diversity and infrequently visited sites have a low diversity. Therefore, 

use of this methodology should allow this thesis to indicate which areas Aboriginal 

people visited more often compared with the surrounding landscape.  

7.4 THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE 

Data presented in this section highlights the archaeological patterns of the region. One 

hundred and thirty archaeological sites have been recorded during surveys of the 

Reynolds River region. Of these sites, there are 46 earth mounds, 36 artefact scatters, 

21 rockshelters, 12 rock art sites, 8 stone quarries, 6 grinding hollow sites, and 1 stone 

arrangement (Figure 6). The distribution of these archaeological sites throughout the 

Reynolds River region is illustrated in Figure 7. The sites contain a variety of 

archaeological components including portable grinding stones (mortars and pestles), 

grinding hollows, rock art, human remains, shell midden material and petroglyphs. 

The distribution of archaeological sites in the region are analysed by their 

environmental location (Table 2). The environment was originally divided into three 

broad geomorphological groups, the floodplains, lowland, and plateau. However the 

survey has found a significant proportion of sites are located along the junction 

between the lowlands and the floodplains necessitating the recognition and inclusion 

of a fourth environmental zone called the Plain-Lowland Junction. 
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TABLE 2. DISTRIBUTION OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES BY ENVIRONMENTAL ZONE 
 

Environmental 
Zone 

Artefact 
Scatter 

Mound Rock 
Art 

Rock 
Shelter 

Quarry Grinding  
Hollow 

Stone 
Arrangement 

Plain 8 25 0 0 2 1 0 

Junction 11 17 0 0 1 4 0 

Lowland 14 4 2 1 5 0 0 

Plateau 2 0 9 18 0 0 1 

Total 35 46 11 19 8 5 1 

 

Biodiversity also tends to be highest at environmental junctions, or ecotone, as the 

zone is a combination of several land units. Given the number of sites located along 

such junctions, it was clearly an important part of the landscape where people were 

able to exploit multiple environments. Archaeological sites appear to be evenly 

distributed across the environmental zones. 
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Figure 6. Relative Frequency Of Archaeological Site Types
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Figure 5. Distribution of archaeological sites in the Reynolds River region. 
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Sites are largest on the lowlands and plains with the smallest sites located on the 

plateau. However, the environmental zone of the Plain-Lowland Junction is the 

smallest is size, constituting the highest density of sites per square kilometre in the 

study area. The distribution of sites throughout the region suggests that occupation of 

the wetland area was important. However it was not the only focus of pre-colonial 

settlement patterns in the area. Quarry sites and artefact-manufacturing sites 

representative of short-term site-specific activities occur largely on the lowlands. 

Earth mounds representative of long-term occupation occur on the plains and at the 

plain/lowland junction. The prevalence of earth mounds on the Reynolds River plains 

is significant. The mounds are generally situated on small but notable features in the 

landscape.  These earth mounds are cultural deposits, which range in depth between 

0.3 metres to 0.8 metres, as indicated through excavation. Rockshelters with 

predominantly Holocene deposits on the Tabletop Range are evidence that the Plateau 

was also an important focus of occupation (Figure 8).  

 

Figure 8. Djagorda 2 rockshelter in the Tabletop Range, Litchfield National Park. 
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Rock art is found in a number of archaeological sites across the region. Rock art is 

typically of a figurative style with the use of monochromatic pigments including red, 

yellow, and white. Although analysis of pigment has not been undertaken, sources of 

white pipeclay and ochre are known to the Werat Traditional Owners in the region. 

Rock art motifs include anthropomorphic designs; however the majority of motifs 

consistently reflect the ecology of the region. Motifs of freshwater crocodiles, turtles, 

barramundi, fish, birds, geese, darter birds, emus, and some plants (cycad) were noted.  

7.4.1 Surface Artefact Assemblage 

A diverse range of stone artefact types were represented on archaeological sites in the 

Reynolds River area. Figure 9 illustrates the frequency of artefact types on 

archaeological sites in the region. Formal implement types such as pounding and 

grinding stones, edge ground axes, and bifacial points are well represented in the 

general artefact assemblage for the region. Tables 3 and 4 illustrate the occurrence of 

artefact and raw material types on sites within four environmental zones. Average 

artefact densities are lowest on the floodplains and highest on sites situated on the 

Plateau. Mean raw material richness was highest on sites located on the lowlands and 

the plains. Artefact type richness was highest on sites on the lowland and the junction 

between the plains and lowland. High richness of artefact types signifies the long term 

and repeated occupation of these sites. 
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Figure 9. Artefact types according to archaeological site types

(Ret Fl = Retouched Flake; FP = Flake Piece; Bipoint = Bifacial Point; Upoint = Unifacial Point; Ground St = grinding stones) 

 

TABLE 3. PRESENCE OF ARTEFACT TYPES ON SITES BY ENVIRONMENTAL ZONE 
 

Environmental Zone Flake Core Ret Fl FP BP UP Axe GS HS 

Floodplain 35 22 18 8 7 3 10 22 8 

Junction 30 21 17 15 7 4 12 15 8 

Lowland 23 20 18 14 7 4 8 13 5 

Plateau 25 20 19 17 8 1 13 11 7 

Total  113 83 72 54 29 12 43 61 28 

 
Ret Fl = Retouched Flake, FP = Flake Piece, UP = Unifacial Point BP = Bifacial Point, GS = Ground Stone, HS = Hammerstone 

 
TABLE 4. PRESENCE OF RAW MATERIAL TYPES ON SITES BY ENVIRONMENTAL ZONE 

 

Environmental Zone Qtz Qtze Tuff Chert FGS SST DOL Glass Gabbro Granite Ochre Silcrete 

Floodplain 35 10 1 4 8 11 7 1 14 4 1 8 

Junction 30 10 4 3 4 2 12 0 13 5 3 2 

Lowland 22 8 2 4 9 6 6 1 10 9 2 2 

Plateau 24 15 2 5 4 8 13 0 10 0 4 0 

Total 111 43 9 16 25 27 38 2 47 18 10 12 

 
Qtz = Quartz, Qtze = Quartzite FGS = Fine grained sedimentary, SST = Sandstone, Dol = Dolerite, Gabbro = Gabbro Diorite 
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Grinding stones and axes are well represented on floodplain and wetland junction 

sites. The incidence of portable grinding stones increases on floodplain sites where the 

incidence of suitable stone outcrops for grinding hollows is absent. Bifacial Points are 

evenly distributed on sites across all environmental zones.   

 

Unifacial points are represented in <10% of the site artefact assemblages. Conversely 

bifacial points are represented on 40% of the sites. This is generally consistent with 

site artefact assemblages documented elsewhere in the wider coastal regions of the 

Northern Territory (Brockwell 1996a, 1996b, 2001; Bourke 2000; Jones 1985; Allen 

and Barton 1989; Brockwell 1988; Hiscock 1993; Meehan et al. 1985; Schrire 1972, 

1982). This particular distribution of bifacial versus unifacial technology may be 

influenced by locally available stone raw materials. All unifacial points recorded in 

this study have been made on quartzite, silcrete, and siltstone. Quartz is the major raw 

material source in the region. Preliminary analysis of assemblages from excavated 

sites and replication experiments by the author has indicated that quartz is generally 

unsuitable for the manufacture of unifacial points owing to restrictions on the 

maximum size and the morphology of quartz. Most notable of these morphological 

features include incipient fracture planes and cracks that occur in pegmatite quartz 

that do not allow large long thin flakes (typically blade like) to be produced. This 

conclusion is borne out by Roddom (1997) who demonstrated that selection of raw 

material type determined the final form of a point.  

 

Initial results from the analysis of the artefact assemblage of two sites on the lowlands 

indicate the importance of quartz bifacial point manufacturing at these sites. A similar 

picture is emerging from the Majar rockshelter in the Tabletop Range. However, 
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modest numbers of quartz bifacial points are found on the surface of earth mounds 

and other wetland sites, as predicted given the intensity of quartz bifacial point 

manufacture. Raw material distribution within the sites reflects the availability of the 

stone in the region. Figure 10 illustrates the frequency distribution of raw materials in 

the region.  
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Figure 10. Presence of Raw Material Types on Sites

(Qtz = Quartz; Qtze = Quartzite; FGS = Fine Grained Sedimentary; SST = Sandstone; DOL = Dolerite) 

 
Quartz is readily available from the lowlands and dissected uplands north of the 

Tabletop Range. Gabbro diorite, dolerite, quartzite and sandstone can be found in the 

Reynolds River area.  Quartzite is available in some places on the Tabletop Range and 

gabbro-diorite and dolerite occur as outcrops on the lowlands. However, tuff, chert, 

fine grained sedimentary, and silcrete are not found within the study area. Tuff occurs 

50 kilometres to the east near Batchelor and Adelaide River. Chert and siltstone crop 

out the south of the Daly River in the limestone sedimentary geology (Ahmad et al. 

1993). Some siltstone appears to have been sourced from the kaolinitic claystone sea 

cliffs along the coastline. 
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A possible source for silcrete is yet to be determined. Silcrete is only found on the 

southern floodplain of the Reynolds River close to the Daly River. It is possible the 

silcrete is moving northward from across the Daly River. Tuff generally occurs on 

sites in the eastern portion of the study area. Preliminary investigation of the 

rockshelter excavation material has revealed significant representation of tuff in the 

artefact assemblage. The presence and absence of exotic raw material types in these 

assemblages indicates trade, exchange, and movement of people and goods in the 

Reynolds River area.  

7.4.2 Excavation of Rockshelters  

Assessing archaeological significance usually requires invasive investigation for 

analysis of characteristics such as content, age, and assessment of changes through 

time. For this study, three rockshelters, Majar, Djagorda 2, and Walker Creek 6 were 

excavated and dated on samples of charcoal taken from the occupation deposit. Dates 

and rates of deposition from these sites may imply an increasing site usage in the 

Reynolds River region after 4500BP (Table 5). Djagorda 2 has the oldest basal date of 

7960+/-100 BP. Preliminary analysis of the Majar rockshelter undertaken thus far 

suggests a rapid accumulation of sediment in these rockshelters beginning 4500 years 

ago. Figure 11 illustrates the large increase of stone artefacts deposited at Majar 

approximately 4000 years ago. There is a frequency correlation between bifacial 

points and overall numbers of stone artefacts before 3200BP. It is possible that there 

may be an increase in flaking bifacial points at the Majar rockshelter at this time. If a 

larger number of bifacial points had been made on the site at this time then the 

number of stone flaking debitage elements would also increase dramatically. 
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TABLE  5. DATES FROM EXCAVATED ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES IN THE REGION. 
 
Site Name Material 

Dated 
Type Square Excavation 

Unit 
Sample 
Code 

Conventional C14 Age 
(Uncalibrated) 

Djingurr Charcoal Mound AA13 XU8 Waikato 
7431 

400 +/- 60 BP 

Pandyal 2  Charcoal Mound C:34 XU6 Waikato 
7263 

626 +/- 77 BP 

Walker 
Creek 6 

Charcoal Rockshelter T44 XU14 Beta-
98016 

2690 +/- 80 BP 

Werat 14 Anadara 
granosa 

Mound A1 Surface Shell Waikato 
7170 

3480 +/- 50 BP 

Werat 1  Anadara 
granosa 

Mound A1 XU14 Waikato 
7432 

4330 +/- 60 BP 

Majar Charcoal Rockshelter G20 XU11 Beta-
98018 

4750 +/- 120 BP 

Djagorda 2 Charcoal Rockshelter D22 XU15 Beta-
98017 

7960 +/- 100 BP 

 

A similar pattern is reflected in the distribution of bifacial points within the artefact 

assemblage as shown in Figure 12. The change in artefact discard and use of the 

rockshelters indicates an important change in the use of the rockshelter. This may 

reflect the reorganisation of settlement strategies whilst the nearby freshwater 

wetlands started to become established around 3000BP, however further analysis of 

the artefact assemblage is required to test this hypothesis.  

Figure 11. Distribution of Quartz Artefacts from G19 by 
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Figure 12 Distribution of bifacial points at Majar 
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7.4.3 Excavation of Earth Mounds 

Initial observations suggest a formalisation of settlement patterns was established in 

the Reynolds River area after 3000BP. Another indicator is perhaps the uniformity of 

the artefact assemblage across the different environmental zones after 3000BP. 

Further evidence of the trend towards this late Holocene settlement behaviour can be 

demonstrated by the prevalence of earth mounds in the region. From preliminary 

dates, earth mounds begin to appear after 3500 years ago. Dates from Djingurr and 

Pandyal 2 suggest that these mounds were only occupied in the last 1000 years when 

the freshwater wetlands had become permanent part of the landscape.  

 

The original plan to conduct test excavations on earth mounds was postponed on most 

mounds owing to the discovery of ancestral human skeletal remains. The skeletal 

fragments were commonly found in the fresh spoil heaps of goanna burrows. The 

Werat had not known of the presence of ancestral human skeletal remains in the earth 

mounds. This resulted in an immediate concern for the preservation of these places. 
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Therefore the excavation technique recommended by Williams (1994:165) of cutting 

a trench through the mounds was not possible. Through negotiation it was agreed that 

a test excavation would be conducted at three sites, on Werat 1, Djingurr, and 

Pandyal. The excavation of Werat 1 is shown in Figure 13.  

 

An opportunity for the non-intrusive collection of dating material occurred on mounds 

located along a Chenier ridge. Anadara granosa shells had been exposed by goanna 

burrows on several of these mounds (see Figure 14). Inspection of the spoil from the 

goanna burrows revealed Chenier sand and a suite of shells commonly found in 

coastal middens notably the mangrove gastropods Telescopium sp, Terebralia sp, and 

the mudflat bivalve Anadara sp.  

 

 
 

Figure 13 Excavation of Werat 1 test pit, from L-R Daisy Majar, Gerard Niemoeller and Katie 
Sax 
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Figure 14. Goanna burrows on an earth mound with exposed sediment and shell. 

 

Midden sites on the West Alligator River in Kakadu National Park where intrusive 

sampling or excavation was not permitted were successfully dated by collecting shell 

samples recently uncovered by goanna burrows (Mowat 1994, 1995). Shell was 

collected in this way from the surface of earth mounds Werat 2, 14, 15, and 16. These 

same goanna burrows are also cause for concern regarding the taphonomic processes 

that affect the archaeological integrity of the earth mounds. Extensive goanna 

burrowing is likely to have a profound effect on the stratigraphy of the mounds. 

Further investigation of this taphonomic problem is warranted in future archaeological 

research on earth mounds.  

 

Daisy Majar agreed that some dates should be submitted from two other earth 

mounds, Pandyal 2 and Djingurr 1. The excavation of Djingurr 1 is shown in Figure 
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13. These sites are very culturally significant to the Werat, especially Djingurr, which 

is near the central dreaming place of the freshwater crocodile.  

 

 

Figure 13. Excavation and recording of the Djingurr 1 earth mound. 

 
Three earth mounds, Djingurr, Pandyal 2, and Werat 1, were excavated with the first 

two mounds showing little evidence of a stratigraphic profile. Stone artefacts are well 

represented throughout each deposit. Small amounts of burnt bone and minor 

fragments of charcoal were recovered from each site. It was difficult to discern what 

effect goanna burrowing and other taphonomic agents may have had on the deposit.  

 

Most of the samples had to be submitted for AMS dating owing to the small sample 

size of charcoal recovered from the excavation. Preservation of organic material in 

archaeological deposits on the granitic sand plains is very poor. Results indicate that 

the midden layer beneath the earth mound at Werat 14 is approximately 3500 years 

old (Table 6). The date from Werat 1 suggests the minimal occupation date for this 
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site began 4000 years ago. Shell recovered from a goanna burrow on mound Werat 14 

reveals an occupation layer of Anadara granosa midden under the earth mound dating 

to approximately 3400BP. Dates from Pandayal 2 and Djingurr indicate that 

continuity of occupation of mounds only over the last 700 years.  

 
TABLE  6. BASAL DATES FROM EXCAVATED EARTH MOUNDS. 

 
Site Name Material Square Excavation Unit Sample Code Conventional C14 Age  

(uncalibrated) 

Djingurr Charcoal AA13 XU8 Waikato 7431 400 +/- 60 BP 
Pandyal 2  Charcoal C:34 XU6 Waikato 7263 626 +/- 77 BP 
Werat 1  Anadara granosa A1 XU14 Waikato 7432 4330 +/- 60 BP 
Werat 14  Anadara granosa Surface NA Waikato 7170 3480 +/- 50 BP 

 

Discussion of earth mounds in Australia has centred on their function and 

construction (Balme and Beck 1996, Williams 1994). Williams (1994:166) contends 

that earth mounds are a “fascinating form of cultural feature with much to contribute 

to our understanding of hunter-gatherer societies” in south-eastern Australia. 

Explanations posited for the function of earth mounds include camp ovens, campsites, 

hut foundations, and gravesites (Balme and Beck 1996:44). These conclusions are 

made from physical evidence such as burnt clay fragments, charcoal, artefacts and 

skeletal remains.   

 

Nearer to home, early investigations of earth mounds were undertaken by Meehan et 

al. (1985) on the South Alligator River floodplains. Excavation of a mound at K’ina 

in Kakadu produced a date of 280+/-140BP (Meehan et al. 1985:152). Roberts (1994) 

documented numerous middens at Milingimbi in north-east Arnhem Land. Of these 

mounds, 13 were identified as earth mounds (Roberts 1994:182). Roberts (1994:181) 

concludes that particular activities are focussed around dinnertime camps, processing 

sites and home bases.  
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Further investigation of earth mounds in the Northern Territory has been undertaken 

on the Adelaide River by Brockwell (2001) and at Hope Inlet by Bourke (2000). 

Bourke (2000:97) found that Hope Inlet earth mounds are generally circular, and 

occasionally elongated, ranging in size from approximately 12m to 25m in diameter 

and 0.4m to 2m in height and notes that stone artefacts are rare on these earth mounds. 

Whereas these differ from earth mounds on the Adelaide River which Brockwell 

(1996b:161) found range in size from 20m to 60m in diameter and from 0.2m to 1.5m 

in height and contain large quantities of stone artefacts.  

 

Balme and Beck’s (1996) study highlights the differences between southern 

Australian earth mounds and the earth mounds of the Reynolds River.  Table 7 

compares mound size between earth mounds in southern Australia and those recorded 

in northern Australia on the Reynolds River and at Hope Inlet. Earth mounds recorded 

in this study are generally larger in diameter than those in south-eastern Australia and 

at Hope Inlet.  

 
TABLE  7. COMPARISON OF MOUND DIMENSIONS FROM THE REYNOLDS RIVER, HOPE  

INLET (BOURKE 2000) AND DATA FROM BALME AND BECK (1996:42) . 
 

Earth Mounds Mean Standard Deviation 

Werat Mound Length 29.36m 11.34 

Werat Mound Width 24.68m 9.26 

Murray Valley Mounds Diameter 20.36m 12.7 

Macquarie Marsh Mounds 13.69m 8.65 

Central & West Victoria 15m - 

Hope Inlet Earth Mounds Length 17m 3.34 

Hope Inlet Earth Mounds Width 16m 2.60 

 

There is limited physical evidence to suggest that the Reynolds River earth mounds 

are a deliberate constructed phenomenon. Detailed analysis and investigation of 
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mound form and function as recommended by Williams (1994) was outside of the 

original scope of this study. However, Williams (1994) states that it is important to 

consider geomorphology, archaeological data, and ethnographic evidence that may 

influence mound formation and the interpretation of mound function. Therefore a 

brief discussion of Reynolds River mound formation and function is made below.  

 

Given the environmental evidence for the geomorphic evolution of the floodplains, 

many of the mounds are located on features less than 3000 years old. The 

accumulation of mound deposits appears to have been a rapid process. Initial analysis 

of the earth mounds has shown that the sediment composition of the mounds is 

significantly different to the surrounding soils. Such rapid accumulation of the 

deposits must have been the result of both long-term and frequent occupation of these 

sites. An interpretation of the Reynolds River mounds is that they are formed from the 

accumulation of sediment from repeated occupation and the transportation of 

materials to these sites.  

 

North Australian earth mounds contain similar archaeological materials as southern 

mounds such as stone artefacts, faunal remains, burials, and charcoal. Mound location 

however is somewhat different to that described by Williams (1994) and Balme and 

Beck 1996). Reynolds River, Hope Inlet, and Adelaide River mounds are mostly 

situated on elevated features on the wetlands, or adjacent high ground, rather than on 

low poorly drained black soil plains as most of the southern Australian and Murray 

River mounds (Balme and Beck 1996; Brockwell 2001; Bourke 2000). The Reynolds 

River mounds are probably not an attempt to create an elevated position in a poorly 

drained landscape. The mounds are located at places to take advantage of their 
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elevated position above the black soil plain and near extensive ecological resources, 

inevitably providing a focal point in the landscape repeated occupation.  

 

Excavation and examination of mound surfaces did not reveal any large burnt clay 

fragments as would be expected if they resulted from traditional methods of hearth 

construction. However mound soil composition is very different to the surrounding 

base soils. Mound deposits consist of dark compact humic soil interspersed by gravel 

and laterite.  Ethnographic evidence highlighting the importance of fires and hearths 

for processing food and material culture items may provide an explanation for this 

type of deposit (Brockwell et al. 1995). Fires, hearths and ovens made by Aboriginal 

people are generally small (approx 1-1.5 metre diameter), made with stones, and 

generate an intense heat that could result in the type of organic gravely material seen 

(Brockwell et al. 1995:51). The traditional oven depicted by Brockwell et al. 

(1995:52) illustrates the amount of stone and material involved in its construction. 

The use of ovens on mounds would significantly contribute to their gradual 

accumulation. A traditional method of Werat hearth construction is to use termite 

mound fragments as suitable stone for hearths cannot be found in some localities on 

the floodplains.  

 

The construction of paperbark shelters may also have contributed to the gradual 

building up of these earth mounds. Rosie Nangalagku Petherick, Tom Petherick’s 

mother, used to live in paperbark shelters on the wetlands before and during World 

War II. This was a traditional method of shelter in the area and photographs have been 

taken of sizeable paperbark shelters built at the Jesuit Mission in the 1880s. Donald 

Thomson documented the extensive use of shelters by the Yolngu of Eastern Arnhem 
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Land during the 1930s (Wiseman 1997). Many photographs taken by Thomson 

illustrate the complexity of Aboriginal structures built for protection from the 

elements of the long wet seasons and the biting insects of the wetlands (Wiseman 

1997). Thus I argue that it is possible that the debris from repeated construction of 

paperbark shelters over many seasons and generations contributed to the mass of the 

mound.  

 

Human skeletal remains were found exposed on the surface at a number of the 

mounds. Mortuary practices are a significant part of Aboriginal tradition in the Daly 

Region involving ‘rag burning’ ceremonies. Some of the cranial fragments found 

were painted with ochre, indicating secondary mortuary practices were undertaken at 

these sites. The internment of the dead at these mounds is significant for the 

Aboriginal cultural and mythological landscape. Estate ownership may have been 

strengthened through the burial of a clan group’s ancestor at a particular site.  

 

Evidence of artefacts such as grindstones and pestles representing grinding activities 

highlights the resource preparation occurring at the earth mounds. Most of the earth 

mounds had ground artefacts present. Many of the plant food resources of the wetland 

need to be processed for eating. The prevalence of ground stones indicates grinding 

activities are a common activity on mound sites. Discussions with Werat custodians 

about the plant resources revealed that many foods would be brought back by 

Aboriginal women to camp encased in mud from the swamps, including bulbs, tubers, 

and even turtles, dug up from hard cracking clays. Table C in Appendix 4 lists plant 

species from the wetlands that required extensive processing and grinding.  Some 

portable grinding stones were made from large sandstone and granite rocks. The 
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transportation of these stones to sites over 10-20 kilometres from their source suggests 

detailed planning to exploit seasonal resources. Again, Werat Custodians said that it 

was traditionally the woman’s role to carry such implements. Large grinding stones 

could be left at each mound for repeated use each season and indicate the utilisation of 

particular wetland resources that are situated nearby the earth mounds. This is further 

evidence that the abundant resources of the wetlands have influenced mound location 

and that occupation of these sites is likely to have been on a long term basis.  

 

It is unlikely that mounds were constructed primarily as garden beds as is the case in 

New Guinea (Balme and Beck 1996).  Excavations have not revealed an ash rich layer 

at the base of the earth mounds. The rich ecology of the Reynolds River wetland 

provides an abundance of food. However, evidence during the survey indicated that 

edible plant species grow on the earth mounds. including nut trees, fruit trees, and 

tubers. The rich humic soils of the mounds provide a better environment for plants to 

grow than the surrounding low nutrient laterite and sandy soils. Evidence of edible 

plant species growing on wetland sites can also be found from studies on the South 

Alligator River (Meehan et al. 1985). In addition, the softer soil of the mounds is a 

favoured location for goannas. Therefore, as the mound deposits accumulated, the 

ability of the mounds to become a micro-economic resource within the landscape also 

increased. This would further enhance the value of repeatedly occupying the mound 

sites.   

 

Nevertheless, the archaeological assemblage of the Reynolds River must be examined 

in order to understand Indigenous pre-colonisation settlement patterns. The next 
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section discusses the archaeological evidence in the context of the ecological, 

ethnographic, and geomorphic history of the Reynolds River region.  

 

7.5 ECOLOGY, SEASONALITY AND ABORIGINAL LAND USE 

OVER TIME 

The diverse and rich ecology of the Reynolds River region includes major rivers, 

swamps, tropical seasonal rainforests, tropical savannah woodlands, lagoons, and 

numerous streams. The basic concept of the model for the pre-colonisation settlement 

patterns of the Reynolds River region is based on the ecology, environmental 

resources, and ethnographic observations about Aboriginal life and culture in the 

Northern Territory. Cultural or human ecological frameworks have been widely 

employed in the study of archaeology (Bamforth 1988; Foley 1981a, 1981b, 1981c; 

Jochim 1979; Kelly 1983;  Steward 1938; Thomas 1973, 1989). Human ecology is the 

study of processes by which a society adapts to its environment (Steward 1977:43). 

The ecological approach implicitly means that there is a strong association that exists 

between procurement strategies and settlement mobility and ecologically determined 

factors (Jochim 1979:148; Thomas 1989:447). Therefore for Indigenous hunter-

gatherers, the environmental landscape and the cultural landscape undergo conceptual 

merging, unlike Western principle of the separation between natural and cultural 

environments. Archaeologists are left with cultural remnants located within the 

environmental landscape. It is important to consider the environmental landscape with 

its former, or current in the case of the Werat, cultural context in mind. In the 

meantime, to begin a discussion of the Reynolds River archaeology, we will start with 

the environmental context.   
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Three distinct environmental zones based on geomorphology, physiography, and 

vegetation have been identified for the Reynolds River region, the Floodplain, 

Lowlands and Plateau. The floodplain environment consists of swamps and marshes, 

lagoons and streams, and grassland. The lowland environmental zone consists 

primarily of open woodland and scrubland, with some monsoon vineforests. The 

Plateau consists of numerous tropical vineforest thickets, and open woodland and 

scrubland.  

 

The spatial distribution of flora and faunal resources is highly variable, which would 

have a major effect on the distribution of Aboriginal settlement locations over the 

wetland area. For example, Melalueca swamps do not contain the same fauna as the 

Eleocharis and Oryza swamps and thus these swamps are utilised in different ways 

and intensity. Also the tropical wet/dry seasonal cycle influences the distribution and 

abundance of vegetation and fauna on the wetlands. The wetlands are inundated 

during the wet season. Therefore, only certain plant communities survive at different 

water depths and this in turn influences the nesting of avian fauna such as the magpie 

goose.  

 
The floodplain environment supports a small number of highly productive plant 

groups that were utilised by Aboriginal people as recorded ethnographically. Table 8 

is a summary of the general abundance of faunal resources in the three environments 

derived from information given in the Environment chapter (and data in the 

appendices). The nature of the wet/dry tropics places pressure on faunal populations 

to congregate on the wetland owing to the presence of water and abundant plant 

species during a period of sustained drought. This natural cycle was a catalyst for the 
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mobility patterns of Aboriginal communities that would converge on the same 

resources to subsist on both the floral and faunal communities. The faunal biomass in 

the wet/dry tropics can fluctuate from very small to extraordinary large numbers of 

wildlife taking advantage of the fluctuating resources, as demonstrated by magpie 

geese distribution (Whitehead et al. 1990; Finlayson et al. 1988). The biomass that 

accumulates on the floodplain every year is effortlessly accessible in the shallow 

waterways of the floodplain and is inferred to be a focal point for Aboriginal 

occupation in the late dry season. This table indicates the fluctuations in the 

environmental resources of the region which are likely to influence the settlement 

pattern decisions made by Aboriginal people. 

 
TABLE 8. ABUNDANCE OF FAUNA IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL ZONES 

 
Fauna Floodplain Lowland Escarpment 

Fish High Moderate Low 
Birds High Low Low 
Macropods High Moderate Moderate 
Reptiles: Goanna/Snake High Moderate Moderate 
Turtle High Low Low - Moderate 

 

This is not a proposal for the abandonment of the wetlands for the Tabletop Range 

every wet season and vice versa. This discussion is attempting to highlight patterns in 

the ecology that may be reflected in the archaeology where the use of different 

environments may have occurred at alternating stages or on a multi-round basis and 

may have required gatherings of people in certain places to take advantage of seasonal 

abundance.  

 

Five broad categories of Aboriginal activities can be identified from the ethnographic 

record and historic accounts of northern Australia (Brockwell 1989; Brockwell et al. 

1995; Hodgson 1993; Meehan 1977, 1988; Meehan et al. 1985; Schrire 1982). These 
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are stone procurement, hunting animals, gathering plant foods, ceremony and 

exchange, and procurement of other material culture resources. A thorough summary 

of the use of traditional resources and the seasonal cycle can be found in Brockwell et 

al. (1995). Seasonality is the main ecological factor addressed by previous authors in 

their explanations of Aboriginal subsistence behaviour.  

 

Aboriginal people stress the importance of the wetlands during the dry season for 

plant and animal resources. Numerous places on the Reynolds River floodplain are 

known to have been ceremonial and meeting places. Ceremony and meeting places 

are also known in the Plateau area. However, few significant ceremony places are 

documented in the lowland region.  Sources of suitable stone for flaking mostly occur 

on the lowlands.  

 

Add to this the temporal scale, like other wetland environments in northern Australia, 

where there have been major environmental changes over the past 8000 years in the 

Reynolds River region and landscape change contributes significantly to the 

archaeological record. The timings of the geomorphic evolution of the Reynolds and 

Daly River are similar to the South Alligator River region (Chappell 1993). Hope et 

al. (1985) detail the changes in the Kakadu landscape from the drier and sparsely 

vegetated environment 35,000 years ago to the much wetter savannah environment of 

today. Such environmental change, especially in the last 8000 years following the end 

of the last post glacial sea level rise, would have had a profound effect on the 

resources available to Aboriginal communities.  
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At the time of European contact in the Northern Territory, extensive and complex 

social networks and exchange systems existed in Aboriginal society (Brockwell et al. 

1995). There have been a number of claims for demographic change and increasing 

social complexity in Australian prehistory associated with the intense exploitation of 

sites and resources during the late Holocene (Jones 1985, Lourandos 1983, 1985, 

1987; Lourandos and Ross 1994; Hiscock 1986; Ross 1981, 1983; Williams 1985). 

The freshwater wetlands of the Reynolds River are a very productive ecosystem that 

the archaeological data suggests was utilised by Aboriginal people. However, such 

exploitation may be linked to a reorganisation of economic strategies to accommodate 

such resources rather than an increase in population. According to Lourandos 

(1983:81), intensification can have a broad range of meanings and can refer to 

increases in productivity, production, and social complexity. This can be achieved 

through improving accessibility, reducing travel time, or making returns more 

predictable, which I argue that the earth mounds on the Reynolds River provide.  

 

Geomorphological studies have shown that the freshwater wetland environments 

began to appear in the Northern Territory from 1500BP. Elsewhere in Australia, 

Lourandos and Ross (1994) link the appearance of earth mounds to more intensive 

occupation and resource use, increase in populations and greater social cohesion. The 

appearance of many earth mounds in the Reynolds River area could be an indicator of 

the increasing ecological richness in the region after 1500BP that people took 

advantage of by seasonal gatherings of neighbouring groups. The appearance of 

exotic stone raw materials in the archaeological record, such as tuff, chert, and silcrete 

on the sites, indicates the presence of social exchange activities. These stone raw 

materials have to be transported from 50 to 100 kilometres from the nearest sources in 
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the Pine Creek geosyncline. The Tabletop Range is a central feature in northern Daly 

River, Reynolds River and Finniss River region. Areas of the Tabletop Range are 

known to have been essential meeting points in the past for the ceremonial and 

economic exchange of goods and other social activities as documented 

ethnographically by Stanner (1933a).  

 

It appears that in the Reynolds River region, there was an increasing trend during the 

Holocene, especially after the formation of the freshwater wetlands, of population 

reorganisation and increasing complex social and trade systems indicated by the 

changes in stone tool and raw material diversity and discard and the introduction of 

open mound sites. Mound sites in southern and northern Australia mostly occur in the 

late Holocene period after 3000 years ago (Lourandos and Ross 1994: 59, Balme and 

Beck 1996:44).  Therefore using the archaeological information presented in this 

chapter, a broad model for pre-colonisation occupation of the Reynolds River through 

to contact times is presented in Table 9. In the next chapter I discuss the relationship 

between contemporary Werat heritage values and the archaeological record.  
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TABLE 9. MODEL OF ABORIGINAL OCCUPATION IN THE REYNOLDS RIVER REGION 
 

Time Frame Environment Nature of Occupation Archaeological Evidence 

 
Inland Period 
40,000BP to 
8000BP  

• Tabletop Range and surrounding region characterised as a 
marginal semi-arid environment 

• Sparse occupation by  medium to small sized groups. 

• Concentrated on Tabletop Range to utilise densely 
vegetated gullies and freshwater sources. Also centred 
on riverine valley environments. 

• Exposed stone outcrops provide raw materials 

• Some rockshelter deposits, minor rock 
art and petroglyphs. Archaeological 
evidence in  river valleys destroyed by 
Holocene sediments 

• Open artefact scatters and quarries 

 
Transitional 
Period 
8000BP to 3000 
BP 

• Silting of drowned river valleys  

• Changing from marine to freshwater swamps. Rapid coastal 
progradation  

• Establishment of floodplains  

• Marine estuarine environments  

• Establishment of productive savannah woodlands and 
grasslands.  

• Greater species diversity  

• Monsoonal vine forests 

• fluctuating resources and risk 

• exploiting new marine environments 

• utilising the diverse monsoonal vine forest areas 

• Exposed stone outcrops on the lowlands provide raw 
materials 

• Shell middens with marine species. 

• Increased occupation and artefact 
discard in rockshelters  

• Increase in rock art  

• Open artefact scatters and quarries. 

• Introduction of artefact and raw 
material types 

 
Wetland Period 
 
3000BP to 
European 
Contact  
 

• Environment characterised by the establishment of stabilised 
wetland systems, 

• Large wetlands with increase in the abundance amd diversity of  
flora and fauna biomass.  

• Coastal progradation, establishment of floodplains and the 
evolution of the major rivers continue to occur up to the present. 

 

• resource fluctuations more seasonal  

• risk is lower 

• Wet season restricted to the wetland margins 

• utilising the intermittent high ground water sources and 
Melaleuca swamps 

• Dry season use of wetlands: diversity and intensification 
of economic and social activities 

• water recedes, the various sedge lands and marine 
communities are exploited 

• dry up, faunal concentrations increase 

• exploiting the Eleocharis, Oryza, Hymenachne and 
Nymphoides plant communities 

• open woodland to exploit raw material and diversity of 
ecological resources 

• Increase in mounds reflect the 
reorganisation of the population to 
take advantage of the new wetland 
resources available 

• Decrease in discard in rockshelters, 
but still consistent occupation. 

• Higher artefact-density and richness in 
artefact and raw material types  

• Open artefact scatters and quarries 

• Increase in  rock art in Tabletop Range 

• Wetland environment is reflected in the 
rock art 
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CHAPTER 8: WERAT HERITAGE VALUES  

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

Today, Werat heritage values present a range of features that reflect a broad 

continuum of concepts and land uses. The day-to-day use of the country and the 

strong mythological and totemic relationship the Werat have with their country is 

evident in these heritage values. Of the 84 Werat cultural places recorded in the 

Reynolds River region during various studies (McWilliam 1991; Guse 1997, 2000), 

forty-five of these archaeological sites recorded were noted as having specific Werat 

heritage values as defined in the previous section. Figure 16 illustrates the distribution 

of Werat cultural values. The frequency of Werat heritage values on archaeological 

sites in the Reynolds River area is displayed in Table 10. The most commonly 

occurring Werat heritage values are with sites associated with dreaming tracks, 

dreaming places, camping, hunting and foraging, and places that had been visited 

historical times.  

 

Combinations of Werat heritage values can occur in association with archaeological 

sites. Table 14 illustrates the different combinations of heritage values that occur on 

the different archaeological site types. The most commonly occurring combination of 

values is Historic Use, Camping; Hunting and Foraging, and Dreaming Track. This 

chapter provides details of areas of significance according to the Werat.  
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Figure 16. Distribution of heritage values recorded for 

Werat Cultural Places
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TABLE 10. WERAT HERITAGE VALUES PRESENT AT ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE TYPES. 
(N=74) 

 

Combinations of Values AS M RS 
 

RA GH  Q Otr Total 

No Values Recorded 9 17 2  2 1  31 

Camping; Hunting & Foraging 2       2 

Camping; Hunting & Foraging, Dreaming Track     1   1 

Ceremony; Fighting 1       1 

Dreaming Track  1   1   2 

Dreaming Place    2    2 

Men’s Site    1    1 

Historic 3       3 

Historic, Burial       1 1 

Historic, Camping; Hunting & Foraging  3      3 

Historic, Camping; Hunting & Foraging, Dreaming Place 1       1 

Historic, Camping; Hunting & Foraging, Dreaming Place, 
Dreaming Track 

2       2 

Historic, Camping; Hunting & Foraging, Dreaming Track 2 8      10 

Historic, Camping; Hunting & Foraging, Dreaming Track, Burial  2      2 

Historic, Camping; Hunting & Foraging, Dreaming Track, 
Ceremony 

1 3      4 

Historic, Camping ; Hunting & Foraging, Dreaming Track, 
Ceremony, Burial 

 1      1 

Men’s Site, Dreaming Place, Dreaming Track, Dangerous 1    1   2 

Men’s Site, Sacred Site, Dreaming Place, Dreaming Track, 
Dangerous 

  1 1    2 

Women’s Site, Sacred Site, Dreaming Place, Dreaming Track, 
Dangerous 

 4      4 

Total 22 39 3 4 5 1 1 75 

AS =  Artefact Scatter; M = Mound; RS = Rockshelter; GH = Grinding Hollow; Q = Quarry; Otr = Other 
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The high association with dreaming tracks and places demonstrates the importance of 

the spiritual connection the Werat have with their country. Figure 17 illustrates some 

of the named localities frequented by Werat Traditional Owners. Many of these sites 

focus on unusual or prominent natural features in the topography. In addition, it was 

evident that dreaming tracks and places were associated with important food and 

economic resources in the region. As McWilliam (1993:23) acknowledges about the 

Werat, “mythological significance of a particular place is often complemented by its 

importance as a source of specific seasonal bush foods and represented ancient 

camping and foraging areas.” Combinations of dreaming, and camping and hunting 

heritage values are common. The results of this study have illustrated the importance 

of McWilliam’s observation.   

 

Djingurr (Freshwater Crocodile) dreaming is central to the Werat mythology for the 

Reynolds and Finniss River region. Other Werat dreaming, which sites recorded in 

this study are associated with, includes the Yinyakama dreaming and Red Kangaroo 

Dreaming. Each dreaming has a mythological story that is represented in the 

landscape. Werat spiritual association with the land is also demonstrated through the 

procreative role of a Werat ancestor, which goes from conception to the “finishing up 

place” of the deceased. Places are named in Werat after the anatomy of the human 

body. Twenty-nine heritage sites are associated with these dreaming tracks. Twelve 

sites are associated directly with dreaming places that are part of the mythological 

story. Several places recorded are associated with the procreation dreaming. 

Freshwater crocodile was by far the most common dreaming recorded in association 

with archaeological sites.  
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Figure 17. Some named localities for Werat heritage places in the Reynolds River area. 
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The low frequency of sacred sites being recorded in this study is a reflection of the 

traditional Aboriginal laws governing visitation to these sites.  Therefore some areas 

were excluded owing to restrictions according to Aboriginal tradition.  

 

Several places are known to have been important ceremony sites between the Werat 

clan groups and their neighbours. Gunadowah is referred to as a fighting place where 

disputes would be settled. The name itself reflects the importance of the place as 

Guna means ‘come here’ and Dowah means ‘to fight’. Ceremony places are found at 

large billabongs or swamps. The ceremony places at Maceddies Billabong, Marindja 

Billabong and Nogli Billabong are known to be rich in ecological resources and 

freshwater. Known meeting places generally occur near the margins of the Werat 

Estate. Burial places have significant heritage value to the Werat. This survey only 

visited one such place where Werat people were known to have died at the Tamarind 

Tree Site. However, in the course of examining the archaeological sites recorded 

during the survey, fragments of human remains were found at three of the earth 

mounds. The presence of such remains is significant to the Werat. 

 

Camping, and hunting and foraging values rank amongst the highest Werat heritage 

values associated with the archaeological sites recorded in this study. Camping and 

hunting is a continuing part of the Werat life.  Many of the places that were visited 

during the survey reflect the importance of bush foods to the Werat. The extensive 

knowledge that the Werat have about bush food reflected the long-term association 

they have had with the country. Daisy Majar and Tom Petherick’s families have been 

living on bush tucker all their lives on the Finniss and Reynolds River wetlands. This 
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includes the wetlands systems, plains, creeks, high country, ridges and the 

escarpment.  

Ancestors from the Werat, Brinkin, Maranunggu, Mulluk Mulluk and Kuwama have 

been foraging in the Daly-Reynolds River area for many generations. The Werat at 

Woolaning had no access to refrigeration in the historic past and relied heavily on 

hunting and gathering for their food.  

 

The following sections provide brief descriptions of the areas visited during the 

survey. These areas are named according to local Werat place names and these 

general localities can be seen in Figure 17. Information and site detail is brief owing 

to the nature of confidentiality regarding Indigenous information.  An attempt is made 

here to provide some insight into the cultural landscape and the intertwined nature of 

the environment, archaeology, cultural heritage issues, and tradition of the Werat. It 

was found that the archaeological resources of the Reynolds River region formed a 

small part of the whole Werat heritage. 

8.2 NADJENJURRK  

The area known by the Werat as Nadjenjurrk is also known as Maceddies Billabong 

(Figure 18). The general area consists of large deep-water channels of the Reynolds 

River and extensive paperbark swamps.  This section of Reynolds River is situated 

well inland and the Tabletop Range is approximately 15 kilometres east. A large 

swamp is at the easternmost portion of the extensive Reynolds River coastal plains. 

Large water channels are perennial.  Floodplains and the undulating lowland surround 

the swamps and river channels. At some places the undulating lowland meets the river 

channel and swamps with little floodplain in between. 
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Figure 18. Nadjenjurrk area at Maceddies Billabong 

 
After the end of the wet season, the Werat would go to a place known as Witukuny 

and then to Nadjenjurrk as the floodwater recedes. An old campground on the 

southern side of the billabong is a major sacred area for the Werat. The area was 

known for the abundant wild rice grass (Oryza rufipogon). Archaeological research in 

Kakadu National Park has demonstrated that Oryza rufipogon is known to have been 

an important food staple resulting in the presence of many grinding hollows across the 

region (Brockwell 1988; Brockwell et al. 1995)  

 
Daisy Majar and Tom Petherick have noted that since the introduction of pastoralism 

into the country, the habitat of freshwater plants is shrinking.  Sites recorded in this 

area have been significantly impacted by the long term activities of pastoralism. The 

sites have been significantly disturbed from land clearing activities and continuing 

from cattle and buffalo trampling. The pastoralists have chain cleared the open 
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woodland adjacent to the floodplain which has exacerbated erosion in the general 

area.  

 
Before Pastoralists entered this country, the Werat would commonly begin burning of 

the paperbark from this area and then systematically following the receding 

floodwaters out on the plains. The billabong and swamp is a major source of bush 

food for the Werat. Daisy Majar and Tom Petherick refer to the area as their best 

hunting ground. Wildlife that they hunt in this area includes magpie geese, turtle, 

mussels, and fish. They said generations of their people have hunted in this area. The 

Werat word Jurr or gurr means “dreaming” and is found on the end of the names of 

dreaming places.  

 

The area is also significant because many Werat people were said to have died at a 

monsoon vine-forest grove. The incident was believed to have occurred late in the 19th 

Century. Daisy Majar’s father told her of the story of Werat people coming to this 

place with a sickness and many of them died at this location. It is possible that this 

sickness was the influenza that spread from the Daly River Jesuit Mission in 1888 and 

was responsible for the deaths of many Aboriginal people in the region. The area was 

inspected to ascertain if there was any evidence of human skeletal remains.  No 

human skeletal remains were found. It is likely that owing to exposure to the wet dry 

tropical environment, any skeletal remains would have perished a long time ago.  

 
 
Archaeological sites recorded in this area indicate use of these sites dating from the 

pre-contact times to the present. A gabbro diorite quarry and five artefact scatters 

consisting of quartz, quartzite, chert, gabbro diorite, sandstone, and tuff artefacts 
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(Table 11) show that people both procured local stone from quarries and brought in 

exotic stone from up to 100 kilometres away. Artefact types, including flakes, cores, 

retouched flakes, bifacial and unifacial points, axes, and grinding stones show the 

extent of the types of technologies used and indicate types of foods and processing 

technologies used in the past. Grinding hollows are found inset into locally 

outcropping granite, indicating the processing of wild rice and other wetlands foods. 

Heat treatment and significant retouching was found on the chert artefacts. Quartz and 

gabbro diorite were the most commonly noted raw material types occurring on 

artefact scatters in this area, indicating the importance of the locally available stone 

resources. 

TABLE 11. NADJENJURRK SITES 
 
SITE 
# 

SITE NAME MAPSHEET ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE 
TYPE 

WERAT HERITAGE VALUE 

1 Nadjenjurrk 1 Reynolds 
River 

Artefact scatter Camping Hunting Place, Dreaming 

2 Gunadowah Reynolds 
River 

Artefact scatter Ceremony Place, Fighting Place 

3 Gabbro 
Quarry 

Reynolds 
River 

Quarry None Recorded 

4 Kumanduwah 
1 

Mt Tolmer Artefact scatter Camping & Hunting Place 

30 Nadjenjurrk 2 Mt Tolmer Artefact scatter Camping Hunting Place 

31 Jawakany 1 Mt Tolmer Artefact scatter Camping Hunting Place, Dreaming 
Place, and Dreaming Track 

74 Tamarind Tree  Murrenja Hill Cultural Site Historic 

 
A notable feature on Gunadowah was the presence of historic glass fragments 

illustrating the historic use of the site during the contact period and the incorporation 

of new techniques and materials into existing tool technologies. One piece of green 

glass and amber fragments were found. The green glass fragment is a portion a two 

piece mould bottle common from the early 1900s. The amber glass fragments were 

identified as portions of bottles typically manufactured in the 1920s.  The bottle base 

found was clearly modified by knapping. Numerous amber glass fragments were 
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found on the site.  Some fragments of rusted and weathered tin were also part of the 

historic components on this site. 

8.3 MARINDJA  

Marindja Billabong is the main feature of this area. The billabong is approximately 

1.5 kilometres long and is 400 metres wide at its southern end. It is known for its 

extensive flora and fauna resources. Large areas of Eleocharis dulcis around the 

billabong make it a favoured place for waterfowl which gather in large numbers, 

including hundreds of magpie geese. The billabong is rich in fish and turtle.  

Numerous freshwater and saltwater crocodiles inhabit the billabong and make their 

nests in the floating grass mats and reeds. Marindja Billabong is a significant place to 

the Werat for its natural resources and it cultural significance. Daisy Majar spoke of 

Marindja;  

 
“…Marindja its very important to me because that place holds a lot 
of… lot  of tucker in those areas, a lot of food, like turtle, magpie 
geese, barramundi, lily, lily stems, lily bulbs, and the floodplain during 
the dry season there’s a lot of turtle out on the floodplain where they 
hibernate in those area. And in the wet season and round about April - 
May the rice grass is good and there is also a lot of grinding stone on 
the edge of the floodplain and around the middens and where the 
people sat collected rice grass or lily bulb and grind them in the rock, 
grinding rocks. And that’s why it’s very important to me. Now this 
place Marindja is very important to me because It’s part of my 
dreaming track and like I mentioned what the area hold is a lot of food 
and a lot of meat within those area.”  

 

The area was a ceremony place where the Werat and Wadjigan would meet. Daisy 

Majar’s father recounted a story of a ritual killing that had taken place at Marindja. 

The billabong is also on the Freshwater Crocodile dreaming track.  Daisy Majar and 

Tom Petherick’s family and Werat in the past used to camp and hunt at Marindja 
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Billabong for long periods. They said they are able to stay there for a long time 

because different foods are ready to eat each month during the dry season.  

 
 

 
 

Figure 19. Earth mounds at Marindja Billabong (facing west) 

 

Four earth mounds (Table 12) located at the end of a peninsula that juts into the 

wetlands within the Marindja Billabong area suggest ceremonial, exchange, and social 

gatherings occurred here in the pre-contact period as discussed in the previous 

chapter. The mounds are formed from dark humic soil on a silt-sand laterite and 

gravel base and range in height from 25cm to 75cm. Numerous grinding stones were 

found.  One quartzite grinding stone displayed ground and pitted surfaces indicating 

grinding and preparation of plant foods and anvil use of the stone for stone tool 

manufacture. A human tooth (pre-molar) was found in the spoil heap of a goanna 
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burrow. Artefact densities are variable and artefacts were mostly visible in the 

exposed soil from goanna burrows.  

 
TABLE 12. MARINDJA SITES 

 
SITE 
# 

SITE 
NAME 

MAPSHEET ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE 
TYPE 

WERAT HERITAGE VALUES 

5 Marindja 1 Murrenja 
Hill 

Earth mound Camping Hunting Place, Dreaming Track, 
and Ceremony Place 

6 Marindja 2 Murrenja 
Hill 

Earth mound Camping Hunting Place, Dreaming Track, 
and Ceremony Place 

7 Marindja 3 Murrenja 
Hill 

Earth mound Camping Hunting Place, Dreaming Track, 
and Ceremony Place 

8 Marindja 4 Murrenja 
Hill 

Earth mound Camping Hunting Place, Dreaming Track, 
and Ceremony Place 

 

The mounds have experienced significant and ongoing disturbance from cattle and 

land clearing activities. Also the soft nature of the mounds presents an attraction 

option to goanna’s that colonise the mounds and make extensive burrows. Poor 

visibility of artefacts on the surface of the mound may be attributable to the level of 

disturbance and extensive grass covering the site. 

8.4 DJAYIL 

Djayil is the Werat name given to the large hill called Bob’s Knob. Bob’s Knob is a 

large outcrop of the Welltree Metamorphics (Quartz-felspar-biotite-muscovite schist 

and gneiss) and is a very significant area for the Werat. An extensive blacksoil plain 

surrounding the hill is particularly abundant in flora and fauna. The Werat commonly 

visit the area to hunt for magpie geese and turtles. However, Bob’s Knob itself is a 

sacred area for the Werat. Djayil means small red kangaroo in Werat. The hill is the 

intersection of two dreaming tracks, the Red Kangaroo (Djayil) dreaming and Putju-

Putju Dreaming. Few archaeological sites were found around the hill (Table 13). It is 
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possible that the scarcity of archaeological sites may relate to infrequent use in the 

past owing to the dangerous significance of the place.  

 

A number of grinding hollows were located set into three outcropping rocks. Three of 

the grinding hollows are very deeply ground. Portable granite grindstones were also 

noted in the area. A scatter of quartz artefacts was located. The Werat believe that this 

is because of the hills sacred significance and that only men should have visited the 

hill.  An indicator of this significance is the presence of rock art in a small rock shelter 

in the side of the hill. The small cave is an important feature of Djayil. 

 
TABLE 13. DJAYIL SITES 

 
SITE 
# 

SITE 
NAME 

MAPSHEET SITE TYPE WERAT HERITAGE VALUES 

9 Djayil 2 Murrenja 
Hill 

Grinding 
Hollows 

Dreaming Place, Dreaming Track, Men’s Site, and 
Dangerous Place 

10 Yinyakama Murrenja 
Hill 

Rockshelter Dreaming Place, Dreaming Track, Men’s Site, and 
Dangerous Place 

11 Djayil 1 Mt Tolmer Art Site Dreaming Place, Dreaming Track, Men’s Site, and 
Dangerous Place 

24 Djayil 3 Murrenja 
Hill 

Artefact scatter Dreaming Place, Dreaming Track, Men’s Site, and 
Dangerous Place 

 

Feral pigs appear to be rubbing on the inside of the overhang. Some of the art that is 

lower down is being obscured as a result of the rubbing. Exposure and weathering is 

also obscuring the rock art.  Cattle have extensively trampled the area. It is the only 

high point within this part of the wetlands system. According to Ray Petherick, 

buffalo were prevalent in the area for a long time and used to congregate on these 

high points adjacent to the wetlands during the wet season. Therefore it can be 

expected that extensive disturbance has occurred on sites in this area.  
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8.5 NOGLI 

The Nogli area consists of the southern end of the Murrenja Range, which is aligned 

approximately north south and is a prominent feature in the landscape. At this point, 

the range extends out into the northern portion of the Reynolds River floodplain. The 

northern end of Murrenja Range extends out into the Finniss River floodplain. To the 

north west of the range is an extensive paperbark swamp. The Nogli area centres on a 

freshwater billabong at the end of the foothills. It is known for its extensive flora and 

fauna resources. Numerous waterfowl, including hundreds of magpie geese, 

congregate around this billabong. Large areas of Eleocharis dulcis around the 

billabong make it a favoured place for waterfowl. The billabong is rich in fish and 

turtle.  The billabong is particularly good for hunting turtle. At the time of the survey, 

the billabong was partially covered by floating grass mats. Numerous crocodiles 

inhabit the billabong and make their nests in the floating grass mats and reeds. 

 
The Werat know this area as a traditional ceremony and meeting place. The area is 

most popular for hunting turtle. Many groups of families from the region still 

congregate at Nogli during the dry season to hunt for turtle. Daisy Majar and Tom 

Petherick see this as an important role in continuing the tradition of Nogli as a 

meeting place. Daisy Majar described traditional ways of catching short-necked turtle. 

The first way is by digging up the dry clods of earth surrounding the billabongs as the 

water recedes and finding the hibernating turtles. These turtles are particularly 

favoured because they have stored a lot of fat for the rest of the dry season. Another 

way is to follow the bubbles in the billabong. Snakes and turtles have different bubble 

trails. Once the turtle trail has been identified the person in the water grabs the turtle. 

The third way of hunting turtle is to walk on the floating grass mats with a long 
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pointed stick and poke through the mat until you hit something hard and then spear it 

or reach down and grab the turtle. The area from Nogli across to Budjurri is also 

known for its abundance of goannas.  

 
 

TABLE 14. NOGLI SITES 
 
SITE 
# 

SITE NAME MAPSHEET SITE TYPE WERAT HERITAGE VALUES 

12 Nogli 2 Murrenja 
Hill 

Artefact scatter Camping and Hunting Place, Dreaming Track, 
Ceremony Place 

13 Nogli 3 Murrenja 
Hill 

Artefact scatter Camping and Hunting Place, Dreaming Track 

14 Nogli 4 Murrenja 
Hill 

Grinding 
Hollows 

Camping and Hunting Place, Dreaming Track 

15 Nogli 5 Murrenja 
Hill 

Artefact scatter None Recorded 

16 Nogli 6 Murrenja 
Hill 

Grinding 
Hollows 

None Recorded 

75 Nogli 
Billabong 

Murrenja 
Hill 

Artefact scatter Camping and Hunting Place, Dreaming Track, 
Ceremony Place 

 

Several large artefact scatters were located in this area fringing major wetland 

resources, and indicating the consistent long term use of the area as a ceremony and 

meeting place (Table 14). Dark humic soil was found on some of these sites which is 

characteristic of the earth mounds in the area. Numerous grinding hollows are situated 

on outcropping rock throughout the area. Most notable were two large ground hollows 

(>40cm diameter) found on low granite boulders on the floodplain, which serve as 

further evidence of exploitation of wetland resources. The artefact assemblage 

consisted mostly of quartz and gabbro-diorite artefacts. Gabbro diorite hammerstones 

and quartzite portable grindstones were commonly found suggesting that these items 

were an important part of the preparation of wetland food plants and tool 

manufacture. Daisy Majar and Tom Petherick noted that the site used to have 

numerous edge-ground axes. They said the axes had been collected by themselves to 
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be incorporated in their display on Aboriginal material culture. Artefact densities were 

variable and obscured by the extensive disturbance from cattle. Some ceramic 

fragments, circa 1950, were found on one site, demonstrating the continuity of 

occupation by Aboriginal groups from pre-colonial to present time. A small rock art 

site is located at the top of Murrenja hill, with several artefact scatters across the hill 

crest. 

 

Archaeological sites in this area have experienced significant and ongoing disturbance 

from cattle and buffalo. Goanna burrows were also found on a number of the sites. 

According to Ray Petherick, buffalo were prevalent in the area for a long time and 

used to congregate on these high points adjacent to the wetlands during the wet 

season.  Pastoral station infrastructure has had an impact on the area as well.  

 

8.6 BUDJURRI RIDGE AND FINNISS PAPERBARK SWAMP 

Budjurri is an area that is located on a narrow lowland peninsula that divides the 

Reynolds and Finniss River floodplains. Sparse vegetation is found on the undulating 

lowland, with dense paperbark forests on the plain. Vegetation mostly consists of 

Livistonia and Pandanus palms along the sandy granite ridge. The northern boundary 

of the ridge borders an extensive paperbark swamp. Large granite boulders crop out at 

various localities.  

 

The sites are part of the Budjurri ridge area that is approximately 10 kilometers long 

by several kilometres wide. The archaeological sites documented in this section are 

located from the Murennja Range and extend westwards along this ridge. 

Traditionally all these archaeological sites are well within less than a half day walk 
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from each other. The Budjurri area signifies the boundary between the Werat and the 

coastal Aboriginal groups the Wadjigan and Kiyuk. Daisy Majar talked of a walking 

path that goes through the extensive paperbark swamp on the Finniss River plains. 

The northern end of Murrenja Range, which is nearby, is known, as a “finishing up” 

place known as Putja. This part of Murrenja Range is very important and sacred to the 

Werat. The Budjurri ridge is known for its proximity to the paperbark swamp. 

Numerous bush foods were noted including Pandanus, Mimarri (cycad) palm, bush 

apple, and black plum, Kurrajong, wild onions, sugar-grass. Goanna are a major food 

source in this area.  

 
TABLE 15. BUDJURRI AREA SITES 

 

SITE # SITE NAME MAPSHEET SITE TYPE WERAT HERITAGE VALUES 

17 Budjurri 1 Murrenja Hill Grinding Hollows Dreaming Track 

18 Budjurri 2 Murrenja Hill Earth mound Dreaming Track 

19 Budjurri 3 Murrenja Hill Earth mound Hunting & Foraging 

20 Budjurri 4 Murrenja Hill Grinding Hollows Hunting & Foraging 

21 Budjurri 5 Murrenja Hill Artefact scatter Hunting & Foraging 

22 Budjurri 6 Murrenja Hill Artefact scatter Hunting & Foraging 

23 Budjurri 7 Murrenja Hill Artefact scatter Hunting & Foraging 

34 Budjurri Ridge 1 Peron Island Artefact scatter Hunting & Foraging 

35 Budjurri Ridge 2 Peron Island Artefact scatter Hunting & Foraging 

36 Budjurri Ridge 3 Peron Island Artefact scatter Hunting & Foraging 

37 Budjurri Ridge 4 Peron Island Artefact scatter Hunting & Foraging 

38 Budjurri Ridge 5 Peron Island Art Site Men’s Site 

 

Archaeological sites in the Budjurri area consist mostly of artefact scatters and several 

earth mounds (Table 15). Numerous grinding hollows situated on outcropping granite 

boulders can be found throughout this landscape, illustrating the extensive preparation 

of food plants from the nearby wetlands. Artefact assemblages most commonly 

consist of quartz, quartzite, gabbro-diorite, silcrete, siltstone, and chert artefacts, 

demonstrating the import of exotic raw materials and the use of locally available 

stone. Portable granite and quartzite grinding stones were recorded on a number of 
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sites, again showing the importance of food preparation on the wetlands. The artefact 

assemblages are dominated by the presence of quartz flakes. Large portable granite 

grinding-stones that had been significantly modified were also recorded on some sites. 

The size, and extent of working on the portable grindstones indicate that these were 

considered as valuable items in the hunter-gatherer tool kit. Siltstone artefacts 

demonstrate heat treatment characteristics, suggesting the widespread use of this 

technological method for modifying stone. 

 
Disturbance of the archaeological sites from feral pigs, goannas and buffalo was 

commonly documented. According to Ray Petherick, buffalo were prevalent in the 

area for a long time and used to congregate on these high points adjacent to the 

wetlands during the wet season. Goanna burrows also present a significant impact. 

Feral pigs were noted to be in plague proportions in this part of the study area.  

 

Earth mounds recorded in this area consist mostly of dark humic silty sand with 

granite gravel interspersed. The dark soil of the mound is easily distinguishable from 

the light brown sand surrounding these sites. Artefact densities on these sites were 

generally low; but there was usually a high diversity of raw material types. Fragments 

of ochre were also located on some of these sites and a large fragment of claystone 

was found on the site. The claystone fragment can only be sourced from the claystone 

sea cliffs along the coast which is between 15 to 20 kilometres west of the site 

 

A significant find in this area was a rock art site at a granite outcrop. The main 

features of this site are two boulders on top of the granite pavement that are covered 

in round petroglyphs (Figure 20). All exposed sides of these two boulders are 
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completely covered by petroglyphs. The top surfaces have numerous grinding 

hollows. Axe grinding grooves are also located on the granite pavement. The round 

petroglyphs have an approximate average diameter 30-40mm. The size range is from 

20mm to 50mm. Both boulders have the same dimensions, 1.25m (L) x 0.75 (W) x 

0.6m (H). The petroglyphs appear to be very weathered. The axe grinding grooves are 

240mm (L) x 70mm (W) and 180mm (L) and 45mm (W).  

 

 
 
Figure 20. Tom Petherick at a granite outcrop with a boulder covered in petroglyphs 

and grinding hollows. 
 

Petroglyphs are well known to the Werat as they occur on numerous art sites on the 

Tabletop Range. There is no explanation for why they exist and who made them. 

However, there is now a strong association made by the Werat between these 

petroglyph sites and men sites. This site had been previously unknown to Daisy Majar 

and Tom Petherick. Even so, Daisy Majar was uncomfortable talking about this site. 
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Tom Petherick believed that because of the axe grinding grooves and petroglyphs that 

the site would have been a men’s site.  

 

 

8.7 KOOGERRA 

The Koogerra sites are positioned at the top of the Tabletop Range escarpment on the 

Depot Creek Sandstone formation. The Depot Creek Sandstone occurs in low ridges 

and forms the rugged Tabletop Range and deeply incised plateau to the south (Pietsch 

1989:18). Outcrop on the plateau varies from prominent large blocks to scattered 

rubbly pavements and boulders protruding through sand.  

 

Low shrubs and Spinifex dominate vegetation on the sandstone and shallow soils. 

Vegetation is characterised to be low open woodland with E. foelscheana 

(Bloodwood) and E. tetrodonta (Stringybark) as the dominant tree species with 

Plectrachne pungens (Curly Spinifex) open-hummock grassland understorey. 

Monsoonal vine-forest occur sporadically throughout these areas along creeks and in 

the deep soil ravines. 

 

The Werat word for ochre is Koogerra. Daisy Majar and Tom Petherick said that the 

ochre from this site could be found on the art sites along the Tabletop Range. The 

association of this site with other art sites is significant to the Werat. The area that the 

site is located in is at the junction of the Mulluk-Mulluk and Werat Aboriginal groups. 

These two groups would meet in the general area below this rockshelter. Numerous 

food plants exist around the rockshelter. Food plants include fig tree, Leichhardt 
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palm, Terminalia ficus, rock figs Ficus sp, milky plums, Acacia sp. Brachychiton, 

Canarium nuts, Exocarpus,  and Syzygium sp. (bush apple).  

 

The Koogerra sites consist of several rockshelters, one of which one is formed by a 

large arch of ferruginous sandstone (Table 16). A flat open area beneath the arch has 

numerous quartz artefacts, indicating the reduction and reuse of locally available 

quartz artefacts into suitable tools. Several quartzite grindstones were found at the 

site, indicating grinding activities were also undertaken in the Tabletop Range area. 

Grinding activities may have included both food preparation and ochre grinding. 

Artefact densities are uniform across the site. A notable feature of this site is a deep 

shaft at the bottom of the rockshelter. The ferruginous nature of the bedrock includes 

Haematite, indicating the procurement of ochre for producing rock art, art on material 

culture objects, or the ceremonial painting of people. Daisy Majar indicates that this 

was a source of ochre, which was mined out of the hole. The shaft is 90cm in 

diameter. The depth of the shaft is estimated to be 4.8m. Quartzite grindstones were 

found at the other rockshelter. One ground stone displayed polish residue. Another 

was stained with ochre. 

 
TABLE 16. KOOGERRA SITES 

 
SITE # SITE NAME MAPSHEET SITE TYPE WERAT HERITAGE VALUE 

25 Koogerra 1 Mt Tolmer Rockshelter Resource Use 

26 Koogerra 2 Mt Tolmer Rockshelter Resource Use 

 
 

8.8 BLYTH HOMESTEAD  

Nearby the Koogerra sites is the historic Blyth Homestead. The Blyth Homestead is 

located at the base of the Tabletop Range escarpment with a permanent spring fed 
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creek nearby. Vegetation along the creek bank is dense with surrounding vegetation 

consisting of open eucalypt woodland. 

 
An inspection of this area found three artefact scatters (Table 17), located along the 

creek which leads to Blyth Homestead and the nearby small sandstone gorge.  Quartz 

flakes are the main artefact type found at these sites. Much of the assemblage consists 

of small quartz flakes, which is consistent with bifacial point manufacture. Also noted 

was the presence of knapped glass, showing a continuity of use of the area into the 

contact period and the adaptation of new materials into the existing technological 

matrix. The flaked glass was from fragments of the thick green bottles typical from 

the late 19th to early 20th Century. Other glass fragments are indicative of the 1930’s 

era suggesting a long period of substituting glass for stone and using traditional 

technologies before being supplanted by Western manufactured steel and iron tools. 

This is also an important indicator that traditional Aboriginal activities continued to 

be undertaken in the area, despite the ownership exerted by the pastoralists. 

Haematite, like that found at Koogerra, was found here indicating the transport of 

materials from nearby rockshelters for further processing, use, or exchange. 

 
Artefact densities tended to be higher where erosion was greatest. Evidence from the 

erosion would suggest that sub-surface material might also exist. An important feature 

of these sites is the diversity of raw material types including quartzite, siltstone and 

chert suggesting that the sites along this permanent spring fed creek may have been 

significant points for the exchange of locally procured haematite. Nevertheless, they 

are an indicator of the exchange and use of exotic stone materials into the region. 

Bifacial points made from quartz, quartzite and silcrete were documented. A portion 
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of a sandstone grinding-dish was located on the site, highlighting the continuing 

importance of grinding food preparation.  

 
TABLE 17. BLYTH HOMESTEAD AREA SITES 

 
SITE # SITE NAME MAPSHEET SITE TYPE WERAT HERITAGE VALUES 

27 Blyth 1 Mt Tolmer Artefact scatter Historic  

28 Blyth 2 Mt Tolmer Artefact scatter Historic 

29 Blyth 3 Mt Tolmer Artefact scatter Historic 

 

Erosion from wet season water run off is occurring in the area of the sandy levee 

banks. Cattle’s trampling in the past has had the effect of exacerbating the erosion of 

the levee bank. Goanna burrows continue to cause disturbance in the area. 

 
The area that the site is located in is at the junction of the Mulluk-Mulluk and Werat 

Aboriginal groups. These two significant groups were known to meet in this general 

area.  Presence of the historic glass on the site indicates that Aboriginal people 

camped at this located during the early European contact period. The Blyth 

Homestead was occupied from the 1930’s. It is possible the old fragment of glass was 

from the earlier period of the occupation of the tin mine that was nearby. The old 

fence posts located in one site serves as a reminder of the previous pastoral use of the 

area.  

 

8.9 NGALAWONGA 

The Ngalawonga rock art sites are located within the gorge that leads to Tolmer Falls 

(Table 18). The gorge is located within the Depot Creek Sandstone formation. Low 

shrubs and Spinifex dominate vegetation on the sandstone and shallow soils. 

Vegetation is characterised to be low open woodland with E. foelscheana 
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(Bloodwood) and E. tetrodonta (Stringybark) as the dominant tree species with 

Plectrachne pungens (Curly Spinifex) open-hummock grassland understorey. 

Monsoonal vine-forest occur sporadically throughout these areas along creeks and in 

the deep soil ravines. 

 

 

Figure 21. Ngalawonga – freshwater turtle motif at the site. 

 
TABLE 18. NGALAWONGA SITES 

 
SITE # SITE NAME MAPSHEET SITE TYPE WERAT HERITAGE VALUE 

32 Ngalawonga 1 Mt Tolmer Art Site Dreaming Place 

33 Ngalawonga 3 Mt Tolmer Art Site Dreaming Place 

 
 
This rock art site is characterised by a large sandstone recess with numerous motifs. 

Approximately 15-20 motifs are present on one art panel, suggesting that this place 

was a significant point for the execution of painting. The art consists of monochrome 

(red) and bi-chrome (red and yellow) ochre figures and shapes. The most conspicuous 
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of these motifs are three short-necked turtles (Elseya dentata) (Figure 21). Other 

motifs include emu feet, yams and long red and yellow lines. One sandstone grinding 

stone was found at this site. Art at a nearby panel consists of eight rock art motifs. The 

art is highly weathered. Of the motifs that can be identified there are two upside down 

hanging bats, a yam and an anthropomorphic figure. Another motif appears to be a 

yam figure. 

 

Ngalawonga is the Werat name for short-necked turtle.  The country that the 

Ngalawonga clan occupied is located south west of the art site. The Werat believe 

strongly that the art motifs painted in various sites around the Tabletop Range 

correspond to the different Aboriginal groups that occupied the region. Ngalawonga is 

also believed to have been another name for the Mulluk-Mulluk Aboriginal group. 

According to the Werat the short-necked turtle inhabits the sandy creeks of the 

Tabletop Range and not the swamps on the blacksoil plains. 

 

8.10 CHENIER MOUND SITES 

Tom Petherick and Daisy Majar knew of old beach ridges that are located 

approximately 12-15 kilometres inland from the coast. They had visited the area many 

times and Daisy Majar said that their family and her father had camped on old earth 

mounds along these chenier ridges. We inspected a chenier sand ridge that runs 

approximately north south across the breadth of the northern half of the Reynolds 

River blacksoil plain. The chenier is mostly a single sand ridge however on the 

southern portion of the chenier there are two parallel ridges for up to two kilometres. 

It continues for approximately 8 kilometres trending north-north west. It is low, only 
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protruding above the black soil plain at a maximum 1 to 1.5 metres.   The blacksoil 

has built up around the chenier as the coastline developed and the freshwater wetlands 

have formed over the past 1500 years.  

 

 

Figure 22. Earth mound on the south western end of the relic chenier ridge. 

 
The southern end of the chenier is surrounded by low depressions and Barringtonia 

sp, a freshwater mangrove tree. Freshwater can be found in these depressions during 

the dry season. These depressions are found along the chenier at various points and an 

earth mound is usually located nearby. The southern end of the chenier is 

approximately 1 kilometre north of the current Reynolds River channel.  Vegetation is 

sparse open grassland on the blacksoil plain and Livistonia humilis and Pandanus sp 

occur along the sandy chenier ridge. The chenier ridge is no longer one long uniform 

feature. Numerous gaps are found along the chenier ranging from 20 to 150 metres. It 

is likely these gaps have formed from erosion of the chenier by wet season inundation 
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as floodwaters flow outwards to the Daly River mouth. The floodwaters appear to 

have broken through sections of the chenier ridge.  

 

Surprisingly 16 earth mounds of various sizes were found along the chenier (Table 

23). Tom Petherick spoke about the earth mounds in the area; 

 
“…because some of them I’d say are two station wagons high and one of 
them when I went out there last year because I measured it with my 
fingers, 21 around, that’s 21 vehicles around and with the earthen 
mounds you got a lot of shells, some sea shells on them, a lot of where 
they’ve been chipping, some of them mounds got where they’ve been 
chipping, knapping for those spear tips, and they really important. I really 
believe they really important, other mounds have got human bodies, 
human skulls on them, and I believe the ancestors would have camped on 
top them graves and like I said before there just dozens of them out 
there.”  

 

The yellow-brown sand of the chenier was dotted with 16 small, low circular earth 

mounds, indicating that the long Chenier was an important focal point in the pre-

contact period (Table 19). The numerous mounds may also confirm the use of the area 

as a significant meeting place between local Aboriginal groups. The earth mounds 

consist of compact dark sand and silt soil ranging from approximately 20cm to 75cm 

in depth. Ancestral skeletal remains were found on the surface of several earth 

mounds, confirming the Werat knowledge that burials had occurred in the past at 

earth mounds. The soil was commonly interspersed with fragments of shell. The 

artefact assemblage consists mostly of quartz artefacts. Grinding stones, silcrete 

artefacts, weathered claystone, ground ochre, quartzite and quartz bifacial points were 

located on many of the sites. A test excavation was conducted on Chenier Mound 1 

which established the antiquity of the site and the chenier ridge approximately 3500 to 

4500BP (Table 3). Shell from midden layers beneath the earth mounds (Anadara 
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granosa and Nerita) were commonly found exposed by goanna burrows.  Goanna 

burrows have revealed chenier deposits below the mound.  

 
 

TABLE 19. CHENIER RIDGE SITES 
 

SITE # SITE NAME MAPSHEET SITE TYPE WERAT HERITAGE VALUES 

39 Werat 1 Murrenja Hill Earth mound Historic Use 

40 Werat 2 Murrenja Hill Earth mound None Recorded 

41 Werat 3 Murrenja Hill Earth mound None Recorded 
42 Werat 4 Murrenja Hill Earth mound None Recorded 
43 Werat 5 Murrenja Hill Earth mound None Recorded 
44 Werat 6 Murrenja Hill Earth mound None Recorded 
45 Werat 7 Murrenja Hill Earth mound None Recorded 
46 Werat 8 Murrenja Hill Earth mound None Recorded 
47 Werat 9 Murrenja Hill Earth mound None Recorded 
48 Werat 10 Murrenja Hill Earth mound None Recorded 
49 Werat 11a Murrenja Hill Earth mound None Recorded 
50 Werat 11b Murrenja Hill Earth mound None Recorded 
51 Werat 12 Murrenja Hill Earth mound None Recorded 
52 Werat 13 Murrenja Hill Earth mound None Recorded 
53 Werat 14 Murrenja Hill Earth mound None Recorded 
54 Werat 15 Murrenja Hill Earth mound Burial 

55 Werat 16 Murrenja Hill Earth mound None Recorded 

 

The earth mounds along this ridge have experienced significant and ongoing 

disturbance from cattle. The earth mounds appear to be a focal point for goannas to 

colonise and create extensive burrows. The mounds are mostly eroded, possibly two 

thirds of the original extent has been destroyed. Werat custodians all agree that when 

they used to shoot crocodiles during the 1960s these mounds were much higher. 

According to Ray Petherick, buffalo were prevalent in the area for a long time and 

used to congregate on these high points on the wetlands during the wet season.  

 
To the south of the southern most earth mound (Werat 1) is the dreaming of the Putju-

Putju man. The Putju-Putju man lives in this country. The story of the Putju-Putju 

man involves an old Aboriginal man visiting campsites, like the earth mounds on the 
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Reynolds River floodplains, and he would take young girls back to his place. Daisy 

Majar and Tom Petherick said that the blacksoil plain in this part of the country is all 

under water during the wet season. The chenier ridge marks the boundary between the 

Werat and Wadjigan Aboriginal groups. Daisy Majar and Tom Petherick believe the 

chenier would have been an important meeting place between the two groups.  

 

 

Figure 23. An example of one of the earth mounds on the chenier ridge 

 

8.11 PUTJU-PUTJU SITES 

The Putju-Putju area refers to the western part of the Reynolds River that is part of 

the Yinyakama dreaming track.  It is the resting-place of the Putju-Putju man and is 

considered a dangerous place by the Werat. The Putju-Putju sites referred to here are 

located south of the Putju-Putju dangerous area. Nonetheless, Daisy Majar and Tom 

Petherick note the close proximity of these sites to the Putju-Putju dreaming place. 
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The area these sites are located in was known to be a place that young Werat women 

were brought for initiation, which is related to the Putju-Putju dreaming. Daisy Majar 

felt strongly that these Putju-Putju sites were related to women’s business and 

therefore they are very important to her. Daisy Majar also said of the Putju-Putju area; 

 

“And also my dad told me about another area close by the name of the 
place is Putju Putju. Now its not far from the area which is sacred to my 
people is Putju Putju. Now he describe that particular area it’s a long 
chenier and when he was a small boy he walked through there with his 
father. And he described the chenier was like a place with a lot of 
watermelon… he described them as watermelon laying on the chenier but 
they were all human body that head was laying on the chenier. And when 
I went back there, I had passed through the area when I was a child down 
to the Daly River and back… and when I went back there and I could see 
the people walk towards me and there was men, women and children 
walking towards me and I stood there I froze and they told me, the people 
that was walking towards me told me they have found somebody who 
went back there and found them and it was a relief to the people that I 
saw there and it was a sad feeling for me but a happy feeling that I had 
visited that area. Now the place that I just mentioned to you, Putju Putju, 
now like I said before, the floodplain when it dries there’s a lot of turtle 
that hibernates and within those areas people have to go and just dig them 
out of the ground.” 

 

The archaeological sites at Putju-Putju consist of six earth mounds (Table 20). The 

sites are characterised as large eroded earth mounds consisting of compact dark, 

sandy-silt humic soil. No shell fragments were visible at these sites. Stone artefacts 

are located where erosion was greatest. The artefact assemblage consists mostly of 

quartz artefacts. Other artefacts included silcrete bifacial point, gabbro-diorite edge 

ground axe, and grinding stones. Grinding stones highlight the importance of food 

grinding activities, especially with the high abundance of wild rice in the local area.  

 

The earth mounds are located on the remnants of an old chenier ridge to the south of 

the Reynolds River. The River is approximately 1.5 kilometres north of the small 
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chenier ridge. The chenier ridge is no more than 1-2 metres above the floodplain. 

Several low depressions are located around the chenier ridge. Vegetation is sparse 

open grassland on the blacksoil plain (Unit 54). The low depressions around the 

chenier are dominated by freshwater mangrove (Barringtonia sp) trees. Several of the 

tree species are commonly found in monsoon vineforest thickets. Large Leichhardt 

trees and sandpaper fig trees are found on this site. 

 

TABLE 20. PUTJU PUTJU SITES 
 
SITE # SITE NAME MAPSHEET SITE TYPE WERAT HERITAGE VALUES 

67 Putju-Putju 1 Alligator Point Earth mound Women’s Site, Dreaming, Dangerous 

68 Putju-Putju 2 Alligator Point Earth mound Women’s Site, Dreaming, Dangerous 

69 Putju-Putju 3 Alligator Point Earth mound Women’s Site, Dreaming, Dangerous 

70 Putju-Putju 4 Alligator Point Earth mound Women’s Site, Dreaming, Dangerous 

71 Putju-Putju 5 Alligator Point Earth mound Historic, Camping, Hunting, Foraging, Dreaming Track 

72 Putju-Putju 6 Alligator Point Earth mound Historic, Camping, Hunting, Foraging, Dreaming Track 

 

Erosion at this complex of sites has been severe.  The erosion is attributed mostly to 

buffalo that inhabited the area. The destruction of the mounds was probably facilitated 

by buffalo congregating on them in the wet season. The mounds would have provided 

a high point in the local area. Trampling disturbed the surface and subsequent wet 

season flooding would have easily eroded and washed the cultural deposit away. Tom 

Petherick’s family had camped on these mounds in 1962. The mounds were intact at 

that time. However within 35 years the mounds have all but disappeared 

 

Rosie Nangalagku, Tom Petherick’s mother, camped on earth mounds in this area 

during the 1930’s in mosquito-roof paperbark shelters.  These shelters were known to 

have been 3-4 metres in diameter. The main traditional food source in the Putju-Putju 

area is the wild rice (Oryza rufipogon). Werat people used to come into this country to 
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harvest the wild rice when it was in season. The channels of the Reynolds River in 

this area are known for abundant supplies of fish, especially barramundi. The Werat 

continue to fish for barramundi in this area.  

 

Tom Petherick’s family had camped on these mounds when they used to shoot 

crocodiles for their skins during the 1960s. In 1962, they camped on Putju-Putju 5. 

This was before the widespread introduction of buffalo to the Reynolds River country. 

Tom Petherick and Daisy Majar remembered the mounds to have been significantly 

large and high. However, since the introduction of buffalo and cattle, some of the 

mounds are non-existent from severe disturbance and erosion. Few buffalo were in the 

area in the 1950s, however their numbers increased rapidly in the 1970s. The 

disappearance of some of these sites caused much concern about the long-term future 

of sites in the area. 

 

8.12 WATA-WATA AREA 

The Wata-Wata area is located in the southern portion of the Werat country.  The 

central focus of the Wata-Wata area is a large freshwater billabong, which is 

approximately 2.5 kilometres long. Wetland swamp areas including Phragmites 

grassland surround the Billabong. The undulating lowland margin is approximately 

one kilometre south east of the Wata-Wata Billabong. Along this lowland margin, 

eight archaeological sites were located, suggesting the area was an important focus for 

occupation in the pre-contact period (Table 21). A further two earth mounds were 

located adjacent to the Wata-Wata Billabong on the blacksoil plain, indicating the use 
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of mounds until the recent past owing to the depositional nature of the blacksoil 

plains. 

 

The area has a high level of cultural significance to the Werat. Wata-Wata is the 

boundary place where three Aboriginal clans meet, the Wadjigan, Kamul and the 

Werat. It is known to have been an important meeting place between these groups. 

Wata-Wata is also on the Freshwater Crocodile dreaming track. This dreaming is 

central to the Werat mythology for the area. Daisy Majar said that her grandfather was 

born in this area. Wata-Wata is an important camping and hunting place for the Werat 

in contemporary times and by the extensive earth mounds in the area suggest that it 

was also a meeting place in the pre-contact period. It is also known as a stage in a foot 

crossing from the Daly River through to Bob’s Knob (Djayil), which then continues 

up past Murrenja Range through the paperbark swamps. Daisy Majar’s father used to 

camp at this place and during the wet season would canoe up from the Daly River and 

stop at Wata-Wata.  

 
TABLE 21. WATA WATA SITES 

 
SITE # SITE NAME MAPSHEET SITE TYPE WERAT HERITAGE VALUES 

56 Wata-Wata 1 Alligator Point Earth mound Camping, Hunting, Dreaming Track, Historic 

57 Wata-Wata 2 Alligator Point Earth mound Camping, Hunting, Dreaming Track, Historic 

58 Wata-Wata 3 Alligator Point Artefact scatter None Recorded 

59 Wata-Wata 4 Alligator Point Earth mound Camping, Hunting, Dreaming Track, Historic 

60 Wata-Wata 5 Alligator Point Earth mound Camping, Hunting, Dreaming Track, Historic 

61 Wata-Wata 6 Alligator Point Earth mound Camping, Hunting, Dreaming Track, Historic 

62 Wata-Wata 7 Alligator Point Earth mound Camping, Hunting, Dreaming Track, Historic 

63 Wata-Wata 8 Alligator Point Earth mound Camping, Hunting, Dreaming Track, Historic 

64 Wata-Wata 9 Alligator Point Earth mound Camping, Hunting, Dreaming Track, Historic 

65 Wata-Wata 10 Alligator Point Earth mound Camping, Hunting, Dreaming Track, Historic 

66 Wata-Wata 11 Alligator Point Earth mound Camping, Hunting, Dreaming Track, Historic 

73 Windmill Site Alligator Point Artefact scatter None Recorded 
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8.13 SITE DISTURBANCE AND REGIONAL LAND USE 

An outcome of the study was the documentation of the current land use and physical 

condition of heritage places. Land use in the region is divided between pastoral 

activities, Aboriginal land and national parks. Pastoral activities and feral animals 

provide the greatest threat to the archaeological sites described in this report. Fourteen 

places were documented with disturbance from human activities such as roads, fences 

and station infrastructure. Wildlife tours are now being conducted on several stations.  

 
Natural environmental agents, animals (feral and domesticated), and human land use 

practices cause site disturbance. Some form of disturbance affected most of the sites 

as shown in Table 22.  The majority of sites were damaged by erosion and animal 

disturbance.  In the short period of time since the European colonisation, Australia has 

developed a diverse and abundant range of feral fauna. (Bayliss and Yeomans 1989). 

Bayliss and Yeomans (1989:651) attribute the large growth in feral animal 

populations in the Northern Territory to the sparseness of human settlement that 

worked in the favour of the feral animals. Introduced species were able to flourish 

without competing with other uses of the land. As stated by Bayliss and Yeomans 

(1989:652) feral animals cause environmental damage, reduce productivity in the 

pastoral industry, destroy crops and are major disease problems. Recent 

intensification of economic activity and the development of nature parks and reserves 

(eg Kakadu National Park) have brought feral animals into direct conflict with human 

use of the land. In their survey of the Northern Territory, Bayliss and Yeomans (1989) 

found high densities of buffalo (Bubalis bubalis), cattle (Bos taurus), pigs (Sus 

scrofa), horses (Equus caballus) on the Reynolds and Daly River wetlands. 
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TABLE 22. HERITAGE PLACES AFFECTED BY EROSION (N=75) 
 

Type of Erosion Number 

Natural Erosion 4 

Erosion, Animal & Human Disturbance 14 

Erosion & Animal Disturbance 53 

Sandstone Weathering 4 

 

 

Buffalo have successfully colonised all major floodplain, woodland and sandstone 

escarpment habitat in the survey area since their introduction to the Northern Territory 

in 1843 (Bayliss and Yeomans 1989:651). Buffalo were introduced into the Finniss 

and Reynolds River region in the 1950s via migration from the east and have had a 

considerable impact on the wetland environment. The estimated population of buffalo 

in the Northern Territory in 1985 was approximately 350,000 with an average density 

of 1.53/km2 (Bayliss and Yeomans 1989:651). Pigs have been feral in the region since 

early European settlement at Port Essington. Pigs have now occupied all habitats 

including the sandstone escarpment but are mostly concentrated on the coastal plains 

(Bayliss and Yeomans 1989). 

 

Cattle were introduced to the area in the 1930s and large-scale pastoral activities have 

continued since the 1960s. Pastoralists have cleared large areas of the undulating 

lowland plain for improved pastures. If archaeological sites were not significantly 

disturbed in the initial chaining of the vegetation, the subsequent grazing of cattle and 

soil erosion would continue to have an impact.   Therefore, for at least 30 years the 

environment of the Reynolds and Finniss River has suffered major impacts from 

introduced feral and domestic animal species.   
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The majority of earth mounds recorded in this study had been extensively colonised 

by goannas (Varanus sp).  Goannas are the only native animals that pose a threat to 

the conservation of the earth mounds. Many earth mounds in southern Australia have 

been disturbed in a similar fashion from rabbit burrowing (Balme and Beck 1996:45). 

Goanna infestation on mounds proved to be a paradoxical situation. For Daisy Majar 

and Tom Petherick, goanna is a valuable bush food and is the totem for Tom 

Petherick’s clan group. Also the goanna burrows have provided a valuable insight into 

the sub-surface contents of the earth mounds. Goanna spoil heaps revealed shell 

midden deposits, stone artefacts, and human skeletal remains that could only have 

been found through intrusive excavation of each mound. However, the burrowing 

continues to disturb the mounds and have a profound impact on the stratigraphic 

integrity of these sites. Daisy Majar and Tom Petherick are also concerned that 

goannas are uncovering human remains in these sites.  

 

The Werat have expressed concern about the changing nature of their landscape. They 

noted on many occasions during the survey that the environment had changed. For 

example, the Reynolds River is known for the floating grass mats on the extensive 

river channel system These grass mats are an environmental feature of Northern 

Territory wetlands that consist of matted vegetation growth over freshwater 

billabongs, and are important to the Werat for hunting turtle and in the past for 

crocodiles. Today these features only occur in a few wetland environments in the 

Northern Territory (Hill and Webb 1982),and part of a natural heritage nomination of 

the Finniss and Reynolds River wetland includes the floating grass mats. 
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The availability of food resources in the region has been affected by pastoral activities 

and infestations of noxious weeds in the area. For example, Mimosa pygra infestation 

is creating major problems for the environment. Large stands of Mimosa on the 

Finniss River have prevented this survey from accessing many places that the Werat 

wished to record. Mimosa is a major problem facing wetland management in the 

Northern Territory. Unchecked colonisation of this plant causes infestations to choke 

off large lagoons and swamps. Mimosa is extremely difficult to effectively eliminate 

and remove. Its seeds can germinate many years later after lying dormant in the soil 

and it is fire and poison resistant.  The Mimosa root system is capable of destroying 

the earth mound sites that are associated with these large swamps and lagoons. The 

cure for Mimosa is equally devastating for cultural heritage. Current techniques for 

removal of Mimosa involve using poison, then a napalm type substance to burn the 

weed, and finally using large machinery to bulldoze the weed out of the ground.  

 

The Werat are very concerned about these changes to their country.  They can no 

longer access places that they used for hunting and camping and their cultural heritage 

is systematically being eroded away.  Conservation of heritage places within the 

wetland environment will depend on the control of these factors. The Werat have 

indicated the areas that are significant to them and those that are under the greatest 

risk. 

 

8.14 SUMMARY 

Documenting Indigenous heritage values is an important and time-consuming task. 

Overwhelmingly apparent in this work are the heritage values created from the routine 

interaction that people have with the ecology in a region. The Werat cultural values 
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are determined by a combination of custodial rights and obligations for their country, 

individual history and associations with a place, and traditional economic resources.  

According to this regime, the Werat have an intricate map of the Reynolds River 

region. Although this mental mapping of the region has undergone significant changes 

during post European settlement times, it also suggests how Indigenous people would 

have perceived the Reynolds River region in the past. The collective experiences of 

the Werat documented during this research are important for the evaluation of the 

archaeology of the region. Archaeological sites in the Reynolds River region represent 

the only tangible evidence of this intricate Indigenous social and economic system as 

Aboriginal traditional knowledge and practice shifts focus and changes. Since many 

of the places that hold heritage value for the Werat are usually accompanied by 

archaeological material, understanding the archaeology is paramount for any review 

of Indigenous cultural heritage in the Reynolds River region, as it is a direct reflection 

of cultural continuity as evidenced by Werat cultural heritage values. 
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CHAPTER 9: CONSERVATION OR DESTRUCTION? 

9.1 INTRODUCTION 

Conservation outcomes for Werat cultural heritage depends largely on assessing and 

ranking cultural heritage significance within the dominant Western legislative and 

academic framework. As indicated earlier in this thesis, Werat heritage places can be 

assessed via a number of different legislative contexts. Therefore what is the result 

when we assess the Indigenous cultural heritage of the Werat using traditional 

frameworks as established in the Burra Charter and heritage legislation? The 

combination of different heritage values creates the Werat cultural landscape. As 

discussed earlier, Werat cultural heritage has been influenced by social, political, 

economic and historic events.  This project has revealed that the separation of such 

values is difficult. It is evident when these values are considered by the Werat that 

these values are linked together in an intricate matrix that creates a cultural landscape 

as diagrammatically represented in Figure 24.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Figure 24. Diagrammatic Representation of Werat Heritage Values 
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9.2 AESTHETIC SIGNIFICANCE 

Pearson and Sullivan (1995:136) defines aesthetic value as “… a certain quality of a 

place which provides a sensory experience to a person participating in or viewing a 

landscape, of such strength that it has a positive impact on human thought.” Aesthetic 

value, more or less defines the experience of the viewer where the concept and 

symbolism of ‘old things’ causes a pleasing aesthetic experience and creates a 

powerful emotional effect (Pearson and Sullivan 1995:136).  The majority of sites 

recorded during the survey evoked emotional responses from Daisy Majar and Tom 

Petherick and other members of the Werat community. These responses were related 

to the Werat heritage values that have been described earlier. The aesthetic appeal of 

heritage places to the Werat is directly related to their spiritual, economic, and 

custodial relationship with their country. In Table 23 I have assigned high, moderate 

and low aesthetic significance for each site. Ranking of aesthetic values for these sites 

in this way is determined by the interpretation, and responses, of the Werat custodians 

during the survey to heritage places that were visited and from subsequent 

discussions.  Table 23 illustrates the distribution of aesthetic value ranked as high, 

moderate, and low.  

 
TABLE 23. RANKING OF AESTHETIC VALUES ON HERITAGE PLACES 

 

Site Type High Moderate Low 

Artefact Scatter 9 2 11 

Rock Art 4 0 0 

Cultural Site 1 0 0 

Earth mound 22 17 0 

Grinding Hollows 2 2 1 

Quarry 0 0 1 

Rockshelter 3 0 0 

Total 41 21 13 
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Most heritage places ranked with high aesthetic appeal for various factors including 

the environmental location, mythology, including the past and present use of the site. 

One site demonstrating a high aesthetic value to the Werat is the Tamarind Tree Site 

where Werat people had died a long time ago. Daisy Majar recounted having a very 

spiritual experience when visiting this site. Although nothing physical remains at this 

place to remind people of these deaths, it nonetheless still evoked a very personal 

response from Daisy Majar and other members of the Werat. Similar experiences 

occurred at sites associated with dreaming places and tracks. The presence of human 

skeletal remains on the earth mounds also brought about spiritual and emotional 

responses from the Werat. Even later when discussing the project with Daisy Majar 

and Tom Petherick, the places that these human remains were found at still evoke 

strong feelings. These places were ranked with a high aesthetic value, as per the above 

definition. Places that were considered to have a certain aesthetic quality that provided 

a sensory experience to the Werat participating and viewing the landscape profoundly 

impacting on their thoughts, were ranked accordingly. This aesthetic quality largely 

relates to the experience obtained by Aboriginal people that know the dreaming of the 

country. 

 

9.3 HISTORIC SIGNIFICANCE 

Pearson and Sullivan (1995:139) note that all heritage places have some historic 

value. The historic value of heritage places recorded in this study relates to events 

experienced by the Werat. Twenty-five sites had historic significance for the Werat 

(Table 24). Places of historic significance are considered separately from cultural 

significance for being places where historic events took place involving the Werat and 
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their neighbours.  Places that have sacred, spiritual and mythological importance are 

considered in cultural significance.  Historic significance for the Werat constitutes the 

importance of places from events such as the birth or death of family members, the 

use of specific places during their lives or ancestors, and other events relating to their 

past times and economic use of the area. For example, the Wata-Wata area is 

significant because Daisy Majar’s grandfather was born there; her father and family 

used to visit the site and continue to do so. The continuity of the historical link from 

the past to the present is part of what makes these places significant to the Werat.  

Many places were noted to have been on the path of the seasonal round of crocodile 

shooting that the Tom Petherick’s family was involved in during the 1960s. Several 

other sites are significant because they were known to have been ceremony places in 

the past. Events from outside of the lives of the Werat have had an impact on the 

historical significance of their heritage places. The crash site of a World War 2 

Spitfire has become significant part of the Djawakany site. The place is known to 

Europeans as ‘Spitfire Bend’.  

 
TABLE 24. RANKING OF HISTORIC VALUES ON HERITAGE PLACES 

 

Site Type High Moderate Low 

Rock Art 3 0 1 

Artefact Scatter 11 1 10 

Cultural Site 1 0 0 

Earth mound 20 0 19 

Grinding Hollows 0 1 4 

Quarry 0 0 1 

Rockshelter 1 2 0 

Total 36 4 35 

 

Historic value has been categorised as high, moderate and low (Table 24). This 

ranking is a general guide to the level of attachment and importance of the historic 

events that have taken place at these sites to the Werat. Places that involve the birth or 
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death of ancestors tend to have greater importance over places that were used as camp 

sites for crocodile shooting. Places with a combination of historic events, for example 

a combination of uses including ceremony place and camping/hunting has been 

assigned a high ranking. Places that were rarely visited, or represent less significant 

events, such as places being used only for hunting and camping, and still 

acknowledged by the Werat as having some historic connection are rated as having a 

moderate level of historic significance. Places that no historic connection was 

recorded are assigned a low level of historic significance. 

 

9.4 SOCIAL AND CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE 

Pearson and Sullivan (1995:159-165) discuss the many reasons heritage places can be 

significant to Aboriginal people. The social significance of heritage places in this 

study relates to the many Werat heritage values discussed earlier in this report. Social 

and cultural significance is influenced by aesthetic and historic values as well as the 

spiritual and mythological importance of the land. Places that were associated with 

dreaming places, dreaming tracks and past use of the country have a high level of 

social significance. Accordingly, the majority of the heritage places recorded in this 

study have been assigned a high level of social and cultural significance (Table 25).  

 

TABLE 25. DISTRIBUTION OF SOCIAL SIGNIFICANCE ON HERITAGE PLACES 
 

Site Type High Moderate Low 

Rock Art 4 0 0 

Artefact Scatter 9 6 7 

Cultural Site 1 0 0 

Earth mound 39 0 0 

Grinding Hollows 2 1 2 

Quarry 0 0 1 

Rockshelter 3 0 0 

Total 58 7 10 
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Social significance for the Werat also involves the economic use of the landscape. 

The abundance of “bush tucker” on the Reynolds River floodplains is one of the 

essential reasons for their attachment to the land. The continuing tradition of hunting 

and gathering from their country is spoken often in conversations with Daisy Majar 

and Tom Petherick. Daisy Majar, her son Glen and daughter Wendy create artworks 

based on their association with the country and their places. Commonly they paint 

animal motifs that represent food sources and totems of their people. At one level, the 

entire landscape has a social significance, as illustrated by Daisy Majar Majar’s 

painting of the Werat Country. Then within this social landscape, focal points 

represent the dreaming of the Werat people. 

 

9.5 SCIENTIFIC SIGNIFICANCE 

In terms of Western scientific values, Bowdler (1984:1) asserts that significance 

should be assessed according to timely and specific research questions and the 

representativeness of the material and that these qualities are fluctuating. In contrast to 

rock art and rockshelters, artefact scatters are usually assessed in terms of their 

scientific significance only, and not generally perceived as being significant in term of 

the other categories discussed above. The scientific significance of an artefact scatter 

depends on site characteristics, location, and the degree to which it is representative of 

the archaeology of the region. For example, an artefact scatter can be scientifically 

significant if the artefact assemblage illustrates that there was a diversity of activities 

being conducted at the site. This in turn suggests that the site may have been 

frequently visited and therefore an important cultural or resource focal point. 

Conversely, an artefact scatter can be significant if it is a single-component reduction 
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site associated with a stone quarry, because it has the potential to contribute detailed 

information about artefact technologies.  Another way an artefact scatter can be 

significant is that it is located on a geomorphic landform that usually has a paucity of 

archaeological material, despite a high incidence of similar scatters on surrounding 

but different geomorphic landscapes. Artefact scatters recorded in this study have 

been assessed according to these criteria. Table 26 illustrates the levels of scientific 

significance assigned to artefact scatters.  

 

TABLE 26. DISTRIBUTION OF SCIENTIFIC SIGNIFICANCE ON HERITAGE PLACES 
 

Site Type High Moderate Low 

Rock Art 4 0 0 

Artefact Scatter 8 8 6 

Cultural Site 0 0 1 

Earth mound 24 12 3 

Grinding Hollows 0 0 5 

Quarry 0 1 0 

Rockshelter 2 1 0 

Total 38 22 15 

 

Previous land clearing and pastoral station activity has significantly disturbed a 

majority of the sites located in this study. The spatial integrity of the artefact 

assemblage on most of these sites is very poor and artefact breakage can be presumed 

to be high in the artefact assemblage of most of the sites due to this disturbance. 

Previous research by Hiscock (1993: 148-149) shows that a high proportion of the 

archaeological sites in Kakadu National Park have suffered from significant animal, 

human and natural erosion disturbance in comparable environments. Despite this 

disturbance, archaeological sites in Kakadu have been shown to contribute 

significantly to regional archaeological understanding and are considered to have a 

high level of archaeological significance (Brockwell et al. 1995; Jones 1985). 

Similarly, the sites from the current study still have the potential to make a significant 
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contribution to the continuing archaeological understanding of site settlement 

patterns. Although the degree of disturbance and breakage affects the contribution 

these sites can make, for example to the study of stone artefact manufacturing 

technologies, they still represent a valuable scientific resource.   

 

Stone quarry sites recorded elsewhere in the Northern Territory have been afforded a 

moderate to high archaeological significance owing to the contribution these sites can 

provide for interpreting stone tool manufacture (Hiscock and Mitchell 1993). This 

significance assessment is based on the research potential of inter-site differences, 

artefact manufacturing processes (eg. comparing bifacial and unifacial point 

distribution), and artefact technologies and settlement patterns. There is a lack of 

thorough analytical study of stone quarry sites in the Northern Territory, many have 

been recorded, but few have been studied in detail. Hiscock and Mitchell (1993) point 

to this as being an Australia wide problem. They also list a number of areas of 

archaeological research which stone quarry and reduction sites could benefit, such as 

the nature of manufacturing technology, the organisation of production, the 

organisation of stone distribution, and logistical land settlement patterns (Hiscock and 

Mitchell 1993:78-79).  

 

Archaeological earth mounds associated with prehistoric peoples have been widely 

recorded around the world. For example, a remote sensing project on the lower 

Changjiang River in China found approximately 700 mounded Neolithic ruins and 

about 10,000 earth mound graves (Liu and Yu 1992). Earth mounds in the European 

Neolithic largely appear in the archaeological record with the shift to more intensive 

food production strategies. Mounds, or barrows, most commonly served the single 
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function as burials demonstrated by the many burial mounds in the vicinity of 

Stonehenge shown in Figure 25 (Chippendale 2004).  Mounds form an important part 

of understanding the Neolithic and Bronze Age landscape around Stonehenge 

(Chippendale 2004:284). Mounds were also utilised in Neolithic farming practices in 

Ireland (O’Connor and Molloy 2001). Therefore, earth mounds contribute 

significantly to world prehistoric archaeology. 

 
 

Figure 25. An example of a Neolithic mound barrow located nearby Stonehenge, 
United Kingdom (Photo D. Guse 2004) 

 

Earth mounds have been significant in the debate on intensification during the 

Holocene periods of Australia’s prehistory (Lourandos and Ross 1994). Although a 

recent archaeological site typology, mounds have featured significantly in the 

intensification debate (Williams 1994, Lourandos and Ross 1994). Balme and Beck 

(1996:42) state that previous studies in the Murray River valley have documented 824 
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earth mounds. Mounds in the Northern Territory most commonly take the form of 

shell middens (Meehan 1977, 1982; Mitchell 1994; Mowat 1994, 1995; Roberts 

1994). Earth mounds have been reported elsewhere in the Northern Territory on the 

South Alligator River, Milingimbi in north east Arnhem Land, and more recently in 

the Adelaide River region and Hope Inlet near Darwin (Meehan et al. 1985; Bourke 

2000; Brockwell 1989, 2001; Roberts 1994).  Bourke (2000) and Brockwell (2001) 

provide detailed discussion on mounding behaviour in hunter gatherer cultures.  

 

Bourke (2000:331-334) discusses the various reasons and factors for mound creation 

including ecology, universal human behaviour, resource and economic systems, 

seasonal scarcity ‘gorging’, ceremonial, symbolic, monumental structures related to 

totemic ritual, and lastly as burials. Ethnographic records have also contributed to 

these interpretations. Williams (1994:165) in her work on southern Australian earth 

mounds, emphasises the importance of ethnographic interpretation of mounded 

features.  

 

The ethnographic recordings of Werat heritage values provides an Indigenous cultural 

context to interpret the existence of large numbers of earth mounds on the Reynolds 

River floodplains that are relatively unique. These mounds have significant 

implications for the prehistory of the Reynolds River region and the Northern 

Territory. Although most mounds have been eroded and disturbed, the sites still have 

a significant cultural deposit that can contribute to the understanding of the function 

and construction of these features. Williams (1994) highlights the importance of earth 

mounds and the limited amount of data that has been collected from them in Australia.  

With further investigation, the Reynolds River mounds should yield evidence for the 
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continuous use of the wetland environment over the last 3000 years and have the 

potential to reveal changes in the social and economic interaction of Aboriginal 

groups.  

 

9.6 WHICH REGISTER? 

At the time of the survey in 1998, the Werat considered the nomination of heritage 

places to the Register of the National Estate. The new federal heritage regime has 

established three registers, a National Heritage Register, a Commonwealth Heritage 

Properties List, and a version of the former Register of the National Estate. The 

Commonwealth Heritage Properties List is not applicable to the Werat heritage places 

as the Commonwealth does not own any property in this area. The purpose of the 

National Heritage List is expressed in the following quote from the Department of 

Environment and Heritage; 

 

“Australia's national heritage comprises exceptional natural and cultural 
places which help give Australia its national identity. Such places are a 
living and accessible record of the nation's evolving landscapes and 
experiences. National heritage defines the critical moments in our 
development as a nation and reflects achievements, joys and sorrows in 
the lives of Australians. It also encompasses those places that reveal the 
richness of Australia's extraordinarily diverse natural heritage.”  
Department of Environment and Heritage; (http: www.deh.gov.au 
/heritage/national/index.html) 

 

 

The National Heritage Register requires places to be highly significant to the nation 

state of Australia and has registered five places thus far including the Budj Bim 

National Heritage Landscape; the Royal Exhibition Building; the Dinosaur Stampede 

National Monument; Kurnell Peninsula; and the Eureka Stockade.  An examination of 

the criteria for the National Heritage Register most likely excludes the heritage places 
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recorded in this study.  The Department of Environment and Heritage makes it clear 

that places must meet a ‘threshold’ of ‘outstanding’ heritage significance when 

compared to other places or regions (http://www.deh.gov.au/heritage/national/ 

criteria.html). These types of threshold judgements favour areas like Kakadu National 

Park, or the Lake Condah region (Budj Bim National Heritage Landscape) owing to 

the decades of research undertaken in these areas that easily provide the required 

‘proof’ of significance.  

 

As discussed earlier, the Werat feel that their ability to successfully conserve and 

protect heritage places is limited. The Werat felt that by nominating heritage sites to 

the Register of the National Estate they would gain some support and leverage in 

showing that these places are culturally significant to them. They recognise that the 

management of these places requires funds, for example to erect fences around the 

significant earth mound sites and funds for pastoralists to redirect roads or fences 

around heritage places. Although not providing direct protection except against 

Commonwealth agencies, it was perceived that listing heritage places on the Register 

of the National Estate may have helped the Werat apply for such funding and allow 

them to be responsible for the management of their cultural heritage. The Werat 

viewed the Register of the National Estate as one of the ways to gain greater control 

over the management of their heritage. 

 

However, nominations of Aboriginal heritage places to the Register of the National 

Estate, at this stage, are probably no longer possible given the recent changes to the 

EPBC Act.  Literature published on the new regime does not state otherwise. 

Nominations are generally accompanied by a statement of significance relating to the 
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criteria used by the Australian Heritage Commission for the assessment of 

nominations. Sites in this study were assessed following Truscott (1994:135-139), 

who examines the Australian Heritage Commission significance criteria (Appendix 3) 

in relation to shell middens. Although the earth mounds in this study are not shell 

middens, they do however represent open stratified sites that can provide a significant 

amount of information about the past.  Following the previous discussions of 

aesthetic, historic, social and scientific significance, Table 27 lists the significance 

ranking of heritage places and Australian Heritage Commission criteria relevant to 

each site.  This assessment found that 39 of the 75 sites meet six of the AHC criteria 

and therefore may have been considered significant enough for entry onto the Register 

of the National Estate by the assessors. However it is almost impossible to test this in 

the context of current cultural heritage legislation.  

 

Aboriginal heritage places such as archaeological places and objects, or those that are 

declared heritage places, are the responsibility of the Heritage Conservation Branch as 

defined by the Heritage Conservation Act 1991. All the sites listed in Table 25 are 

afforded protection under the Heritage Conservation Act owing to their 

archaeological components. Archaeological places and objects do not require formal 

assessment as they are automatically afforded protection under the Act. However, as 

with all legislation the ultimate test is before the Judiciary in court. Therefore 

archaeological places and objects would need to be verified by an expert witness, i.e. 

an archaeologist, of the scientific reasons concerning the identification of the site or 

object. Consequently, such archaeological legislation largely alienates Aboriginal 

traditional owners from readily being able to use this legislation to protect and 

conserve sites. Moreover it makes Aboriginal communities reliant on finding funding 
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for expensive experts. However, identification of archaeological sites does not 

necessarily translate into protection or conservation.  

 

Conservation of Aboriginal archaeological places largely occurs through 

archaeological assessments as necessitated by development. Systematic management 

and conservation strategies for Aboriginal heritage places outside of national park 

reserves or a development precinct are limited in the Northern Territory.  

Opportunities to obtain funding for such management plans and conservation are 

becoming increasing difficult. Communities often rely on the expertise of the 

government, land councils, and universities to provide advice and assistance for such 

projects. The land councils are limited to only assisting with projects that occur on 

Aboriginal land trusts. This leaves the Northern Territory and federal government 

heritage organisations to provide the expertise and assistance to communities to apply 

for grants and develop management plans for their cultural heritage. Given the 

funding cuts to heritage over the past years and increasing complexity in grant 

application and reporting process, such assistance and funding is increasingly difficult 

to obtain for academic researchers to assist with indigenous heritage projects.  

 

In the Northern Territory, conservation and management of Aboriginal cultural 

heritage places defined as sacred sites is limited to places protected under the Sacred 

Sites Act and the Aboriginal Land Rights Act and those nominated to the Northern 

Territory Heritage Register (Thorley 1998, Ritchie 1994). The main goal identified by 

Aboriginal people to manage these sites is to prevent any disturbance from human 

activities. Protection is generally achieved by the exclusion of non-authorised persons 

or activities occurring at these localities through penalties imposed by the legislation. 
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Physical management is usually in the form of signage and sometimes fencing. 

However administering organisations, such as Land Councils and the AAPA, usually 

overlook other threats to sites such as those from natural and animal agents.  

 

In this study there were 141 Werat cultural heritage values recorded occurring in 

conjunction with the archaeological sites as described in Chapter 8. Of these values, 

the majority (n = 85) relate to hunting, gathering, camping activities, and historic 

events. Werat cultural heritage values that meet the definition for sacred sites as stated 

in the Aboriginal Sacred Sites Act 1989 were recorded 56 times in association with 

archaeological sites. Thus, 34 of the 75 archaeological sites have sacred cultural 

values that may meet the assessment to be registered as sacred sites by the AAPA. 

However, in practice the registration on the AAPA sacred sites register does not imply 

that any assistance will be provided to Aboriginal custodians to protect or conserve 

any other concurrent cultural heritage values that also exist at that location of the 

sacred site. Therefore, should places be recorded for their cultural significance 

relating only to hunting, gathering, camping activities, and historic events, without the 

presence of archaeological material or sacred values, very limited recourse to 

legislative protection or conservation exists. Even when sacred values exist at places 

within the Reynolds River area, it has been difficult for the Werat to successfully 

pursue sacred site registration, owing to limited resources and availability of 

researchers from the AAPA to attend to their requests and the nature of the contested 

Aboriginal landscape of the Reynolds and Finniss River area (Ritchie 1998). 
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TABLE 27. ASSESSMENT OF HERITAGE PLACE SIGNIFICANCE 
 

SITE # SITE NAME SITE TYPE Aesthetic Historic Social Scientific AHC Criteria 

1 Nadjenjurrk 1 Artefact scatter High High High High G1,D2 

2 Gunadowah Artefact scatter High High High High G1,D2 

3 Gabbro Quarry Quarry Low Low Low Moderate  

4 Kumanduwah 1 Artefact scatter Moderate Low Moderate Moderate  

5 Marindja 1 Earth mound High High High High G1,D2,A3,A4,C2,B2 

6 Marindja 2 Earth mound High High High High G1,D2,A3,A4,C2,B2 

7 Marindja 3 Earth mound High High High High G1,D2,A3,A4,C2,B2 

8 Marindja 4 Earth mound High High High Low G1,D2,A3,A4,C2,B2 

9 Djayil 2 Grinding Hollows High Moderate High Low G1,D2 

10 Yinyakama Rockshelter High High High High G1,D2 

11 Djayil 1 Art Site High High High High G1 

12 Nogli 2 Artefact scatter High High High High G1 

13 Nogli 3 Artefact scatter High High High High G1 

14 Nogli 4 Grinding Hollows Moderate Low Low Low  

15 Nogli 5 Artefact scatter Moderate Low Moderate Moderate  

16 Nogli 6 Grinding Hollows Moderate Low Moderate Low  

17 Budjurri 1 Grinding Hollows High Low High Low G1 

18 Budjurri 2 Earth mound High Low High Low G1 

19 Budjurri 3 Earth mound High Low High Low G1 

20 Budjurri 4 Grinding Hollows Low Low Low Low  

21 Budjurri 5 Artefact scatter Low Low Low Low  

22 Budjurri 6 Artefact scatter Low Low Low Low  

23 Budjurri 7 Artefact scatter Low Low Low Low  

24 Djayil 3 Artefact scatter High Moderate High Low G1 

25 Koogerra 1 Rockshelter High Moderate High High G1,D2,A3,A4,C2,B2 

26 Koogerra 2 Rockshelter High Moderate High Moderate G1,D2 

27 Blyth 1 Artefact scatter Low High Low High D2 

28 Blyth 2 Artefact scatter Low High Low High D2 
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SITE # SITE NAME SITE TYPE Aesthetic Historic Social Scientific AHC Significance Criteria 

29 Blyth 3 Artefact scatter Low High Low High D2 

30 Nadjenjurrk 2 Artefact scatter High High High Moderate G1 

31 Djawakany 1 Artefact scatter High High High Moderate G1 

32 Ngalawonga 1 Art Site High High High High D2,G1 

33 Ngalawonga 3 Art Site High High High High D2,G1 

34 Budjurri Ridge 1 Artefact scatter Low Low Moderate Moderate  

35 Budjurri Ridge 2 Artefact scatter Low Low Moderate Moderate  

36 Budjurri Ridge 3 Artefact scatter Low Low Moderate Moderate  

37 Budjurri Ridge 4 Artefact scatter Low Low Moderate Moderate  

38 Budjurri Ridge 5 Art Site High Low High High G1,D2,A3,A4,C2,B2 

39 Werat 1 Earth mound Moderate Low High High G1,D2,A3,A4,C2,B2 

40 Werat 2 Earth mound Moderate Low High High G1,D2,A3,A4,C2,B2 

41 Werat 3 Earth mound Moderate Low High High G1,D2,A3,A4,C2,B2 

42 Werat 4 Earth mound Moderate Low High High G1,D2,A3,A4,C2,B2 

43 Werat 5 Earth mound Moderate Low High High G1,D2,A3,A4,C2,B2 

44 Werat 6 Earth mound Moderate Low High High G1,D2,A3,A4,C2,B2 

45 Werat 7 Earth mound Moderate Low High High G1,D2,A3,A4,C2,B2 

46 Werat 8 Earth mound Moderate Low High High G1,D2,A3,A4,C2,B2 

47 Werat 9 Earth mound Moderate Low High High G1,D2,A3,A4,C2,B2 

48 Werat 10 Earth mound Moderate Low High High G1,D2,A3,A4,C2,B2 

49 Werat 11a Earth mound Moderate Low High High G1,D2,A3,A4,C2,B2 

50 Werat 11b Earth mound Moderate Low High High G1,D2,A3,A4,C2,B2 

51 Werat 12 Earth mound Moderate Low High High G1,D2,A3,A4,C2,B2 

52 Werat 13 Earth mound Moderate Low High High G1,D2,A3,A4,C2,B2 

53 Werat 14 Earth mound Moderate Low High High G1,D2,A3,A4,C2,B2 

54 Werat 15 Earth mound Moderate Low High High G1,D2,A3,A4,C2,B2 

55 Werat 16 Earth mound Moderate Low High High G1,D2,A3,A4,C2,B2 

56 Wata-Wata 1 Earth mound High High High High G1,D2,A3,A4,C2,B2 

57 Wata-Wata 2 Earth mound High High High High G1,D2,A3,A4,C2,B2 

58 Wata-Wata 3 Artefact scatter High High High High G1,D2 
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SITE # SITE NAME SITE TYPE Aesthetic Historic Social Scientific AHC Significance Criteria 

59 Wata-Wata 4 Earth mound High High High Moderate G1,D2,A3,A4,C2,B2 

60 Wata-Wata 5 Earth mound High High High Moderate G1,D2,A3,A4,C2,B2 

61 Wata-Wata 6 Earth mound High High High Moderate G1,D2,A3,A4,C2,B2 

62 Wata-Wata 7 Earth mound High High High Moderate G1,D2,A3,A4,C2,B2 

63 Wata-Wata 8 Earth mound High High High Moderate G1,D2,A3,A4,C2,B2 

64 Wata-Wata 9 Earth mound High High High Moderate G1,D2,A3,A4,C2,B2 

65 Wata-Wata 10 Earth mound High High High High G1,D2,A3,A4,C2,B2 

66 Wata-Wata 11 Earth mound High High High High G1,D2,A3,A4,C2,B2 

67 Putju-Putju 1 Earth mound High High High Moderate G1,D2,A3,A4,C2,B2 

68 Putju-Putju 2 Earth mound High High High Moderate G1,D2,A3,A4,C2,B2 

69 Putju-Putju 3 Earth mound High High High Moderate G1,D2,A3,A4,C2,B2 

70 Putju-Putju 4 Earth mound High High High Moderate G1,D2,A3,A4,C2,B2 

71 Putju-Putju 5 Earth mound High High High Moderate G1,D2,A3,A4,C2,B2 

72 Putju-Putju 6 Earth mound High High High Moderate G1,D2,A3,A4,C2,B2 

73 Windmill Site Artefact scatter Low Low Low Low  

74 Tamarind Tree Site Cultural Site High High High Low G1 

75 Nogli Billabong Artefact scatter High High High Low G1 
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9.5 MANAGING THE UNMANAGEABLE 

The previous sections have demonstrated that many heritage places of the Reynolds 

River region may be assessed as having significance, and meet many of the criteria to 

warrant inclusion on Territory and Commonwealth heritage registers. Such 

assessments allow the possibility of developing and implementing some form of 

cultural resource management plan. Pearson and Sullivan (1995:214) state that for a 

heritage management plan to be successful it needs to move in small discernible steps 

from the known to the new, as management strategy development is iterative and 

gradual. They also state “a ‘perfect’ plan, which instantly identifies and solves all the 

major problems of the site, is unrealistic and unattainable, despite pressure from 

organisations and other managers to achieve such an end” (Pearson and Sullivan 

1995:214). However, it is difficult to prepare and implement any sort of planning for 

Werat cultural heritage places, mostly owing to the nature of the diverse types of land 

tenure where sites are found. Successful management plans are usually implemented 

for single sites, or for a single area such as a national park or reserve, which has one 

controlling agency. Therefore it is useful to examine how archaeological resources are 

managed in Northern Territory parks such as Kakadu National Park and compare 

these strategies to the Reynolds River area.  

 

The impact of pastoral activities, feral animals and tourism has been documented in 

several studies in the Northern Territory (Meehan et al. 1985; Guse and Hiscock 

1993; Guse 1997; Hiscock 1993). Archaeological sites in Kakadu National Park have 

suffered from serious erosion and disturbance from the pastoral industry and the 
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limited management of feral animals until the establishment of the Park (Meehan et 

al. 1985, Hiscock 1993). However through management of feral animals and erosion, 

threats to these archaeological sites have been reduced (Kakadu Draft Plan of 

Management 1996).  

 

Unauthorised visitation to archaeological sites has been identified as a management 

problem for archaeological sites in the Northern Territory (Jones 1985; Guse and 

Hiscock 1993; Hiscock 1993). Archaeological sites within Litchfield National Park 

are under more pressure from unauthorised visitation by tourists than sites located on 

the Wagait Aboriginal Land Trust and the pastoral leases. Major conservation issues 

in many national parks concern rock art and rockshelters, which can be affected by the 

pressure of tourism (Jacobs and Gale 1994). It has also been shown that in Kakadu 

National Park the ad hoc collection of artefacts from archaeological sites has had a 

detrimental affect on artefact assemblage integrity (Guse and Hiscock 1993; Hiscock 

1993).  

 

Kakadu National Park is an example of a place with a rich cultural heritage where the 

public has had access for a long period of time.  A result of this access has been the 

removal of artefacts from sites within Kakadu (Guse and Hiscock 1993). Analysis of 

the Kakadu National Park collection indicated the nature of the disturbance to 

archaeological sites by characterising the amount of removal of artefacts which has 

occurred on sites scavenged by collectors (Guse and Hiscock 1993:49).   Artefact 

types that were removed included points, axes, cylindro-conical stones and 

grindstones mostly from open sites (Guse and Hiscock 1993:49). A comparison in 

Table 28 of the representativeness of the ad hoc collection to the systematic 
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documentation of wetlands and rockshelter sites emphasizes the types of artefacts 

likely to be removed from archaeological sites (Meehan et al. 1985:139-40; Guse and 

Hiscock 1993:48).  

 
TABLE 28. ARTEFACT DATA FROM SITES IN KAKADU 
(From Meehan et al. 1985:139-40; Guse and Hiscock 1993:48) 

 

Site Flakes Cores Points Retouched  
Flakes 

Axes Grind 
Stones 

Hammer 
stones 

Cylcon 

Kun-Kundurnku 93.7 0.6 0.4 4.9 0.4 0.1 0 0 

Kumumkuwi 90.1 0.2 0.4 5.9 2.0 0.5 0.9 0 

Ki’na 95.9 0.1 0.2 3.2 0.6 0.1 0 0 

Nauwalabila 99.2 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.1 0 

Anabanbang 1 93.2 0.4 0.1 2.0 2.3 2.0 0 0 

ANPWS Collection  28.1 20.7 16.7 1.0 11.4 11.1 9.7 1.3 

 

 

Therefore in establishing a public reserve where open archaeological sites are 

common, consideration should be given to the issue of unwanted artefact collecting.   

 

Developing strategies to combat the illegal collection of stone artefacts from 

archaeological sites is much easier for a national park, but a much more difficult task 

for Aboriginal custodians who little land ownership within their custodial estate. 

Programs of public education to visitors and residents in the Reynolds River region 

would be a mammoth and multi-agency task.  

 

Other strategies commonly employed in reserves or parks include fencing or 

restricting access to certain areas where artefacts were highly exposed as low cost 

measures to protect archaeological sites. Parks Australia even adopted the strategy to 

collect all the archaeological material from one site on Leichhardt Billabong on the 

South Alligator River. The site was close to one kilometre in length and proved to be 

a costly exercise involving the permanent employment of staff to manage the project, 
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collect the artefacts and the construction of a suitable area for the storage of the 

collection. Education programs, for example the Kakadu National Park cultural 

centre, may have a positive impact on encouraging responsible use of the park by 

visitors. In addition, areas within the park have been designated for authorised 

personnel only. Therefore, the percentage of archaeological material that is exposed to 

visitors in Kakadu National Park is minimal.  

 

The Reynolds River area has a high occurrence of archaeological material that is 

extremely visible. This high visibility, while good for conducting archaeological 

research, may be detrimental to the overall conservation of the archaeological record. 

It has been shown that there are high proportions of artefact types such as bifacial and 

unifacial points, edge ground axes and grinding implements in the Reynolds River 

region. Collectors usually target these implement types. These artefact types are also 

significant to the Werat. Strategies outlined by Jacobs and Gale (1994:70) include 

making sites “invisible” by encouraging vegetation to grow over the site area. Jacobs 

and Gale (1994:80) also stress the importance of pathways and tracks in controlling 

were people go. Another effective strategy was the use of simple low wooden fences, 

which act as psychological barriers (Jacobs and Gale 1994:83).  

 

Many of the strategies discussed above are generally implemented in National Parks 

or heritage reserves. The majority of sites documented in this study are located on 

pastoral leases. Other Werat heritage places have been previously recorded on the 

Wagait Aboriginal Land Trust and in Litchfield National Park. The cooperation of 

pastoralists is crucial for the management of the heritage places documented in this 

report. Any management proposals regarding Werat heritage places, depending on the 
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location of the site, will require the cooperation of the pastoralists, the Northern Land 

Council, surrounding Aboriginal groups, Parks and Wildlife Commission of the 

Northern Territory, Aboriginal Areas Protection Authority and the Heritage 

Conservation Branch. Gaining the cooperation of the above mentioned group of 

individuals, groups, and agencies will by no means be an easy feat.  

 

It is recognised that there are different land use objectives occurring in the Reynolds 

River region. The major land uses in the region have been identified as pastoralism 

and tourism. Chapter 8 illustrated how cattle, goannas, pastoral activities, and erosion 

are systematically destroying heritage places, specifically earth mounds. The 

infestation of Mimosa pygra plants on the Finniss and Reynolds River wetlands is a 

major environmental problem. Mimosa not only denies Aboriginal people access to 

their swamps and billabongs, the dense thickets threaten to destroy the fabric of 

heritage places surrounding these environmental features. However continual 

chemical spraying of the Mimosa by pastoralists is wreaking havoc on the natural 

environment along the Reynolds River.  A more environmentally sustainable program 

for the removal of Mimosa is essential for the continuing conservation of these 

wetlands.   

 

Reduction of feral animal numbers, especially pigs, will lessen the impact that these 

animals have on the heritage places. However feral pigs are also potential sources of 

income for the Werat. Therefore eradication is not a preferred option for the Werat. 

However reduction of feral animal numbers may be achieved through economic 

utilisation.  
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As cattle, pastoral management activities, and erosion account for the greatest threat 

to the earth mounds, a cooperative approach with the pastoral leaseholders for the 

conservation and protection of these sites is essential. Site inspections with the 

pastoralists and the Werat would allow all stakeholders to voice their concerns with 

the help of government heritage representatives to act as mediators with assistance in 

future planning for the pastoralists.  

 

A solution to the conservation management problem elsewhere in the Northern 

Territory has been the organisation of Aboriginal community ranger programs from 

funding provided by the Commonwealth’s Natural Heritage Trust, ATSIC, and 

delegation for responsibilities from the Northern Land Council under the Aboriginal 

Land Rights Act  (i.e. Dhimurru Aboriginal Land Management). Funding for the 

Natural Heritage Trust was primarily gained through the privatisation of Telstra in 

1997 with no guarantee of continuity. With the abolition of ATSIC in 2004, the 

certainty for continued funding for ranger programs is unknown. Aboriginal 

community ranger programs are becoming increasingly popular with Aboriginal 

communities (Strang 1998). Strang (1998:25) identifies that the purpose of the 

community ranger programs resonates well with Aboriginal traditional belief systems. 

In recent years many Aboriginal communities in the Northern Territory have begun to 

implement ranger programs, for example the Larrakia Gunumitjanda Rangers and the 

Wagiman Guwardagun Ranger programs to name a few. According to a report by the 

Northern Land Council on environmental management status report for 2003 to 2006, 

there are 34 community based land and sea management programs that employ 

approximately 350 people to manage over 50% of all Aboriginal Land Trusts in the 

top end of the Northern Territory (Caring for Country Unit 2004:35). An Aboriginal 
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ranger program is more likely to successfully traverse the many different forms of 

land tenure and provide a central coordinated body that can liaise with the many 

private and government stakeholders.  

 

Another major consideration of heritage management strategies for these sites is 

funding. Kakadu National Park provides a significant amount of resources for the 

management and conservation of Aboriginal heritage. It was reported that owing to 

the Jabiluka uranium mine debate, the federal government allocated considerable 

extra funding for environmental management to Kakadu National Park. The following 

excerpt from Senator Robert Hill’s media release on funding for World Heritage listed 

areas is indicative of the resources allocated to places like Kakadu National Park 

where it is perceived as one of the most valuable cultural and natural resources in the 

Australia.  

 
“This year's allocation of $15.5 million is in addition to the $29.5 million 
allocated to the Commonwealth Protected Areas program to manage 15 
protected areas such as Kakadu and Uluru-Kata Tjuta national parks.”  
(URL:http://www.environment.gov.au/portfolio/minister/env/98/mr12may298.html Last 
modified: 12 May 1998)  

 
 
Resources to protect, conserve, and manage Aboriginal heritage places elsewhere in 

the Northern Territory outside of parks and reserves, are insignificant in comparison. 

In the financial year 1999-2000, the Office of Environment and Heritage was 

allocated only $1.02 million for staff, management, and conservation of 344 declared 

heritage places and approximately 8000 recorded archaeological sites protected under 

the Heritage Conservation Act 1991 for the whole Northern Territory (HAC Annual 

Report 2000). For the financial year 2002-2003, the Aboriginal Areas Protection 

Authority was allocated approximately $2.3 million for the management and 
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protection of approximately 12,000 recorded sacred sites across the whole Northern 

Territory (AAPA Annual Report 2004). Therefore on this basis the funding equals an 

average of $3 million dollars to each Commonwealth Park, while in comparison 

approximately $3 million is budgeted for the conservation of cultural heritage of the 

Northern Territory. Thus an inequitable situation arises where small regions are 

adequately resourced to the detriment of the rest of the Northern Territory. This would 

be argued by government as a delicate balancing act at allocating resources. However 

this is a bitter pill to swallow for many Aboriginal traditional owners across the 

Territory while they watch their cultural heritage perish through a ‘death of a 

thousand cuts’.  
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10.0 CONCLUSION 

 
The aim of this thesis is to provide a view of the cultural heritage assessment process 

in the Northern Territory for Indigenous archaeological sites and explore the 

relationship of these places to Indigenous cultural heritage values.  In the course of the 

research on the Reynolds River with Werat traditional owners, a complex set of 

Indigenous cultural heritage values were found that coexisted with the archaeological 

places documented on the wetlands. Cultural heritage legislation consistently requires 

the breakdown of cultural heritage values for the assessment of heritage places to 

determine whether these places can be entered onto a register or be afforded 

proscribed protection. Criteria and categories are established that must be met, 

including the scientific identification of archaeological remains, as well as the more 

subjective assessment of social, historic, and aesthetic values. Meeting archaeological 

and sacred site criteria gains automatic legislative protection for these types of sites.  

 

However, historic, social, and aesthetic values, although equally important to 

Indigenous communities, and probably more so than archaeological value, are 

unlikely to be afforded protection by legislation. It has also been demonstrated that 

even having met criteria to be protected, does not automatically convert into 

successful conservation outcomes. Economic and political circumstances dictate the 

allocation of resources that could provide the successful conservation outcomes that 

Indigenous communities are seeking. Successful management of the Werat cultural 

heritage will need to go beyond the current limitations of legislation and heritage 

management systems.  
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There have now been four projects to document heritage places in the Reynolds River 

region, a rock art survey in Litchfield National Park (Gunn 1991, 1992) a cultural site 

survey (McWilliam 1991), and two studies of archaeological sites in the Reynolds 

River region (Guse 1997, 2000). The current research has established the many 

different types of cultural heritage places that occur in the Reynolds River region and 

their distribution. Preliminary research into the antiquity, function, and use of the 

earth mounds of the region has already enhanced the cultural and scientific 

significance of these features. The research has also provided an important exchange 

of knowledge between the researcher and the Werat traditional owners. Daisy Majar 

and Tom Petherick have indicated that there are still many other archaeological and 

cultural sites on the Wagait Aboriginal Land Trust that are yet to be recorded. Site 

recording and research will need to continue to document other cultural heritage 

places in the region. The Werat are enthusiastic about the prospect of the further 

documentation of heritage places in the region. A summary of the heritage 

management outcomes that the Werat felt would adequately provide conservation for 

heritage places within their estate include:  

 
1. For the Werat Traditional Owners to protect and care for Aboriginal heritage 

places in the Reynolds and Finniss River region. 
 
2. To control and supervise access to Aboriginal heritage places. 
 
3. To increase and maintain the opportunities of Aboriginal people to care for their 

country through active management and care of heritage places.  
 
4. To develop a cooperative and coordinated systems between the Aboriginal 

community, government agencies and other stakeholders for the long term 
protection and conservation of heritage places and the sustainable use of the 
wetlands. 
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The probability of meeting these goals is fairly limited without fundamental changes 

in the way that heritage governance is conducted in Australia and the Northern 

Territory. A similar thesis written about Kakadu and Uluru National Park would have 

a dramatically different conclusion demonstrating the successful Indigenous cultural 

heritage conservation outcomes for the Aboriginal traditional owners of those parks.  

Joint management arrangements, the inclusion of the local Indigenous community as 

rangers, and a large investment in training are among the many reasons for this 

success. The rapid uptake of Indigenous ranger programs across the Northern 

Territory will hopefully provide the new system of Indigenous heritage management 

that is required. Indigenous ranger programs should be able to provide positive 

outcomes for the management of Indigenous cultural heritage by Aboriginal 

custodians and traditional owners. Therefore the role of government agencies can 

change and adapt to this new form of Indigenous heritage management system and 

investigate ways of working cooperatively. The establishment of an Indigenous ranger 

program for the Werat would be able to meet all the abovementioned management 

criteria and bridge the many gaps that exist owing to the current conservative 

legislative, economic, and political environment.  
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Appendix 1:  Heritage Legislation 

Heritage Conservation Act 1991 

Section 39(1) of the Act states that all prescribed archaeological places or prescribed 

archaeological objects are deemed to be the subject of interim conservation orders. 

These conservation orders remain in effect until the Minister (Department of Lands 

Planning and Environment) declares otherwise under other provisions of the Heritage 

Conservation Act 1991. The effect of such an interim conservation order is that a 

person cannot carry out work of any sort on, damage, desecrate or alter a place, which 

is the subject of such an order, or remove from its location an object the subject of 

such an order. Permission may be granted by the Minister to carry out work or 

otherwise on a place, or in relation to an object or remove an object from one location 

to another. The act also stipulates that all prescribed archaeological places or objects 

must be reported to the Heritage Conservation Branch. 

 

S.7 of the Act provides for the establishment of the Heritage Advisory Council whose 

primary functions are to carry out research into and evaluate the heritage value of 

places and objects in the Northern Territory, to recommend to and advise the Minister 

about places of heritage value and to promote as it thinks fit the public use and 

enjoyment of heritage places.   

 

S.16 of the Act provides that the Council keep a Register of Heritage Places. When a 

property is listed in the Register information about the property becomes available to 

the public, who, under s.16, are permitted to inspect the Register on payment of a 

prescribed fee.  The only details, which are not available to the public, are those that 

“are required by Aboriginal tradition to be kept secret.”   

 

The Council undertakes assessments of the heritage value of places in the Territory.  

The assessments may be initiated by applications from members of the public, the 

Council of its own motion or by instruction from the Minister. At the expiration of its 

evaluation procedures the Council is required, as soon as practicable, to recommend 
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to the Minister the inclusion of any place it deems eligible in the Register of Heritage 

Places. 

 

Once the Council has assessed a place or object for possible inclusion on the Register, 

(but before the Council make its recommendation to the Minister), the owner and/or 

occupier of the place or object and anyone directly affected by the decision is afforded 

a reasonable opportunity under the Act to make written comments to the Council on 

the proposed recommendation. A reasonable opportunity is stipulated as 28 days from 

public advertisement, however the Heritage Advisory Council is known in many cases 

for allowing lengthy time frames for owners of heritage places to respond.  The 

Council must consider all comments received and forward a copy of those comments 

and the Council’s suggestions, if any, on possible ways of resolving any conflict, to 

the Minister for his or her consideration.  In addition the owner of a place, which has 

already been declared by the Minister to be a heritage place or object, is afforded an 

opportunity to apply to the Council to have the declaration revoked.  However, the 

application must be made only in prescribed circumstances.   

 

After privately-owned land has been declared a heritage place, the owner has an 

opportunity to negotiate and enter into a Heritage Agreement in relation to the place 

with the Director of the Council.  The Agreement spells out the boundaries of the 

owner’s rights to develop and use the land.  Owners are liable to serious penalties for 

breaching the terms of a Heritage Agreement. However, in the absence of a Heritage 

Agreement potentially any activity by the owner within the declared place could 

constitute an offence against the Act and render the owner liable to pecuniary 

penalties and/or imprisonment.  

 

The Act provides a mechanism whereby the Minister may declare a place or object 

that is not yet declared as a heritage place to be subject to an Interim Conservation 

Order.  The purpose of these orders is to protect significant places or objects, whilst 

the Minister is considering whether or not to make a heritage declaration.  The Act 

also provides for areas of importance to be subject to Conservation Management 

Plans and can restrict property use on sites of heritage significance.  S.6(2) of the Act 
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provides that these provisions of the Act do not apply in relation to “a sacred site 

within the meaning of the (ALRA)...” 

 

Whilst an Interim Conservation Order is in force the Minister has power under the Act 

to permit work to be carried out on a place, or object as he or she thinks fit and/or to 

remove an object from one location to another, including to a place outside the 

Territory. 

The Act provides for the appointment of Heritage Officers to administer and enforce 

the provisions of the Act.  Under s.45 a Heritage Officer who is satisfied that there are 

reasonable grounds to suspect an offence against the Act has been or is being 

committed can, without warrant, enter with reasonable force any place in or on which 

the Heritage Officer believes there is evidence related to that offence, to search it and 

can also take other reasonable action to prevent the commission of an offence.  The 

only exception to these powers is in relation to premises that are principally 

residential premises.  It seems that this exception covers only private, residential 

dwellings and not the land on which they reside. 

 

Offences against the Act may include carrying out work of any sort, or altering, or 

removing a heritage object or an object from a heritage place (without the Minister’s 

written consent).  There are serious penalties associated with offences committed 

under the Act.  For example s.33 provides that persons carrying out work on, 

damaging, desecrating or altering a heritage place are liable to fines of up to $10 000 

or 12 months imprisonment.  

 

Former Australian Heritage Commission Act 1975 & Amendment 

Act 1990 

This Act became superseded 1st January 2004 on by the Environment Protection and 

Biodiversity Act Heritage Amendment 2003. Despite the enactment of the EPBC Act, 

it is still important to give a brief outline of this former legislation, which was in force 

during the 1990s when the Werat heritage studies were undertaken. It is also 

important to discuss as the former Register of the National Estate and the criteria used 

for this register have been carried over to the EPBC Act. The former legislation 
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established an Australian Heritage Commission to serve a number of functions with 

the primary role to give advice to the Minister on matters relating to the National 

Estate, and identifying new places to be included in the Register of National Estate.  

Unlike The Northern Territory Office of Environment and Heritage, the Australian 

Heritage Commission had no direct powers of control over any place, which it 

recommends for listing on the Register of National Estate. The role of the 

Commission was as an advisory body to the Commonwealth and the public.  In 

circumstances involving places on the Register of the National Estate, the 

Commonwealth had the power to take action in relation to a listing, however a listing 

did not directly interfere with private owners’ rights to use and control their property. 

 

Principally the Act operated as a “signal” to other authorities in relation to places of 

national heritage significance.  State and Territory Governments, local councils and 

other bodies usually considered the consequences for impact on the national estate by 

projects or developments proposed by individuals and corporations.  The Act was 

designed to promote ‘self-regulation’ by encouraging people to take account of the 

interests of the national estate when pursuing development plans.  However, it also 

plays a regulation role in circumstances where, for example, a local council refuses 

planning permits for development on private property based on information 

ascertained from the Register.  In this sense, the Register could indirectly impact 

private owners’ ability to control and use their property.   
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Appendix 2: Werat Cultural Heritage Places 

Werat Cultural Heritage Places recorded during National Estate Grants Programs 

(After McWilliam 1991; Guse 1999) 

 

No Name Location Description Significance 

1 Munjil Munjil Wagait Hill Dreaming 

2 Patj Patj Wagait Billabong Camping place; Named  

3 Wukwukba Wagait Monsoon vineforest Dreaming 

4 Pandayal Wagait Lowland Ridge Camping;  Hunting; Dreaming 

5 Nabiny Reynolds Creek Camping   

6 Yindiwirri Reynolds small hill  Dangerous  

7 Merriwilli Reynolds River Paleo-channel Camping; Named 

8 Djayil Reynolds  Hill Dreaming; Dangerous  

9 Yinyakama Reynolds Hill Dreaming 

10 Putju Putju Reynolds Wetland Dreaming 

11 Nogli North of Reynolds Lagoon Camping; Ceremony  

12 Marindja North of Reynolds Billabong Ceremony; Dreaming Track 

13 Batjarr Wagait Hill Sacred 

14 Kubiliny Reynolds Billabong  Dangerous  

15 Durrdjinggur Wagait billabong  Dreaming 

16 Yintawanta Wagait Billabong Dreaming 

17 Ngulaning Litchfield Lowlands Sacred  

18 Ngalawonga Litchfield Escarpment – Falls Dreaming  

19 Nundjurr/Yangarrmada Litchfield Escarpment – Falls Sacred  

20 Djaynaru Litchfield Escarpment - Falls Named  

21 Ngumeru Reynolds Creek  Camping; Named 

22 Paralagatj Reynolds Billabong  Camping; Named 

23 Mulukurr Reynolds Lowlands Dreaming  

24 Nanggalariny Reynolds Billabong  Dreaming  

25 Mandulma Reynolds River Camping; Hunting & Foraging; Dreaming 

26 Jawakany Reynolds River Camping; Dreaming Track 

27 Nadjenjurrk Reynolds Lowlands Camping; Hunting & Foraging 

28 Gunadowah Reynolds River  Fighting; Ceremony  

29 Kumanduwah Reynolds Billabong  Camping; Hunting & Foraging 

30 Witukuny Reynolds Billabong Dreaming  

31 Wanburra Reynolds Billabong Camping; Hunting & Foraging 

32 Karmuk Reynolds Billabong Camping; Hunting & Foraging 

33 Karakal Reynolds Large lagoon Historic Use 

34 Koppadowah Reynolds Large lagoon Ceremonial; Fighting; Camping; Hunting 
& Foraging 

35 Durrbinbin Reynolds Vineforest/Swamp Dreaming 

36 Wukwakburra Blackwater Creek Creek  Dreaming Track 

37 Inawirriny Cleanskin Creek Billabong Dreaming  

38 Lumbah Reynolds Billabong Camping; Hunting & Foraging 

39 Patawar Glasswater Creek Creek Women’s Site 

40 Indiji Reynolds Vineforest Camping; Hunting & Foraging 
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41 Nagkalaku Daly River  Billabong Historic 

42 Wata Wata Reynolds large lagoon Historic;  Camping; Hunting & Foraging 

43 Kidara Reynolds large lagoon Dreaming; Historic 

44 Tjillurum Reynolds Lowlands Camping; Hunting & Foraging 

45 Parak Reynolds Billabong Birthplace 

46 Durk Tjirratj Finniss Billabong Dreaming  

47 Peminymerr Finniss River Station Billabong Camping; Historic 

48 Ngadalapu Sweets Lookout Billabong Dreaming Track 

49 Pulandjarrputj Wagait Hill Dreaming  

50 Wulman Wagait Billabong Ceremonial; Fighting; Burial  

51 Wangany Wagait Billabong Dreaming Track 

52 Bulkany Wagait Billabong Dreaming track; Camping; Hunting & 
Foraging 

53 Darrandimindam Wagait Lagoon Dreaming  

54 Mamangarra Wagait Swamp Camping; Hunting & Foraging 

55 Miyer Miyer Wagait Billabong/swamp Camping; Hunting & Foraging 

56 Wundjitji Wagait Billabong Camping; Hunting & Foraging 

57 Wangamatj Wagait Paperbark swamp Camping; Hunting & Foraging 

58 Wandjadeli Wagait Billabong Camping; Hunting & Foraging; Dreaming 
Track 

59 Djunggulumariny heron Hole Billabong Camping; Hunting & Foraging 

60 Mar Mar Wagait Wetland Dreaming; Camping; Hunting & Foraging 

61 Guridju Wagait Billabongs Hunting & Foraging 

62 Pinya Malinbuk Wagait Swamp Camping; Hunting & Foraging 

63 Kanbalka Wagait Wetland Dreaming 

64 Leuwi Wagait Billabong Camping; Hunting & Foraging 

65 Kariptar Wagait Billabongs Dreaming; Camping; Hunting & Foraging 

66 Kalngarriny Wagait Wetland Historic 

67 Kuyirri Wagait Hill Dangerous  

68 Magiba Wagait Billabong Camping; Hunting & Foraging 

69 Durk Wak Burton Creek Billabong Dreaming 

70 Regaman Finniss Creek Historic; Women’s Site 

71 Liminbirri Finniss Wetland Initiation; Ceremony; Fighting  

72 Makanba Litchfield Escarpment Camping; Burial  

73 Mimandurrk Litchfield Vineforest Dreaming; Camping; Hunting & Foraging 

74 Danarr Litchfield Creek Camping; Hunting & Foraging 

75 Yimalanbu Sweets Lookout Swamp Camping; Hunting & Foraging 

76 Nandaba Litchfield Escarpment  Camping 

77 Jagorda Litchfield Escarpment  Archaeological; Named 

78 Djingurr Litchfield Escarpment  Archaeological; Named 

79 Majar  Litchfield Escarpment  Archaeological; Named 

80 Parak Litchfield Escarpment  Initiation; Ceremony; Dangerous; Men’s 

81 Nangalagku Litchfield Escarpment  Archaeological 

82 Tjenya Litchfield Escarpment  - Falls Camping; Hunting & Foraging 

83 Binggerul Litchfield Escarpment  - Falls Camping; Hunting & Foraging 

84 Darak McCallums Creek Escarpment  Dreaming Track 
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Appendix 3: Heritage Assessment Criteria 

Australian Heritage Commission Assessment Criteria 

Criterion A: Its importance in the course or pattern of Australia's natural or 

cultural history  

 
A.3. Importance in exhibiting unusual richness or diversity of flora, fauna, landscapes 
or cultural features. 
 
A.4. Importance for association with events, developments or .cultural phases which 
have had a significant role in the human occupation and evolution of the nation, State, 
region or community.  
 

Criterion B: its possession of uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of 

Australia's natural or cultural history  

 
B.2. Importance in demonstrating a distinctive way of life, custom, process, land use, 
function or design no longer practised, in danger of being lost, or of exceptional 
interest.  
 

Criterion C: Its importance to yield information that will contribute to an 

understanding of Australia's natural or cultural history  

 
C.2. Importance for information contributing to a wider understanding of the history 
of human occupation of Australia.  
 

Criterion D: Its importance in demonstrating the principal characteristics of:  

 
(i)  A class of Australia's natural or cultural places; or  
(ii)  A class of Australia's natural or cultural environments.  
 
D.1. Importance in demonstrating the principal characteristics of the range of human 
activities in-the Australian environment (including way of life, philosophy, custom, 
process, land use, function, design or technique).  
 

Criterion G: its strong or special associations with a particular community or 

cultural group for social, cultural or spiritual reasons  

 
G.1. Importance as a place highly valued by a community for reasons of religious, 
spiritual, cultural, educational or social associations.  
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Appendix 4: Tables of Indigenous Fauna and Flora 

Resources in the Reynolds River Region 

TABLE A. UTILISED PLANT SPECIES OF THE OPEN WOODLAND 
 

Species Name Common Name Use 

Acacia aulacocarpa  Tools, spears, sticks 

Alloteropsis semialata  Green base 

Antidesma ghaesaembilla  Fruits 

Brachychiton megaphyllus Kurrajong Fruits 

Brachystelma glabriflorum  Tubers 

Buchania obovata Green Plum Fruits 

Canarium australianum  Seeds 

Caralia brachyata  Fruits 

Carpentaria acuminata  Greens 

Cartonma paruiflorum  Tubers 

Cayratia trifolia  Roots 

Cochlospermum fraseri Kapok Bush Roots 

Cyanehum peduneulatum  Green fruits 

Eriosema chinensis  Tubers 

Eriosema chinensis  Tubers 

Erythrina vespertillio Bat’s wing coral tree Roots 

Ficus opposita Sandpaper Fig Fruits, leaves sandpaper 

Ficus platypoda  Fruits 

Ficus scandeus  Fruits 

Ficus virens  Fruit 

Grevillea decurrens  Seeds 

Grevillea pteridifolia Fern-leaved grevillea Nectar 

Grewia retusifolia  Fruits 

Heteropogon triticeus spear grass Stem sugar grass 

Impomoea aquatica  Green shoots 

Ixora tormentosa  Fruits 

Liviston benthami   Greens, sugar 

Livistona humilis Sand Palm Cabbage, string 

Mnteshia rottboelloides  Fruits 

Nauclea orientalis Leichhardt Tree Fruits 

Nauclea violacea  Green roots 

Pandanus spiralis Pandanus screw palm Nuts 

Persoonia falcata Milky plum Fruits 

Phylius minima   Fruit 

Planchonia careya Cocky apple Fruits 

Sorghum intrans Annual sorghum Seeds 

Sysygium armstrongii  Fruits 

Syzygium eucalyptoides White bush apple Fruits 

Terminalia ferdinandiana Billygoat plum Fruits 

Terminalia microcarpa  Fruit 

Urena lobata  String 

Vigna adenantha  Roots 

Vigna vexillata  Tubers 

Vitex glabrata  Fruit 

Wrightia saligna  Woomera 
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TABLE B. UTILISED PLANT SPECIES OF THE NOGLI/MURRENJA RANGE AREA 

 

Species Name Common Name Use 

Antidesma gaesembilla   

Briedelia tormentosa  Fruits 

Buchanania arboresceus   

Buchania obovata Green Plum Fruits 

Canarium australianum  Seeds 

Ficus opposita  Fruits, leaves sandpaper 

Greillea decurrens   

Hakea arboresceus  Seeds 

Heteropogon triteceus  Seeds 

Isohaemum australe   

Livistona humilis Sand palm Cabbage, string 

Nauclea orientalis Leichhardt Tree Fruits 

Mnesthia rottboelliodes  Green base 

Pandanus spiralis Screw palm Nuts 

Persoonia falcata Milky plum Fruits 

Planchonia careya Cocky apple Fruits 

Sorghum intrans Annual sorghum Seeds 

Sorghum stipodium  Seeds 

Syzygium eucalyptoides White bush apple Fruits 

Syzygium suborbiculare Red bush apple Fruit 

Terminalia ferdinaniana Billygoat plum Fruits 

 
TABLE  C. UTILISED PLANT SPECIES OF THE WETLAND 

 

Species Name Common Name Use 

Brachystelma glabri  Tubers 

Buchania arboresceus  Fruits 

Canthium schultzi  Fruits 

Caralia brachyata  Fruits 

Carpentaria acuminata  Greens 

Cartonma parui  Tubers 

Cayratia tripolia  Roots 

Eleocharis dulcis Water chestnut Nut 

Elaeocarpus arnhemicus  Fruits 

Eriosema chinensis  Tubers 

Erythrina vespertilio  Roots 

Liviston penthami   Greens, sugar 

Lygodium sp.  Fruits 

Melaleuca Leucadendra Weeping Paperbark Leaves, bark 

Melaleuca Viridiflora Broad leafed Paperbark Leaves, bark 

Mochatus mochatus  Tubers 

Nymphaea Macrosperma Water lily Stems, roots 

Nauclea orientalis Leichhardt Tree Fruits 

Nymphaea pubescens Water lily Stems, roots 

Nymphaea violacea Water lily Stems. Roots 

Oryza rufipogon Wild Rice Seeds 

Panicum paludosun  Stems, roots 

Syzygium armstrongii  Fruits 
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TABLE D. UTILISED PLANT SPECIES OF THE TABLETOP RANGE (INCLUDING 
VINEFORESTS)  

 

Species Name Common Name Use 

Abelmoschus mochatus  Leaves/tuber 

Acacia difficulis  Gum/seeds 

Acacia latescens  Gum 

Alloteropsis semialata  Green base 

Amorphophallus paeoniifolius Cheeky yam Roots 

Ampelocissus acetosa  Roots/berries 

Austrodolichos eurabundus  Tuber 

Blechnum orientale  Rhizome 

Brachychiton diversifolius Northern Kurrajong Seeds, bark used for bush string 

Brachystelma glabriflorum  Tubers  

Briedelia tormentosa  Fruits 

Buchania obovata Green Plum Fruits 

Canarium australianum  Seeds 

Capparis umbonata  Fruits 

Caralia brachyata  Fruits, wood 

Carpentaria acuminata  Greens 

Cartonema paruiflorum  Tubers 

Cartonema spicatum  Tubers 

Cochlospermum traseri  Roots 

Cyanchum pendunculatum  Green fruits 

Cycas armstrongii Cycad Seeds 

Cymbridium canalicculatum Brown Orchid Stem 

Decaisnina signata Mistletoe Fruit 

Dendrobium affine  Greens 

Dioscorea bulbifera Round yam Tuber 

Dioscorea transversa Long yam Tuber 

Drynaria quercifolia  Rhizomes 

Drypetes lasiogyna  Fruits 

Elaeocarpus angustifolius   Fruits 

Elaeocarpus arnhemicus  Fruits 

Erythrina vespertitio Bats wing coral tree Roots 

Exocarpos latifolius  Fruits 

Ficus congesta  Fruits 

Ficus opposita  Fruits, leaves sandpaper 

Ficus platypoda  Fruits 

Ficus virens  Fruit 

Grevillea decurrens  Nectar 

Grevillea pteriditolia Fern-leaved grevillea Nectar 

Hakea arboresceus  Seeds 

Hibiscus meraukensis  Seeds 

Hibiscus sadariffa  Greens 

Hibiscus zonatus  Seeds 

Horsfeldia australiana  Seeds 

Hydriastele wendlandiana  Greens 

Hypoxis nervosa  Tuber 

Ipomoea abrupta   Roots 

Livistona humilis Sand palm Cabbage, string 

Loranthacae sp. Mistletoe Fruits 

Lygodium microphyllum  Young leaves 

Malaisia scandens  Fruits 
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Species Name Common Name Use 

Mnesthia rottboelliodes  Green base 

Murdannia graminea  Tubers 

Myristica insipida  Seeds 

Nephrolepis auriculata  Rhizome 

Opilia amentacea  Fruits 

Osbeckia australiana   Fruits 

Pandanus spiralis Screw Palm Nuts 

Parinari nonda  Fruits 

Passiflora foetida Wild Passionfruit Fruits 

Persoonia falcata Milky Plum Fruits 

Phylius minima   Fruit 

Planchonella arnhemica  Fruits 

Pouteria sevicea  Fruits 

Pteridium revolutum  Rhizome 

Similax australis  Fruits 

Solanum echinatum  Fruits 

Sorghum intrans annual sorghum  Seeds 

Sorghum plumosum plume sorghum Seeds 

Sorghum stipodium  Seeds 

Stenochlaena palustris  Rhizome 

Sterculia quadrifida  Seeds 

Sysygium angophoroides  Fruits 

Syzygium eucalyptoides White Bush Apple Fruits 

Syzygium suborbiculare Red Bush Apple Fruit 

Tacca leontopetaloides  Fruits 

Terminalia ferdinaniana Billygoat Plum Fruits 

Terminalia grandiflora  Nuts 

Terminalia latipes  Fruits 

Thysanotus banksii  Tuber 

Uraria holtzei  Fruits 

Vigna vexillata  Roots 

Vitex glabrata  Fruit 

Melastoma affine  Fruits/roots 

 

TABLE E. UTILISED FAUNA SPECIES OF THE OPEN WOODLAND 
 

Food Resource Species Time of Year 

Wallaby Macropus agilis Throughout the year 

Red kangaroo (male)  Wet season 

Female kangaroos Macropus agilis Late dry season 

Snapping Turtle Elseya dentata Wet season 

Buffalo/feral/cattle/pigs  All year 

Bush turkey  
Bustard  
Pheasant Coucal 

Ardeotis australis 

Megapodius reinwardt 

Centropus phasianinus 

Early dry season 

Witchetty Grubs   Late dry 

Goanna/goanna eggs  Varanus gouldii, Varanus 

panoptes 

Mainly dry season 

Brush Tail Possum  Tricosurus vulpecula Dry season 

Sugar Glider Possum Petaurus breviceps Dry season 

Green ant   Dry season especially 

Flying fox  Pteropus alecto Dry season 
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TABLE F. UTILISED FAUNA SPECIES OF THE WETLAND 
 

Food Resource Species Time of Year 

Wallaby Macropus agilis Throughout the year 

Female kangaroos Macropus agilis Late dry season 

Snapping Turtle Elseya dentata Wet season 

Long neck turtle Chelodina rugosa Dry season 

Short neck turtle  Wet season to middle dry 

Buffalo/cattle/pigs  All year 

Magpie Geese Anseranas semipalmata Dry season 

Goose & other water fowl eggs  Early dry 

Darter bird  
Cormorant 
Ibis  
Heron  
Egrets  
Whistle ducks 

Anhinga melanogaster 

Phalacrocorax sp. 

Threskiornis sp. 

Ardea sp. 

Ardea sp. 

Dendrocygna sp. 

Dry season 

Bush turkey  
Bustard  
Pheasant Coucal 

Ardeotis australis 

Megapodius reinwardt 

Centropus phasianinus 

Early dry season 

Barramundi  Lates calcarifer Wet season-early dry 

Black Brim Hephaestus fuliginosus Wet season- dry season 

Catfish Arius leptaspis  

Freshwater  Prawns/Yabbies/Mussels  Late wet & dry season 

Mud cod   Dry season 

Mullet  Liza alata, Liza tade Wet season 

Witchetty Grubs   Late dry 

Goanna/goanna eggs  Varanus gouldii,  

Varanus panoptes 

Varanus indicus 

Mainly dry season 

Green ant   Dry season especially 

Flying fox  Pteropus alecto Dry season 

Freshwater crocodile eggs  Crocodylus johnstoni Dry season 

Snake  Acrochordus arafurae Wet season 

Water Python Lialis fuscus  

 
TABLE G. UTILISED FAUNA RESOURCES OF THE TABLETOP RANGE 

 

Food Resource Species Time of Year 

Red kangaroo (male)  Wet season 

Porcupine Tachyglossus aculeatus Early wet season 

Snapping Turtle  Wet season 

Bandicoot Isoodon macrourus Wet season 

bush turkey  Early dry season 

Goanna/goanna eggs  Varanus gouldii, 

Varanus panoptes 

Varanus indicus 

Mainly dry season  

Brush Tail Possum  Tricosurus vulpecula Dry season  

Sugar Glider Possum Petaurus breviceps  

Green ant   Dry season especially  

Flying fox  Pteropus alecto Dry season  
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APPENDIX 5: ARTEFACT IDENTIFICATION 

A basic requirement for successful archaeological surveys is the accurate recognition, 

identification and measurement of archaeological materials. It is therefore imperative 

that people undertaking archaeological surveys be able to differentiate natural 

materials from artefacts. The following understanding of how stone artefacts are made 

was employed in artefact identification. Each time sufficient force is placed on the 

surface of an isotropic rock it will fracture into two pieces. The fragment that has been 

struck contains the ring-crack, where fracture was initiated, and is called the flake. 

The flake is usually the smaller of the two pieces of stone. The larger fragment, from 

which the flake has been removed, is called the core. On both the flake and the core 

the surface that is struck is called the platform.  

 

Flakes can be identified by the distinctive surface created as they are stuck off from 

the core. In this thesis the classification of artefacts is based on identifying the 

characteristics outlined by Hiscock (1984, 1989).  Examination of post-contact glass 

artefacts were examined as outlined in Niemoeller and Guse (1999). For an object to 

be classified as a flaked artefact, it needed to possess one or more of the following 

characteristics: 

• A positive or negative ring crack; 

• A distinct positive or negative bulb of force; 

• A definite eraillure scar in an appropriate position beneath a platform;  

• Definite remnants of flake scars (dorsal scars and ridges). 
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These characteristics indicate the application of an external force to a core. Artefact 

morphologies are described using the four types as defined by Hiscock (1984:128-

129): 

• Flake: A flake exhibits characteristics that indicate it has been struck off a core. The most 
indicative characteristics are ring-cracks, which show where the hammer hit the core. The ventral 
surface may also be deformed in particular ways, for example by a bulb or by an eraillure scar. 

 

• Core: A piece of stone with one or more negative flake scars, but no positive flake scars.  
 

• Retouched Flake: A flake that has had other flakes removed from it, indicated by flake scars on or 
deriving from the ventral surface. 

 

• Flaked Piece: This category is used when an object has definitely been chipped but can not be 
classified as a flake, core or retouched flake.  

 

Other types of artefacts and implements found in the region can be classified using a 

system of characteristics outlined by McCarthy (1976), Mulvaney and Kamminga 

(2004), Holdaway and Stern (2004). These types are listed below.  

• Unifacial Points are flakes retouched along the margins of one surface (either dorsal or ventral) to 
give or enhance a pointed shape. These unifacial points are sometimes symmetrical or leaf shaped.  

 

• Bifacial Points are flakes retouched on both ventral and dorsal surfaces, to enhance or give the 
artefact a pointed shape. These points may have the platform removed and the proximal end 
rounded. 

 

• Serrated Points are bifacial points with serrated margins.   
 

• Edge ground axes: Identified primarily by the shaping processes of flaking, pecking and polishing. 
These generally have only one working edge that has been ground to a sharp margin but there are 
also examples with two leading edges. 

 

• Portable Grinding Stones: Portable grinding stone category includes grindstones and pestles. 
Grinding stones or mortars are identified by a worn and abraded surface either flat or concave in 
appearance. Pestles are identified as the portable stone with convex ground surfaces used in 
conjunction with a mortar.  

 

• Hammerstones show wear on the surface caused by use. This wear can result from abrasion, 
pitting, or edge fracturing with some negative scarring. 
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APPENDIX 6: Criteria for the National Heritage List 

The National Heritage criteria for a place are any or all of the following: 

(a) the place has outstanding heritage value to the nation because of the place's 
importance in the course, or pattern, of Australia's natural or cultural history; 

(b) the place has outstanding heritage value to the nation because of the place's 
possession of uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of Australia's natural or cultural 
history; 

(c) the place has outstanding heritage value to the nation because of the place's 
potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of Australia's 
natural or cultural history; 

(d) the place has outstanding heritage value to the nation because of the place's 
importance in demonstrating the principal characteristics of: 

(i) a class of Australia's natural or cultural places; or 
(ii) a class of Australia's natural or cultural environments; 

(e) the place has outstanding heritage value to the nation because of the place's 
importance in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristics valued by a community or 
cultural group; 

(f) the place has outstanding heritage value to the nation because of the place's 
importance in demonstrating a high degree of creative or technical achievement at a 
particular period; 

(g) the place has outstanding heritage value to the nation because of the place's strong 
or special association with a particular community or cultural group for social, 
cultural or spiritual reasons; 

(h) the place has outstanding heritage value to the nation because of the place's special 
association with the life or works of a person, or group of persons, of importance in 
Australia's natural or cultural history; 

(i) the place has outstanding heritage value to the nation because of the place's 
importance as part of Indigenous tradition. 

 

http://www.deh.gov.au/heritage/national/criteria.html 


